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Preface

In marked contrast to the intensive scrutiny of the principalship by academics,
researchers, representatives of professional bodies. politicians and the public at
large, the superintendency has remained relatively immune from the glare of the
spotlight, until recently that is. In our view this is a somewhat anomalous situ-
ation, if only because there are some 15,000 school districts each headed by a
superintendent, as well as other senior executives of equivalent status or above in
central education agencies. Collectively, they operate a budget derived from the
public purse of quite mind-blowing proportions. Until recently we have known
relatively little about ther who they are, what they do and to what effect
except to say they are now the subjects of close scrutiny given that there is today
a widespread public dissatisfact:on with the quality of schooling across America.
What are their needs now and in the future? What makes an effective school
system leader and how can potential executive leaders be screened, selected, prepared
and further developed? Recent conceptualizations and research focussed on these
sorts of question, ha,e provided the motivaion for this book.

In the recent past a considerable intellectual etThrt has been applied to the
solution of problems that have emerged from a series of official reports that are
commonly referred to in professional circles. Frequently their substance is clouded
by media hype. The intellectual effort, howeve., to problem find and problem
solve, has not been udiform across the country. Rather, it has tended to occur in
pockets in a somewhat desultory fashion. There are now signs. however, of A
consistent body of research and practice emerging that is innovatory in nature and
scope. This new knowledge base provides us with a more optimistic view of the
nature of the superintendency than that which was evident during the last decade.
It can inform us about what needs to he done to regenerate and revitalize the
superintendency. We consider a dynamic research base to he a vital adjunct to the
successful reform of the American public schools and school districts on which
the well-being of the nation ultimately depends.

One of the centers of excellence for research and exemplary practice that is
probing the substantive nature of the superintendency, supporting the develop-
ment Of superintendents in the field and assisting with their selection and pre-
paration is located at I he Univ ersity of -texas at Austin. This book is the result
of collaborative efThrts by researchers based mainly at The University of Texas at
Austin. and funded by the Meadows Foundation of Texas.

The fiicus of their work was identifying and mappin out the needs of senior



educational executives and ev olvini a system for then ongoing and fuither pi o-
fessional development in the field 1 his research and development has taken place
under the auspices of the embryonic National Executive Development Center
(NEDC) established by the American Association of School Administrators
(AASA).

New findings, stemming from the considerable effOrts of the Meadows Project
Team. and supported by a growing number of dissertations, prompted us to
disseminate this body of research to the academic and professional community
as a matter of some priority. This book, however, is but part of that effort. A
monograph addressing instructional leadership and a series of papers have been
prepared and are in press or published in the relevant journals. This volume
represents a coherent synthesis of some intense research activity that is now
beginning to appear in journals in a piecemeal fashion.

Shirley I lord opens the account in Chapter 1, taking research on the principal
as instructional leader as her model and inspiration, and partialling out the impli-
cations and relevance of this for the complementary but distinctive role of
supernitendents. It is fashionable to talk today of leadership forces. It seems not
unreasonable from this standpoint, to infer that it is the interaction of these forces,
represented by those sy ho fulfill die roles of principal, superintendent and school
board official, as being instrumental in providing the needed vision, guidance and
leadership for the achievement of desired educational ends. Each player can learn
off the other in this regard.

The focus becomes more narrow in Chapter 2ind in Chapter 4, where Torn
(dass distills a selected body of research. chosen for its pionecring nature m ini-
tially contributing to a map of the superintendency territory, with no claims for
comprehensiveness. In Chapter 3. he takes an unashamedly normative stance in
considering current practices and realities in the light of what ought to be, to
achieve and maintain excellence in the superintendency. Just what are the charac-
teristics of superintendents who have been designated as being 'exemplary'? Surely.
these are the successes (if the profession and those preparing future superintend-
ents should look hard and carefully at the profiles of these individuals.

In Chapter 5. Shirley Hord and Nolan Estes examine the highly problematic
area of superintendent selection by school boards. The premise of this chapter is
that preparation of superintendents must be configured to, at least partially meet,
the needs and perceptions of the consumers, namely, the school board. In Chapter
(), David Carter and Ben I larris consider some conceptual and empirical problems
related to the diagnosis of executive knowledge skills and competencies, as well
as the potential use of highly focussed diagnostic data for professional growth
planning.

The use of assessment methods fiir selection and scteening and, rather uniquely,
for personal development plans in which executives retain control over their own
self-energized assessment data, is treated by Judith Loredo, 13en Harris and I )avid
Carter in Chapter 7. Judith Loredo and Das id Carter extend this perspective
to the selection and preparation of administrators for senior executive Hes in
Chapter K.

hi a text such as this. one might expect a chapter entitled Leadership .1i4
Learninw Learnirrt; jor Leadership to open the dialogue. Instead, we have pre-
ferred to lease this until the end of the book in Chapter 9. In this chapter Das id
Carter synthesizes and integrates the knowledge base developed at The University'
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of I exas at Austin w ith ss hat we know about the natuie of leadership and its
much needed transformatise power to lealize the i ems igoration of American
education.

As a research team, we felt the need to include an epilogue. As well as
looking retrospectively at the work already done and currently underway, we
also wished to project ahead, to present a future of what has yet to be accom-
plished and the infrastructure being put in place to facilitate this. From early
beginnings centered around the Texas pilot situ, the still-evolsing National
Executise Development Center is embodied in various sites across the nation. A
decentralized approach with a suitable divisic,n of labor was conceived expressly
to research and develop packages and processes in an open way for the ongoing
professional des elopment of superintendents. The form, nature and organizational
arrangements to achieve this goal are presented by Das id Carter and Tom Glass,
last of all in Clupter

If we has e accomplished the task we set out to do, it should lease the serious
reader with a sense of what has been completed thus far, what remains 1(1 be done
and the magnitude of the tasks involved. Above all, from our perspective, we
would like to impress readers with a sense of how a high quality, diagnostic and
action-oriented. professional growth system that meets the present and future
needs or the superintendency might be achieved in a realistic fashion.

This manuscript has been completed in several locations ranging from Texas
and Illinois to England and Australia. We would like to thank especially Angela
Smith and Kathleen McDaniel at the University of Texas at Austin ter word
processing early sections of the manuscript; Sheena Carter, Laurie Coonan, and
Jayne Piscioneri at the University of Notre I )ame Australia for important middle-
stage revisions; and Lori Kitchens and Lonne Parent on stafi at the Southwest
Educational Des elopment Laboratory. Austin, who produced the final copy for
publication. All contributed and participated so competently and cheerfully.

Finally. we has e had colleagues and graduate students too numerous to name
indis idually, who have read and constructively commented on sections of this
hook. We are most grateful for the ackicc and (ommentary they gase. Any
deficiencies in the final product, however arc of our (mil making not theirs.

ix
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Chapter 1

Smoke, Mirrors or Reality:
Another Instructional Leader

Shirley M. Hord

Ihe current interest inind attention to, leadership appears to be unprecedented
in this nation's history. Not only is the analysis of corporate executive officers'
'leadership' the focus of much of the telex ision and other media cm erage, but
leadership at all le\ els is being recognized and publicly applauded: the high school
sports team leader, the community's women olunteer leaders, even 8-year-old
cub scouts are singled out and valued for their demonstrated leadership. In this
milieu educational leadership has not escaped attention. The surfeit of national
commission reports are all clear in their demands tOr a new .iew of educational
leadership that will solve current problems and bring new visions to address
pressing, societal ctmcerns both now and tOr the future. There are those who
belie\ c that the role of the school, and of those leading the school, is ned inexor-
ably to the common 'good'. and that preparing young people to fluiction ,cces-
filll v. and to contribute maximally to an improsed social order will benefit all
cituens.

High-sounding rhetoric! Nonetheless, it is not ox er-dramatic to assert that
the nation's economic and cultural survival and hopes for the future ride in large
measure on the shoulders of our schools, and thus inter alia, on the leadership of
si hool superintendents. Such a relationship suggests a requirement for super-
intendents who are looking beyond buildings, buses, and bonds to students and
instructional improcment. Thus, the superintendent's priority attention is on the
schools' thirteetnear student 'product' and 'consumer', and on how each student
is prepared to tit AN an effecti ely functioning adult now and in tomorrow's
societ.. Some contend that such administrative leadership is a critical factor in
:Tfcitoe For example. Coleman ( l9W1) maintains:

Ins component (admimstratise leadership) has emerged from kirtually
all the effectise school studies as critical, even when the initial expecta-
tions did not include it as a factor. Any consideration of school district
processes net essaril Ititiq include leadership a a primary linking 111Cilla-
nhilm. 1p. 93;

What is hold leadership While the concept is des eloped in Chapter 9 of this book,
sunpli Lktuntion (lima( tenzes leadership as guidance tOr movement from an
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existing to a preferred state Assuming that to be the case, a sision of the preferred
state is required. as are change strategies for inducing the organization to mo',e
toward the preferred state. What is known about superintendents operating in
these modes? Not very much, but a knowledge base is evolving as is made clear
in this chapter and elsewhere in this book. The row. explication of the effective,
improvement-oriented principal has been the focus of much study and consequently
a burgeoning research base. Unlike the study of principals, disciplined inquiry
into the superintendent's effectiveness is still in its infancy (Hord. 1990; Muller,
1989): there is a lack of models to support such inteilectual work. Can the in-
structional ieader principal serve as a model prototype paralleling the role of the
superintendent in this area?

Utilizing the emerging research base that examines superintendents' problem-
sok ing processes and roles in effective districts, this chapter explores the ev olv ing
literature and the underlying imperative of superintendents' leadership both now
and in the future.

The chapter is organized in three sections:

the first provides a brief review of the chief education officer's vari-
ous publics and their current expectations for superintendent's
perfkirmalIce:
in the second section, the new findings emerging from research on
effectisc superintendents are presented; two paradigms that portray the
eft-cense principal are introduced, and the 'fit' between superintendents'
findings and principals' frameworks is explored;

(ni) finally, for increasing the effectiseness of instruction district-wide, the
relationships between superintendents and principals are examined,
noting the implications for the education of the school board and
community and for the continuing professional de elopment of
superintendents.

Finances and Facilitic, vs. the Future

kpending On just who is responding, the role definitions of superintendents vary
idely. Those who occupy the role adhere to differing definitions from those

outside the office school boards, school staff, and the public at large. The chief
education officer is a resident in the ever-widening contexts of these constituents.
I low the latter perceive the nile and what they value most about it can significantly
influence the way it is exercised by incumbents, but let us look first at the CEO's
views.

The Superintendent Looks at Herself/Himself

Mirror, mirror on the wall.
Just what am I. after all?

Such might be the query of many superintendents currently active in the
position. ln a stud1 to learn 1 lender Influenced the supermtendent's ley, (If
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his/her role (Youngs, 1988), it was discovered that half of the men and half of the
women sampled viewed themselves as leaders, while the other 50 per cent of each
group perceived themselves as managers. Furthermore, age was the factor that
served to differentiate most between th,-: different views across the study sample.
Men and women under the age of 45 saw themselves as leaders while those over
45 viewed themselves as managers. Much attention and space has been given in
the literature to differentiating management from leadership (see Chapter 9). Suf-
fice it to note here that, as already suggested in the introductory passages, lead-
ership can be thought of as entailing a visionary or symbolic dimension that
addresses movement and change, while managenlent is seen as securing an orderly
status quo or the smooth operation of routines.

Additional studies addressing superintendents reported that aspects of their
role idmtified as most important to them involved financial issues, building a
positi%e climate to support and facilitate the work of staff and students, and an
effective curriculum (Collier. 1987). How superintendents are influenced by
self-perceptions of then- careers and role(s) may be characterized by the place-bound
and career-bound categories of superintendents: the place-bound superintendent,
who does not see him/herself [nosing onward and upward or in leading the
district tbrward, curbs change and maintains the status quo; the career bound or
upwardly mobile superintendent, cons ersely, guides the system in new way,
through the des elopment and adaptation of new policies and practices (Crowson.
1987).

Given the disparate less s of the role held by superintendents, it is not
surprising that boardsilso, differ among themselves and in contrast to the chief
education officer. Of special significance is the influence the board can exercise on
the superintendent's role. Such divergent perceptions impact and create tensions
when superintendent role perspectives compete with the board's. It is instructive
to consider, then, what s iew, are characteristic of boards:'

The Eye of the Board

One-hundred-mid-fift schoill board presidents representing district, of ariou,
size, geographic region, and amount of wealth, were studied by Pringle (1989),
who found that board presidents agreed 'skills considered most critical for selec-
tion and contract renewal . . . (were) those of providing information to hoard
metnbers and building a relationship of trust and respect with the board (p. vii)
Other areas deemed important (beyond the boards' self-interests) were those of
professional staffing and evaluation, together with attention to the ways in whiLh
central office staff were organized. In Pringle's study, board presidents were found
to be less concerned about operations and auxiliary services, results that differ
from other studies of boards and their views of the superintendent. Pringle re-
ported that the literature available for review reflected priority roles for the super-
intendent in the areas of 'finances, facilities, operations, personnel management,
board relations and community relations'.

In contrast, narrative responses solicited in his study revealed that hoard pres-
ident, were also interested in the instructional-related abilities of superintendent-
as-candidate and superintendent-as-incumbent. In a concurrent rev iew of the
literature, Hord (19910 also found boards' interest in superintendents' capabilities

3
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to manage finances and personnel to he a high priority consideration. At the same
time, it appears that boards generally are not in agreement about the area and
degree of the superintendent's license to demonstrate leadership, thereby providing
the potential for superintendent/board conflict (making it easy to understand why
boards prefer superintendents who 'build a relationship of trust and respect').
Alvey and Underwood (1985) described a 'tug-of-war going on in many school
systems (with) board members . .. and superintendents .. . each trying to edge
more responsibility . . . especially concerning personnel'. Fientges (1986), however,
reported a balance r,1 power with the superintendent's role predominating (in
internal policy issue. where his/her professional technical expertise is of importance.
and boards taking a stronger decision-making role in external policy issues.

And Others

The advent of politics and the emergence ofmilitant action-oriented interest groups
have significantly impacted the ,uperintendent's activities. The politics of com-
munity groups with particular interests to pursue. and the district's influential
professional staff associations and unions, have had a profound effect on policies
and practices in sonic school systems. This 'politicization of public education

1983) has resulted in more than the usual active ins olvement of board
members and others, further complicating the superintendent's role. How all these
activities play out in the public press on a slow news day is easily observed.

On a more positive theme, there are some, like Tucker, who propose that
superintendents adopt a role of managing people who think for a living as distinct
from those who are .just told what to do and expected to get on with it as directed
(Tucker, 1988). With this view. Schlechty and Joslin (1986) maintain that knowledge
work will be the most dominant occupation of our country. with teachers under-
taking a decision-sharing role, requiring the redesign of authority relationships in
a school system. In describing this new model. Schlechty and Joslin portray 'the
superintendent . . . as the chief teacher . . . who defines problems and inspires others
to solve them. Leadership. then, is more important than managerial skill, though
managerial skill is not to he discounted'.

In sonunar . school hoards as instruments of public polic) has e articulated
roles and expectations for their superintendents to perform in certain ways. In
addition to the way superintendents and boards viesv the role, others outside or
peripheral to the confines or restraints of the school system promote extensive
lists of skills, tasks and responsibilities they consider should accrue to the super-
intendent's role. .1.he efforts of community interest groups and political action add
further to the demands plated on the thief education Alter for performance and
accountability. In short, the modern superintendent is required to be all things to
all people.

These multiple and frequently competing perspectives, role expectations. and
demands do not bode well for the person in the 'catbird' seat. With mixed per-
ceptions an unrealistic array of expectations and multiple role definitions
akininding, it is not surprising that the art of politics has talsen precedence user
the craft of instruction in the superintendency. If instruction is to be accorded the
highest priority by our schools, it would seem important at least to discover
which role requirements of superintendents relate most pow erfulb, to etlectise
instruction a topic to he examined in the next section.

4
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Effective Leaders

There is an extensive research base on effective principals (Duttweiler and Hord,
1987) but a critical lack of much research-based knowledge about the effects that
superintendents have on their districts that relates to student outcomes, the pre-
sumed focus of district programs. Wimpelberg (1988), Leithwood and Steinbach
(1989), and others (Hord, 1990) have called attention to this fact, exhorting
researchers to contribute to a much needed research base. Modestly and increas-
ingly, study findings are accumulating. and though the quantity of results is still
relatively small, they commonly exhibit a great potential to increase understanding
about superintendents' effects on instruction. See for example, Harris and Wan
(1991) and Muller (1989).

Superintendents: Their Work in Ltkaive Districts

Most of the recent studies reported here have gone beyond the short self report
survey method and have employed multiple data collection techniques including
interviews with subjects. colleagues, subordinates, and community members;
examination of documents; ethnographic field studies to observe the subjects in situ
and so on. Further, most of the subjects and samples studied have been identified
on the basis of their effi'cts on district policies arid practices and, more specifically,
on student academic outcomes. Such study samples, though small, stand in contrast
to those selected on the basis of 'reputation' by persons not in direct contact with
the district and its daily operations. The work of these subjects, superintendents
in effective districts, has been examined and reported by several researchers and
a brief review of their findings follows.

In a series of three reports of twelve effective districts. Hallinger. Murphy
and Peterson (1985. 1986, 1)87) pro% ided clear information about the role of the
superintendent in district effectiveness. According to Murphy and Hallinger (1986),
the superintendents of these twelve effective districts were characterized as setting
goals and establishing expectations and standards, selecting staff, supervising and
evaluating staff, establishing an instructional and curricular focus, ensuring con-
sistency in curriculum and instruction, and monitoring curriculum and instruction.

Some of the superintendents collected products of the schools' work and used
meetings of various sizes, formats, and composition to investigate implemen-
tation of instructional processes. They inspected curriculum and instruction in
operation through isits to schools. Student achievement results were used in
teacher and principal evaluations by two-thirds of the superintendents. They w ere.
in a word, seen as being directly involved in the technical core operations of their
districts (Murphy and Hallinger. 1986),

Murphy, Hallinger and Peterson's paper (1985) added that the superintend-
ents were also engaged in culture building: communicating with staff; developing
team activities, showing concern, and building morale; and resolving problems,
cutting through paperwork, and securing rapid solutions to pressing problems.
They were the primary actors in linking schools and district offices, promoting
closer relationships between district and site administrators, and mandating
administrator staff deselopment that focussed explicitly on curriculum and in-
struction. The superintendents' message was 'every child can learn', and principals
were expected to realize this ideal in practice (Murphy. et al., 1985).
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Peterson, Murphy and Hal linger (1987) reported that superintendents in
effective districts did not believe that `instructional technologies are totally idio-
syncratic, evanescent and unspecifiable' (p. 18); therefore, they specified instruc-
tional models and teaching methods to improve student learning outcomes. To
ensure that instruction was attended to, they communicated the expectation that
the identified models would be used. They established goals and standards for
evaluation, and they put in place support structures through ongoing staff devel-
opment activities and the allocation of budgets to support these initiatives. They
signaled in powerful ways that curriculum and teaching were important (ibid.).

In comparing two small rural districts with similar communities, the charac-
teristics and activities of the District B superintendent appeared to be significant
to the district's success (Jacobson. 198e). For example, to improve student per-
fOrmance, teachers performance was nurtured through professional development,
and monitored. If teachers did not perform in accordance with expectations, they
were dismissed, pressured into retirement, or denied tenure. In turn, teachers
were supported in student achievement efforts through a strictly enforced code of
student discipline by the administration. Tile improved student behavior contributed
to improved teachers' working conditions.

Teachers were encouraged to work collaboratively to address problems and
to experiment with the curriculum. The superintendent regarded faculty as the
agents of change and held them accountable fin- improvement. To facilitate
this initiative, he supported staff as they' upgraded course offerings, materials,
facilities, and their own professional development. In this small district, the
superintendent worked directly with teachers, rather than with principals. Gains
in student achievement was the goal of the superintendent and he pursued this
outcome aggressively even at the risk of faculty and community opposition
( Jacobson, 1986).

Coleman and LaRocque (1988) examined the actis ides of superintendents in
high-performing districts and contrasted them with superintendents in less suc-
cessful districts. They concluded that the superintendent's leadership was the single
most important factor in creating a positive district ethos, with both cultural
elements and technical factors contributing to its success. In explaining district
ethos, they identified six activity and attitude 'focusses' that were given attention
learningwcountability, change, caring. connnitment. and community. For each
focus, the superintendents emphasized being accountable, and being improvement
and adaptation-oriented. In addition, they consistently established an I followed
through on their expectations.

The superintendents influenced staff by reference and adherence to the domin-
ant norms of accountability and collegial responsibility fOr declared objectives. In
the high performing districts the superintendent established a consensus through
using committees as consultative bodies, accessing teachers through principals,
and using principals as reactors to ideas. [he superintendents were perceived by
the researchers as a presence in the schools and community, modeling energy and
effort tor the staff and demonstrating accountability to, and on behalf of, the
community. .rheir overall efkct was manifested through the 'creation and
maintenance of a positive district ethos' (ibid., p. 33). Ethos in this respect may be
thought of as the pervading climate or culture.

Superintendents, reported by Pollack. Chrispecls. Watson. Brice and
McCormack (1988). vs ere regarded by district and school level administrators as
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key players in setting and guiding improvement goals. They were also regarded
by themselves and others as modeling instructional leadership, especially in a
symbolic sense through the image they projected as they visited schools on a
regular basis. They played an active role in monitoring change and improvement
efforts, focussing on curriculum issues as the tidcrum for planned change.

Again, direct control over principals' behavior was exercised through selec-
tion, supervision and evaluation, and through enhancing professional socialization
by means of training and staff development. Indirect influence on principals and
improvement efforts occurred through setting goals, allocating resources, des-el-
oping curriculum and evaluating instruction, and by analyzing test data. This
form of district control was not seen by subordinate staff and the broader com-
munity to be denigrating of principals who were themselves generally accepting
the directives they were given, and being supervised in a developmental and
nurturing way. The superintendent's role with principals included setting goals
for change, articulating the district's goals, and modeling priorities for change
through visibility, proximity and monitoring. They also provided support through
staff development, on-site assistance and resource provision.

l'he cultural characteristic typical of the improving districts was the belief
that educators in the schools could increase student achievement (ibid.).

In identifying the superintendent's role in reform, sixteen district leaders were
studied by Paulu l988), and several generalizations from the results were reported
by the investigator. First, the superintendent created an expectant atmosphere
where reform flourished by encouraging staff to share ideas and take risks and by
rewarding those who initiated change. Fundamental to creating such an atmosphere
was to build trust with all staff before the introduction of change efforts. Estab-
lishing ties with all constituents was also important, but the relationship between
superintendent and principal was identified as particularly critical to outcome
success. Also cited was the development of credibility with minority group
members and building trust with the media.

Second, superintendents' initiatives for their districts improvement required
a comprehensive s ision-based plan. While the superintendent introduced the plan,
other participants molded it through their work in committees charged with the
dcvelopment of a fully articulated vision and long-range plans congruent with the
shared vision.

Third. communication of the plan was the responsibility of the superintend-
ent ind was done in a variety of ways in order to reach all people who would be
directly and indirectly affected by the plan. Because they may be a step ahead of
those they lead, successful superintendents communicate plans carefully and in
convincing and persuasive ways to their multiple audiences.

Fourth, after plans were made they were executed. Thus, superintendents
provided for the training of staff and all those involved in implementation. They
delegated responsibilities but remained, however, actisely involved in monitoring
events. If plans did not proceed as intended, modification or elimination of some
elements was considered by the superintendent and/or others responsible for
implementation. In other cases, barriers had to be eliminated. These sixteen
superintendents were reported to be at various stages in their reform etThrts. and
they remained optimistic about their expected results (ibid.).

In a study of big city school districts' improvement efforts. I lill, Wise and
Shapiro (19H)) selected six districts for investigation: Atlanta, Cincinngi,
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Memphis, Pittsburgh and San Diego. A key finding was that 'No improvement
effort can succeed without an active school superintendent . (p. v). In explain-
ing the contributions of these specific actors to the process of improvement, the
researchers concluded that 'The school superintendent is usually the single most
important actor in the improvement process, whether that person is the initial
architect or an indispensable member of a coalition of improvement-oriented
groups. No improvement effort that was studied caught fire without an active
superintendent willing to interact with community forces to attack the school
system's inertia' (p. 20). What did these six superintendents do?

First, they worked with their boards and the community to establish a public
mandate of goals and priorities to guide the policies of the school system. The
resulting goal statements were broad and general but meaningful guides for actions,
providing agreement on direction and focus. Superintendents created these mandates
in various ways, but they reflected 'public needs and aspirations' and granted
greater authority than would normally be the case to the superintendent.

Second, these superintendents almost guaranteed results, but did not promise
overly-ambitious short-term outcomes. Thus, they helped the community to
understand that change and improvement would take a long time to achieve.

Third, the superintendents strove to assure that the improvement effort would
he continuous and would not disappear if the current administrator moved or was
replaced. By cultivating and nurturing younger administrators in the philosophy,
processes and intermediate effects of the change efforts, its continuity might be
assured.

Fourth, relating to the community at large, which is necessary for any
district-wide improvement, means meeting the politics of race, income and
ambition head-on. The superintendent's race was a factor to be reckoned with
in these large, urban communities and these three black and three white super-
intendents did just that, in addition to addressing in a personalized way the needs
of all children regardless of their race or family income.

Fifth, while the preceding four areas represent external issues, there was the
internal dimension to be dealt with. Inside ksues focussed on three strategic fac-
tors: information, principals and professional expectations. First, the information
flow during change efforts was increased, and the media used to keep priorities
and emergent needs up-front in the public mind. Second, a common means for
managing change. identified by five of the executives, was to manage principals
They did so by reorganizing and eliminating organizational structures to make
their relationships with principals readily accessible. 'Under new arrangements
they (principals) reported to area superintendents . and through them to the
superintendents ... the line relationship between principal and superintendent
re-emphasized the idea that the principal, responsible for the whole school, reports
only to administrators with comparably broad concerns' (pp. 25-6).

To address the third issue, these superintendents spent major parts of their
time in schools, treating teachers and administrators as professionals, yet leading
them by articulating priorities and providing guidance and exemplary role models
Their symbolic actions classroom visits, participation in principals' perform-
ance reviews or a school award ceremony COM eyed what was important. Fo
make their expectations for quality performance absolutely clear, four of them
paid unannounced visits to schools to deliver ultimatums for improvement
if needed, and firing of principals as necessary. Principals were used as the

8
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instruments for inducing and facilitating change, and were also the focus of change
and improvement in the direction needed (ibid.).

Muller (1989) investigated the relationship of superintendent instructional
leadership competencies and elementary principal effective instructional leader-
ship behaviors to school effectiveness. He found that superintendent competence
in the area of organizing for instruction was the best predictor of campus and
district effectiveness. According Muller eleven tasks are included in this area,
namely:

(i) The executive understands instructional design;
hi) The executive establishes priorities among the district's instructional

goals and objectives;
(iii) The executive adopts instructional methodologies that facilitate the

efficient delivery of the district's curriculum;
( v) The executive develops an instructional and resource management

system that implements the district's instructional philosophy;
(%) l'he executive develops goals and objectives that guide the district's

instructional philosophy;
(vi) The executive provides an instructional evaluation program that accu-

rately monitors the instructional program;
(vii) The executive monitors student achievement through feedback from

the instructional evaluation program;
( iii) The executive maintains a system for instructional change;
(ix) The executive maintains a system of instructional improvement that

seeks to upgrade the process of student learning;
(x) The executive ensures that the district incorporates varied and diverse

instructional methodologies that allow for a wide range of learning
styles that exist in a multi-racial student population;

(xi) The executive stipulates that homogeneous ability groupings within
classrooms do not segregate students into racial or other inappropriate
groupings. (p. 127)

While this study does not suggest a causal relationship between superintend-
ents' tasks and district effectiveness, it reports a significant correlation between
these variables (ibid.).

From a descriptive study of forty-nive reputationally nominated superintend-
en's, Buck (1989) identified seven most frequently described transformational
leaoership behav iors. The results are reflected in Buck's research-based behavioral
ditinition old transformational superintendent leader. According to Buck, such a
leader uses leadership that goes beyond merely managing the system to helping
the system achieve its next stage of evolution; sharing a vision that becomes the
fused purpose of the organization; and communicating this vision. formally Ind
informally in order to provide up-to-date information to different audiences
regarding the status of the organization.

The leader accomplishes the district's mission based on the s isi on by initially
conceptualizing a specific future; engaging in appropriate risks to bring about
change; involving others in goal setting and decision making; empowering others
and communicating the %ision to every level of the organization. The leader con-
cerns herself/himself about the individual, is committed to quality development
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of others, and seeks to move followers to becoming self-actualized. He/she
demonstrates a positive attitude and a strong value system that includes being a
strong advocate of quality education for students and educational reforms; dem-
onstrates and models the directed learner, continually seeking to improve and
develop skills personally and professionally; and portrays an enjoyment of his or
her work and profession (pp. 201-2).

From this concise review of recent studies, an emergent picture of the effec-
tie superintendent is fbrming. Do superintendents exhibit a unique set of behaviors
or is there a parallel to school-based leaders, i.e., principals?

Leithwood and Steinbach (1989) examined the problem-solving processes or
superintendents in order to better understand what they do. With minor refine-
ments. they used a methodology for their sample of 'expert' and 'typical' super-
intendents, similar to that which had proven successful in their previous studies
of expert and typical principals. An information-processing orientation to prob-
lem solving that was employed in their research on principals was used as a
framework for the study of superintendents. Leithwood and colleague referred to
Schwenk (1988) who judged such a perspective in understanding the strategic
decision making of senior executives to be appropriate and relevant. From
Leithwood and Steinbach's report, it seems reasonably easy to infer that the re-
searchers were satisfied with the results of transporting the methodology they had
devised for the study of principals to that of superintendents.

There were similarities as well as differences in the results obtained from
expert principals and superintendents. Expert superintendents, for example, dem-
onstrated an undeniable air of self-confidence; this same posture of certainty was
expressed by expert (but not typical) principals. Some of the differences between
expert principals and superintendents seemed to be a 'function of work context'.
For example, superintendents had significantly more problem solving resources,
such as instantly available and accessible information. The researchers hypothesized
that differences between superintendents and principals may be attributable to the
expanded experiences of superintendents in the broader, more diverse environment
in which they operate.

On balance, therefore, while superintendents' and principals' work environ-
ments differ, it seems not unreasonable to consider the use of common methods
and structures for investigating and analyzing both principals and superintendents

not only their problem-solving processes but also the components of what they
do in their jobs, leading a school and leading a district.

Principals: Their Work in Eflivive Schools

Two frameworks used in describing and explaining effective principals appear
useful in considering the role of the effective superintendent as well. One iden-
tities components that distinguish between effective principals and others, and the
second addresses three principal styles of facilitating change, with one style more
characteristic of effective principals. These frameworks are presented, and the
body of recent research summarized abos e on superintendents is then examined
for its fit with these models.

As already noted, there is an abundant Magill e on the principal as an in-
structional leader and the results of research on principals' leadership appear quite
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Table 1 1 Relationship of principal leadership to successful change

Effective Principal Effective Change

Vision Innovation Configuration

Goals and Expectations Developing Supportive
Supportive Environment Organizational Arrangements

Training

Monitoring Monitoring and Evaluation

DataThseci Intervent.ons Providing Consultation
and Reinforcement

External Communication

Adapted from Hord, S M Rutherford, W L , Austin, L.L . & Hall, G.E 119871 Taking
Charge of Change Alexandria, Vrgin,a Assoc.ation for Suoervson and Curriculum
Development

consistent. As an example of one summary, Rutherford (1985) explicates tis e
factors of effective principals, or five components of their roles, namely, they:

(i) have clear, informed \ isions of what they want their sdiools to become
visions that focus on students and their needs;

translate these visions into goals for their schools and expectations tbr
the teachers, students, and administrators:

(iii) establish school climates that support progress toward these goals and
expectations:

(iv) contMuously monitor progro,o.: and
) inters ene in a supportive or corrective manner, when it seems

necessary. (p. 32)

Not surprisingly the actions of these improvement-oriented school-based
leaders parallel the types of interventions found to be associated with succes4u1
school change. This alignment is depicted in Table 1.1.

Not only has the research on principals revealed what they do, reported briefly
above in the ti% e-factor framework, but studies have also illuminated our under-
standing of how they do it. Hall. Rutherford, Hord and I luling (1984). drawing
on intensive studies of principals engaged in imp ovement efforts with their fac-
ulties, identified three different ways that principals work. The three do not pretend
to encompass all the ways all principals work, but the essential features of the
styles have been confirmed in cognate studies (Leithwood and Montgomery, 1982:

homas, 1978: .Frohoski. 1984: Schiller. 1988).
Drawing on F tall, Rutherford, I -lord and [luting (pp. 23 4). the three styles

and their definitions (characterizing superintendents) are as follows:

I Initiators
Initiators have clear, deciske long-range policies and goals ... they have
very strung beliefs about what good schools and teaching should be like
and work intensely to attain this ision they has e strong expectations
for students, teachers, principals, and themselves; they convey and moni-
tor these expectations through frequent contacts with principals and clear
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explication of how the school is to operate and how principals are to
provide guidance and manage improvement ... they solicit input from
staff and then make decisions in terms of school and district goals and
what is best for students.

2 Managers
Manage:s represent a broader range of behaviors. They demonstrate both
responsive behaviors ... and they also initiate actions in support of the
chaiq,e effort . .. work without fanfare to provide basic support to facil-
itate principals ... keep principals informed about decisions and are sen-
sitive to principals needs. They will defend their principals from what are
perceived as excessive demands.

3 Responders
Responders place liras y emphasis on allowing principals and others the
opportunity to take the lead. They believe their primary role is to main-
tain a smooth running district by focusing on traditional administrative
tasks, keeping principals content and treating all constituents well. They
view principals as strong professionals who are able to carry out their
work with little guidance ... 'Lis seems to be due, in part, to their desire
to please others and in part to th:ir more limited vision of how their
school district and all personnel should change in the future.

These paragraphs describing the normative approach typical of each leader-
ship style summarize the concerns, motivation, and behaviors of the three styles.
The initiator principal has been identified through iesearch studies as the effective
principal (Rutherford, W85) and the initiator description resonates closely vs ith
the descriptions of superintendents in effectiv e districts reported above.

Doo di,' Shoe Further Fit?

Using the fise-factor effectise principals' framework, the findings on superintend-
ents are discussed and a composite of the tise-dnnensional superintendent is de-
scribed from a synthesis of the study findings ( Fable 1.21. These data are collectively
powerful and provide a lens through which to look at the superintendent, as well
as principal, as instructional leader.

)serall the studies do not report much about superintendents v isioning. .1his
may be a function of the study methodologies, i.e., did the study questions
actually address superintendents' vision-making:: It is to be expected that the goals
and expectations espoused by superintendents come from some view they hold of
the future, though it is equally possible to believe that their goals represent more
short-range needs than those implicit in reflecting futuristic scenarios. Paulo
reported that planning for what they want their districts to become is an important
activity for superintendents. Others in the district may be solicited fbr their ideas
on molding and developing the plan for the future. Buck cited the superintendent
as sharing a vision that drives the organization to achkve its 'next stage of' evo-
lution'. While little is reported about vkion. much was resealed about goals and
expectations. the next factor for consideration.

12
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Table ! 2. I ive factors of effective princroals and findings on roles of superintendents
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Goah and expectations
All the researchers reported superintendents' involvement in setting goals, com-
municating them to the public and articulating specific expectations to the dis-
trict's professionals. Specifically, Hal linger, Murphy and Peterson characterized
superintendents in effective districts as setting goals and establishing expectations
and standards, especially focussing on curriculum and instruction, to the point of
even identifying models of instruction to be used. The superintendents clearly
signaled the high priority they gave to teaching and learning (Ha Binger. Murphy,
Peterson, Coleman and LaRocque).

Jacobson's effective superintendent similarly articulated goals and the means
for acquiring gains in student achievement. Pollack et al. reported district per-
ceptions that viewed the superintendent as the key person in setting, articulating
and guiding improvement goals. Pau lu's sixteen superintendents widely commun-
ic,ued their plans and goals to all school and business constituents, and in various
ways they communicated carefully and convincingly so the goals would be under-
stood by multiple stakeholders.

Establishing a public mandate of goals and priorities to substantiate agree-
ment on the direction to be taken was one of the activities of successful urban
superintendents in effecting change (Hill et al.). Muller reported similar findings
oil the effective superintendents that he studied. The urban superintendents, ac-
cording to Hill, spent time in schools articulating their priorities directly to school
personnel. Buck suggested that this sort of communication is done both formally
and informally by exemplary superintendents, as a matter of course.

.tinpportive environment/climate
I)es eloping a district 'ethos' (the climate/culture) was a strong thrust of the super-
intendents studied by Coleman and La Rocque. In the study's high performing
districts the superintendents established consensuality as a norm, by employing
collegial committee work and cc multation with staff in order to produce positis e
attitudes toward planned change. Hallinger, Murphy and Peterson reported the
effixtis e district superintendents' role in culture building: communicating with
staff. des eloping teanls. demonstrating concern and building morale. 'rile super-
immdents established support through budget allocations and staff development

a phenomenon confirmed also in the Pollack study. In Jacobson's study of two
small. rural districts, teachers were supported in their improvement efforts by the
administratis e enforcement of discipline policies with students.

Paulu's findings described superintendents as creating an atmosphere 'where
reform can flourish' by supporting idea sharing by staff, encouraging staff risk
taking. building trust and rewarding change initiators. This building of an 'ex-
pectant atmosphere was done before change was introduced. Hill cited treating
teachers and administrators as professionals by the superintendent as an important
aspect of climate.

A critical factor in successful change in schools is that of monitoring progress.
ikewise. the effectis e transfer of new learning in the staff des elopment process

that supports improvement is greatly enhanced hy monitoring behavior and skills
cha: ge. It is noted that effective principals are characteristically 'quality control'
mi initors. which also was a dominant aspect of the work of superintendents
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monitoring schools in effective districts (Pollack et al.; Hill et al.), and in moni-
toring classrooms ( Jacobson; Hill et al.). Hallinger. Murphy and Peterson
reported that superintendents monitor personnel (principals), and curriculum and
instruction (also Pollack study). Some superintendents collected the products of
studelits' work as exemplars of achievement. In meetings they inquired about
implementation. Student achievement scores were used as monitoring and
accountability indices for formative purposes (cited by Coleman and La Rocque;
Pollack; Muller).

The superintendents of effect:ve systems did not assume that once the plans
for improvement were in place realization of the vision was assured. Quite the
contrary, continual tbrmative monitoring of progress was done to make certain
that the implementation of change was happening and was on track. Monitoring
was also used to access data for providing support and assistance when and where
it was needed the last of the five factors.

Intervening

The companion to monitoring is intervening with actions that will influence staff
to continue their efforts toward instructional effectiveness and improved student
outcomes. Interventions can reinforce what is being done, can cajole or coerce
staff moement. and/or can assist with trouble-shooting or problem-solsing about
the impact of the change process. Intervening can take the form of inhibiting
inappropriate behaviors or celebrating positive progress. Some superintendents,
ieported Hallinger et al.. Pollack ct al., and Paulu, provided and mandated st,iff
development for all players, a large scale intervention. They also provided on-site
assistance (Pollack). Jacobson found that teachers' performance was monitored
and when performance was not as high as expected, interventions by the super-
intendent included dismissal, pressure to retire, or denial of tenure. Coleman and
La Rocque, and Pollack et al., discussed superintendents who modeled instruc-
tional leadership energy and effort for the staffs. If effects didn't materialize as was
ens isioned and planned for, then superintendents modified or eliminated some or
all aspects of the plan accordingly (Paulu).

Clearly, an analysis of the superintendent's work in effective districts, using
the factors characterizing effective principals, indicates that effective superinten-
dents are engaged in a similar range of actis ities. As the I -fill et al. study reminds
us, unique findings related to the superintendency are found in the broader district
context, seen as a highly political realm that the superintendent must interact with
in order to effect improvement. While the principal has responsibility for the
school's public relations and political harmony on a smaller scale, it is likely to be
more homogeneous. and thus, logically less demanding. than the diversity to
be found within a larger district context.

Yet classroom, school, and district activities are nested, with classrooms
embedded in schools, and schools in districts, thus making it probable that district
level leaders can act in ways paralleling the activities of principals to affect district
outcomes. Murphy and Hallinger (198(s) make a strong statement, proclaiming
'there are substantial parallels between the findings on the principal as instructional
leader and the role of the superintendent as instructional leader'. What is common
trom this body of research then, is the possibility for two variables focussed on
effectie instruction: the role of principal as instructional leader and the role of
superintendent as instructional leader. The interaction of these two variables,
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however, constitutes a third factor in district effectiveness plans. This interaction
is examined and discussed in the final section of the chapter.

A New Relationship: A New Alliance

There can be no denying the powerful influence of the site-based administrator,
the principal, on instructional improvement at the school level. The leadership of
the principal has been consistently cited as the most significant factor in the
success of campus change efforts. These efforts, however, thrive or die, supported
or otherwise, in the wider school district setting. Thus, for more powerful and
pervasive instructional leadership and improvement, attention has begun to focus

at the district level.

Superintendent as Developer

Several issues demand a district focus. One of these is the obvious need for more
improvement simultaneously on more 'fronts'. One school at a time is a theme
frequently heard, but such a pace or frequency is unacceptable in the light of
today's needs and tomorrow's demands. A second issue stems from the needs of
principals themselves who have been called upon to personally adopt and implement

a new professional role (instructional leader and school improvement facilitator)

new to 50-70 per cent of them (Hord, 1988). This constitutes an innovation
for most principals and requires for this school building administrator the same
support, training, and technical assistance and coaching as any new practice or
skills acquisition. In most districts, this presents something of a dilemma: who
will provide the assistance and coaching for the ongoing development of the
principal? 'I'he principal's support and development needs originate in the chal-
lPnge to improve student learning, and are logically linked to the superintendent
in effective districts via a chain of reasoning as follows.

For children to learn more successfully, teaching practices must change to
become more effective. Teachers require help in implementing new practices

who will provide this assistance? The principal has been identified as the person
responsible for providing such help. This role demands new skills and behaviors
of principals. To implement the role, the principal requires help who will
provide this assistance? The superintendent?

A number of the studies reviewed in the previous section identified the su-
perintendent as this 'nurturer'. For example, Pollack et al. (1988) reported that the
superintendent exercised direct y over principals' development through his/

her supervision and evaluation, and through enhancing principals' professional
socialization by training activities and other methods. They used indirect influence
through setting goals jointly with principals and selectively allocating resources.
Principals generally accepted being indirectly directed in this nurturing manner, to
grow in the ways envisioned by the superintendent. Murphy et al. (1985) revealed
that superintendents took a primary role in mandating staff development for
administratoi s that focussed on yurriculum and instruction, thus, preparing them
tor their role in improv ing teaching and learning. In the I lill et al. study (1989)
superintendents cultis ated and nurtured younger administrators (principals) in the

philosophy and processes of the refor In effort to assure its continuation.
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As good managers of personnel, superintendents were providing the support
counterbalanced by gentle pressure, for helping principals acquire new skills. Some
superintendents, however, were viewed as taking a more comprehensive and direct
role with principals, using principals as their instruments for promoting and
effecting change and improvement.

Superintendent as Strate,Ost

Paulu, in summarizing the role of superintendents as actors in reforming their
districts, cited the quality of the relationship between the superintendent and
principal as being particularly critical to the success of school and district change
etThrts. Hill et a/. described the superintendents as managing change through
managing principals. They made the development of relationships with principals
much easier by removing organizational structures such as layers of personnel that
intervened between the two levels of administrators. After reorganization, prin-
cipals reported only to area superintendents and through them to the district
superintendent. The clear message from this change was that the principal who
was responsible for his/her entire school would interact and report to administra-
tors with similarly wide-ranging responsibilities.

The superintendents made regular kits to schools for the purpose of w ork-
nig with principals, identifying their priorities and modeling behaviors they wished
in turn to have emulated. These executive leaders used principals to carry their
message to schools, to implement their shared visions in schools, making reality
out of their dreams. 13y working directly with the principals and coaching them
in their new roles, they developed allies who would work with them to realize
their goals and objectives. Superintendents shared decision making with principals
(under particular circumstances). thus further enhancing their relationship with
each other. Once new norms were established, these teams of district-level/
school-les el instructional leaders provided a powerful impetus and greater facil-
itation for increasing instructional effectix eness at the campus and district Inds

Concluding Remarks

In the USA, teaching and administering have become divorced from one another
(Cuban, 1988), and schools have come to be viewed by administrators as corporate
enterprises, rather than as centers for learning and growth (Gibboney , 1989). 1 his
may be true generally, but it certainly does not come through the effect's e
superintendents' stories described in this chapter. It is widely believed, howes er,
that administrative behavior derives from its context: therefore, significant reforms
in administrative behavior will occur when school system reform occurs (Crowson
and Hannaway, 1989). Exhortations for better performance, behavioral prescriptions
for managerial success and externally-generated regulations will have little value
within existing structures (ibid.). Thus, at least two issues are basic to changing
what niost administrators do or don't do. They are:

(i) The school board
Studies ot' school board's preferences for superintendent competencies
has e identified managing finances. facilities. operations, personnel, and
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board and community relations as high priorities (Hord, 1990; Pringle,
1989). These appear to be typical manifestations of the values held by
those who hire the superintendent the school board. Because school
boards formulate policy, thereby shaping the district context, the board
members become either the naysayers or the supporters of an expanding
superintendent role. Boards seem to disagree about the extent of that
leadership to be exercised by the superintendent specifically for instruc-
tion, although in Pringle's study, board presidents were interested in
hiring and retaining superintendents who had instruction-related abil-
ities. Pringle advocated follow-up research to identify components of
instructional leadership deemed necessary for successful superintending.

Educating the school board and ct,mmunity to understand and
appreciate an instructional leader superintendent is basic to the board's
development of a district context wherein superintendent leadership can
flower. It has been suggested that the superintendent 'teach' the board
and community about alternative role definitions, an interesting 'chicken
and egg' problem. If the superintendent doesn't have the knowledge
base and competence in district-level instructional leadership, how can
he/she teach it? And if the board is not knowledgeable, how can they
provide the means for the superintendent to learn? Which leads to the
second issue.
Superintendents' professional development
Both preparation programs and professional development activities have
been targeted as means for improving the skills of superintendents. Also
targeted is the improvement of these programs and activities in order
that they do a successful job, a case of building an airplane and flying it
simultaneously. Muller's study (1989) reported a relationship between
superintendent instructional leadership competencies, elementary princi-
pal effective instructional leadership behaviors, and school effectiveness.
From his findings, Muller suggested that the preparation and continuing
development of superintendents should include instructional design
theory, goal setting, strategies for planning. evaluation of instruction,
strategies for change, and methods of instruction.

While the call for reform of administrator preparation increases,
McCarthy (1987) found that few educational administration professors
thought important changes were needed in their programs a view at
odds with that of many others, practitioners and researchers, for example
(see also Chapter 3).

The National Policy Board for Educational Administration released its report
in 1989 concerning upgrading the training of school administrators. In it, people
were addressed (both candidates for programs as well as faculty of programs),
program structure, duration, and content were recommended, and assessment provisos
were stipulated. Already, action has been mounted to address these issues, some
of which are described in Chapter 6. Thus, there is good reason to I optimistic
that superintendency programs in the future will be more effective in preparing
individuals for this important post of district instructional leadership.

Is the 'new' model of instructional leader superintendent smoke, or mirror,
or reality? Is it possible that district executives have the opportunities or uke
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the opportunities to study achievement data, articulate priorities, review principal
performance, model desired behaviors, and monitor progress toward desired
outcomes? It is clearly a reality in those districts cited by the reports referenced in
this chapter.

The researchers who conducted the set of studies reviewed here concluded
that significant change required the active and enlightened involvement of super-
intendents, and this involvement typically included direct functional relationships
with principals regarded as the other instructional leaders. From the work conducted
to date, it is evident that working together comprehensively and collegially, these
instructional leaders can more effectively serve the needs of children the most
important of any nation's resources and our hope for the future.
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Chapter 2

Through the Looking Glass

Thomas E. Glass

Any field of research is concerned with some aspect of reality, the delineation of
which defines its territory. Ideally, research in a new area aims at the creation of
an increasingly refined map of its territory and, typically, research in a new field
begins with a description of its territory (Kallos and Lundgren, 1975). It is
approximately only five to ten years ago that research efforts were directed, in any
concerted manner, beyond the building principal toward senior executives in school
districts and their equivalents in central office agencies. From being an under-
researched field, the American superintendency has now become a focal point for
numerous studies, a selection of which is referenced in this book. These studies
have advanced and refined our knowledge of the territory as well as providing us
with directions for its further unfolding.

We started to circumscribe the boundaries in the first chapter. drawing par-
allels between what we know about the considerable research conducted on the
principalship, with implications from the findings for the cognate area of the
superintendency.

In this chapter, the focus is narrowed in order to review a small group of
studies, conducted since the mid-1980s, and selected because of their pioneer-
ing nature in helping to establish and crystallize the research base on the super-
intendency.

In this chapter. studies have been selected for the light they shed on the
nature, scope, form and function of the superintendency: and on the role require-
ments of superintendents vis-a-vis knowledge, competencies and skills in order to
be effective. For the purposes of this book, the superintendency has been conceived
as a cadre of seniOr executives charged with two major tasks. The first is the
routine management of schools and school systems at the district level. The second
is the not-so-routine challenge of envisioning and transforming these systems in
response to changing national priorities and the a.,pirations of local communities.

The chapter also addresses what the research has to say about aspiring to the
superintendency through career paths analysis, in addition to holding a mirror up
to practitioners to reflect what they themselves regard as being important to the
nature of their work. A similar perspective is provided on the professoriate.
Collectively, the findings can illuminate the preparation of administrators although
the issues raised are addressed more fully in Chapter 8. It is, however, of more
than passing interest to establish the degree of congruence, or lack of it. between
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what practitioners and those who prepare them regard as being important. using
common critc.ia.

The record shows that much of the early innovative work, notably under the
umbrella of the American Association of School Administrators (AASA), has
been conducted by researchers in Texas. Today there is an increasing and wide-
spread interest in this field from both a research and a professional development
perspective (Murphy and Hallinger, 1989; Murphy, 1991). The compelling need
is to understand better the nature and scope of the field, including its numerous
and varied elements. Clearer understandings could drive much needed changes in
the screening, selection, preparation and ongoing development of senior school
district executives. While our focus is primarily on the superintendency, other key
players tasked with leading the nation's schools and school systems into the next
century are also included in the research base. That aside, there are still many gaps
in the emerging body of research, as yet to be closed by another generation of
researchers.

In 1982, the AASA produced a document describing a set of guidelines for
the preparation of public school administrators, i.e., superintendents. The guidelines
included performance goals, and were compiled by a joint committee of professors
of educational administration and practitioners in the field. The relevance of the
performance goals was investigated by McClellan (1983) using a sample of practicing
superintendents who verified them as being basically appropriate to the demands
of their role(s). The AASA also commissioned John Hoyle, Fenwick English and
Betty Steffy to translate the guidelines into leadership skills considered necessary
for school executives to achieve the performance outcomes specified in the A ASA
Guidelines (Hoyle, English and Steffy, 1985).

Early research verified the appropriateness of the performance goals and
competencies in terms of requisite preparation and training for the role(s) of a
superintendent. It had not confirmed, however, their validity. Do actual on-the-job
behaviors of superintendents correlate with emerging theoretical conceptions of
the role(s)? it is fairly self-evident that, if sets of performance goals, competencies,
and skills are deemed to exist in theory, they obviously need to be verifid in a
field setting to confirm and evaluate their relationship to job .:e. In
other words, what superintendents are trained to do must at :L., . .ate to ,xecutive
effectiveness in the performance of their duties.

In attempting to establish congruence between theory and practice, the first
investigation into the operational use of performance goals and competencies
contained in Guidelines for Preparation of Administrators (1979) and Skills for Suc-
cessful School Leaders (1985) was undertaken on a national basis in 1986. The study
was directed jointly by the AASA and researchers at the University of Texas at
Austin. Later, in 1987 and 1988, companion studies were initiated on a statewide
basis in Illinois and Texas; and a second national study was conducted in a
contiguous area in 1989. In the latter investigation, a sample of professors of
educational administration was drawn to discover the perceptions of academics
concerning the appropriateness of the previously identified performance goals and
skills to superintendent effectiveness. In concert, the general conclusions to be
drawn from this group of studies was that some goals were more directly relevant
to performance than others. Also, there can be no sustainable generic view of the
superintendency because of, among other things. its temporal and context-
hound nature. What emerged from the research was an excellent typology of
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approximately five types of superintendents each requiring a different range
and level of skill and placing individual emphases on previously identified per-
formance areas.

During this period a seminal study was conducted by Susan Sclafani, focussed
on the occupational content of the work of superintendents. Its purpose was to
establish whether the AASA guidelines, developed initially from the (then) extant
literature, formed a valid framework for the preparation of superintendents. It
also sought to prioritize those performance goals and skills considered by practicing
superintendents to be important for effective performance in the field. Sclafani's
sample was drawn from the national population of practicing school super-
intendents, including a sub-set specifically nominated as 'effective superintendents'.
For the purpose of analysis the groups were then sub-divided along demographic
lines such as size of district, geographical location of district and enrollment features
of the district, and other social factors such as mino-'.ty populations, for example.
The initial seven performance areas of the AASA were increased to eight after a
review panel recommended more emphasis on finance and budgeting skills than
had been previously gis en to this area. The eight performance areas (goals) were
as follows:

(i) Establishes and maintains a positive and open learning environment to
bring about the motivation and social integration of students and staff;

(ii) Builds tstrong local, state and national support for education;
(iii) Develops and delivers an effective curriculum that expands the de-

finitions of literacy, competency, and cultural integration to include
advanced technologies, problem solving, critical thinking and cultural
enrichment for all students;

(iv) Develops and implements effective models/modes of instructional
delivery that make the best use of time, staff, advanced technologies.
community resources, and financial means to maximize student out-
comes;

( v) Creates programs of continuous impros einem and es aluation of both
staff and program effectiveness as keys to superior learning and
development;

(vi) Undertakes responsibility for the management of all school finance
issues within the school district;

(vii) Skillfully manages school system operations and facilities to enhance
student learning;

(viii) Conducts and utilizes research as a basis for problem solving and
program planning of all kinds.

The set of skills contained in the AASA Skins .for Successfid Sdwol Leaders
(1985) was matched to the eight performance areas and a composite list of fifty-
two skill statements was developed for use in the main data collection phase of
Sclafani's study. Pilot trials showed a single instrument to he too unwieldy and
the fifty-two skills were reorganized into four sets of thirteen in each. By this
means four discrete and potentially less intimidating instruments were created to
improve the chances of an acceptable return rate. For the purpose of analysi:, the
collation of demographic questions also allowed for the ready allocation of
respondents to groups aLcording to district charaLteristics.
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Each respondent was invited to address the eight performance goals/areas in
relation to:

(i) their contribution to effective on-the-job performance as a super-
intendent;

(ii) their degree of influence on the preparation individuals had received
prior to their entry to the superintendency;

(in) their self-perceived areas of greatest and least strength.

Next followed the list of fifty-two skills. Superintendents were asked to
indicate which eight they thought were the most and least important to being
successfill, aLcording to the following criteria:

Which performance goals/areas do superintendents indicate are most
important to effective perfOrmance as superintendents:
Which skills do superintendents indicate are the most important to effec-
tive performance as superintendents?
Are there significant differences between the ley els of importance ascribed
to particular performance goal areas by superintendents identified as
'effective' and those in the random sample of superintendents?
Are there significant differences between the levels of importance ascribed
to particular skills by superintendents identified as effective and by a
random sample of superintendents?
Are there significant differences between the levels of importance ascribed
to particular performance goal areas and skills by superintendents of dis-
tricts with different demographics such as size, ethnicity, type of location
or geographic area?
Are there significant differences between the levels of importance ascribed
to particular performance goals/areas and skills by superintendents with
different educational backgrounds, such as highest degree earned, or dif-
ferent certifications or different numbers of years of experience in the
superintendency?

Sclafani used a sample of 1800 superintendents randomly selected from a list
of public school K- 12 districts throughout the United States. Since there is
approximately double that number of districts potentially available outside of
metropolitan areas, selections continued to be made until 600 metropolitan districts
and 1200 non-metropolitan districts had been drawn. The returns included MI 1
superintendents in all who had satisfactorily completed the four instruments that
collectively captured the skills identified by the AASA (1985).

The sub-sample of 'effective superintendents' was drawn using criteria pro-
vided annually by the National School Board Association (NSBA) to select the
Ion best superintendents in the country. The nomination process used by the
National School l3oards Association (NSBA) is conducted by Chief State School
Officers and executive directors of state professional organizations. The sampling
procedure was used concurrent with NSBA selection to identify a sample of 140
etkctie superintendents for the purpose of the survey.

A cross-sectional design was used employing descriptive, inferential and
non-patametric statistical analysis techniques. Analysis of variance was performed
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for each dependent and independent variable while Chi souare was also used to
examine relationships between selected variables.

Discussion of Sclafani's Findings

To reiterate there were two main purposes of this study. The first was to query
superintendents as to what pertbrmance areas and skills they considered to be
most important to effectiveness in their role. 'I'he second purpose was to examine
their priorities with respect to selected demographic characteristics of school
district types, in addition to profiling their personal backgrounds.

An overall acceptable rate of return of survey instruments was achieved which
included 35.7 per cent from the metropolitan sample and 64.5 per cent non-
metropolitan. The rates proportionately reflected the ratio of metropolitan to
non-metropolitan districts within the USA. The largest single group of districts
was rural (53.7 per cent) followed by small city (18.5 per cem). In terms of
enrollment size, the largest group was that containing districts of 1000 to 5000
students (44.4 per cent). Districts under 5000 comprised 82.2 per cent of the
sample. Very few districts were multicultural and 75.3 per cent of those sampled
were entirely Anglo in their make up. The personal backgrounds of the respondents
showed that 40 per cent held doctoral degrees; tenure as superintendent averaged
about ten years; and as an occupational group, superintendents were very active
professionally outside their districts as well as participating in numerous community
activities within them.

Level of Importance of Each of the Eight Performance Areas

The performance area which both groups of superintendents (i.e., 'national' and
'effective') indicated to be of highest importance was that of climate. Climate was
conceived as the establishment and maintenance of a positive and open learning
milieu engendering motivation and bringing about the social integration of stu-
dents and staff. This was followed in importance by the performance area encom-
passing district finances. The development of an effective curriculum was ranked
third, and in fourth place was the creation of programs of continuous improve-
ment including program ealuation and the appraisal of staff effectiveness.
Management of district operations was ordered fifth while in sixth place was the
delivery of an effective means of instruction. Building up strong local, state and
national support for education came seventh and, finally, conducting and utilizing
research in problem-solving and program planning was ranked eighth.

The resultant prioritized sequence of the perceived importance of performance
areas is not entirely surprising. Most of the relevant literature to date discusses in
some detail the central role of the superintendent as that of social engineer or
architect of the school district's profile. Lay boards (10 not routinely participate in
district management and the teaching service is perhaps the most isolated of all
major professions. Change of the status quo is considered unlikely by many in
the professional community of interest. 'this leaves the onus on the superintend-
ent and his/her administrative team to take actions which directly impact the
organizational climate of the school. affecting in turn how it is perceived and
iesponded to b) the public. Sclafam's data confirms that, for superintendents at
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least, development of climate is the most important performance goal according
to their own estimation.

The second important performance area, finance, was clearly contingent on
the variables of district size and geographic location. Rural superintendents indi-
cated this was the MOSE important performance area/goal for them. On reflection
this is largely to be expected since they do not possess business office staff to assist
them in the routine work of paying bills and overseeing the general management
of district finances.

Curriculum, e% aluation and instructional performance areas were also re-
cognized as important adjuncts to effectiveness by both groups of superintendents.
Concerns in this area are more pervasive today since the drive for improving
instructional leadership across the board became a national priority. There are
comparatively few studies which guide and inform the role and actions a super-
intendent might take in order to be an instructional leader, deelop curricula and
provide instructional models.

At the opposite end of the scale the most lowly ranked performance
areas were management of district operations. building support for education and
utilizing research in problem-solving and management. Again, it conies as no real
surprise that the research utilization performance area was placed last. Surveys
over the years have always indicated that practicing superintendents, for the most
part, leave research perspectives on the tiont step of the college or university
pm ogi am they last attended. While this finding may be viewed as undesirable, it
does seem to make a statement about the way superintendents perceke themseles
in relation to the nature of their work and the utility of research findings in
guiding and informing it. Further reflection on this suggests they regard them-
SCR es dS 'hands on' managers more than visionary executk es constantly seeking
for alternatise ways in which to make their school organizations more effective.
The ingrained adage 'let's not reinvent the wheel' often appears to create a climate
militating against creativity and risk taking.

Sclafani also determined the importance practitioners assigned to each of the
fifk, -two skills. Respondents were asked to identify what they- considered to be
the most important skill, followed by the two next important skills. Data from
this set of items showed the two most important skills to be those of (i) using a
broad array of leadership skills; and (ii) using soand principles of personnel man-
agement. Other skills, ranked in order of importance were (iii) financial planning;
(k) effective school and community public relations; and (v) effective e%aluation
of teacher performance. The second tier consisted of (vi) sound program budget-
ing. (vii) use of motivation techniques; ( conflict mediation and coping with
controversy; (ix) valid perImmance measures for instructional outcomes; (x) prin-
ciples of sound curriculum design and instructional delivery systems; and (xi)
using an array of human relations skills.

Matching the skills against performance areas/goals was not difficult, and it
can be seen quite readily from Sclalanttlf5ralhat superintendents do regard their
jobs as architects of climate and themselves as day-to-day managers of business
and instruction. In many respects, tensions exist in the adequate fulfilment of
these role expectations. explaining some of the difficulties some superintendents
experience in meeting the expectations of %cry different client groups in
schoiml-s)stem and district communities. A large number of rural superintendents
are represented in the priority ranking of managerial skills, unlike superintendents
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in larger school districts who usually have more diverse populations with which
to deal and with the facility to devolve their authority to subordinates if they
become overloaded. Many rural superintendents work in social and cultural envi-
ronments that are homogeneous with respect to parental expectations and cultural
milieu. But in general, all of the groups or 'types' of superintendents do regard
their role as one of being a 'people person'. They have been stereotypically
characterized in some ethnographic studies as typically moving from one type of
human communication or encounter to another all day long.

Technical skills and knowledge are also regarded as being important to
functionality. It is likely that, if not well grounded in this area, the superintendent
could experience great difficulty in moving beyond the technical dimension to
deal with those human interaction tasks deemed necessary in order to create a
productive organizational climate. Schools have to remain open, buses must operate,
food must be served; employees must be paid and buildings have to be cleaned as
basic minima for the instructional program to be routinely effected. The evidence
shows that, while superintendents value climate building more than technical skills,
their views in the first instance are firmly embedded in the real world of keeping
the district functioning smoothly.

The Profile of 'Effective' Superintendents
As previously mentioned, a group of 'effective superintendents was identified for
detailed study. The profile of the group selected varied from the national sample
as far as demographic composition was concerned. Urban superintendents, for
example, represented 23 per cent of the total sample: another 20 per cent were
from suburban districts and rural superintendents comprised only 24 per cent;
whereas, in the national sample, they comprised 52 per cent of the total. Of the
'effective' superintendents 55 per cent had earned a doctoral degree.

In the rankings of performance areas, 'effecti e' superintendents numbered
five out of eight performance areas quite differently compared to the national
sample. They also indicated that climate development and motivation of staff
were of the highest importance to them. This group ranked the development of
instructional delivery as significantly more important to their effectiveness than
did those included in the national sample. School financial management was of
lesser importance than instruction to this group. Similarly, the effective super-
intendents group considered management of school system operations and facilities
to be of lower importance than did the other group. Since the sub-sample of
'effective' superintendents basically appeared to work in large districts with
comprehensive central office staffs, this might explain why day-to-day operations
were perceked to be of minor importance to the overall level of effectiveness of
this group of superintendents. It should not be construed, however, that the listed
tasks are not important simply because they do not appear to he directly relevant
to current effectiveness in the role. In many cases the sur:rintendents perfor med
them at sonic point in their careers and now supervise others who carry them out
on a daily basis on their behalf.

Importance of the Fifty-two Skills
Skills considered to be quite important by the 'effectiYe' superintendents were
'communicating articulately' and 'projecting pre% iousl agreed platforms
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persuasively at forums on behalf of the district'. Also cited as important was
'using the mass media effectively in shaping and forming public opinion'. It is

noteworthy that finance and budgeting skills were ranked higher by superintend-
ents in the national sample than by the 'effective' superintendents. The same was
true for instructional delivery systems and models. Throughout Sclafani's analyses,
the influence of demographic features on the ranking of both performance areas
and skills is persuasive. The smaller the district, the more managerial the emphasis.
With increase in district size, there is concomitant executive emphasis. In addition,
some regularities can be seen in the typical suburban district that typically empha-
sizes curriculum and instructional skills and performance goals.

School board and community expectations. as well as the socioeconomic
status of communities, seem to play a significant role in attracting the type of
executive who is eventually hired by a particular district. An example from the
data illustrates this point. For urban areas, the performance goal of garnering
support for education was found to be much more important to school boards
than was the case for those in more affluent suburban districts.

When interpreting these findings, the most obs ions criticism to be les ied at
Sclafani's study is that the interval scale she uses does not strictly relate to the
ordering of the eight performance areas. Because the constructs are not equivalent
it could be argued that a 'pure' ranking cannot be strictly achieved, hut, in the
practicalities of the real world, where resources and time are limited, decisions
have to be made regarding what is of the highest priority and what will be attended
to first. Superintendents, being very practical people, would be the first to
recognize this reality.

Sclafani found the most important performance areas/goals to IA. Liiviron-
ment and curriculum, both of which are of major public concern in the current
climate of reform. Managerial areas such aS finance and operations were found to
be of greater importance to the 'effective' group in both small and rural districts.
Acquisition of a broad array of leadership skills and utilizing good personnel skills
also had a strong measure of overlap with the two highest rated performance
areas, s% bile, once again. sound financial planning and cash flow management
emerge a, priority areas in the minds of superintendents located in the smaller
sized districts.

That the 'effective' group came mainly from larger districts when compared
with their 'national' counterparts is evident in the data. The former agreed with
the majority of their peers concerning the importance of climate and curriculum,
but disagreed as to the relative importance of finance and other managerially
oriented performance areas. What the data showed consistently, and can be readily
appreciated from the foregoing account, was that to regard the superintendency
as a unitary' monolithic entity is at best untenable and at worst simply incorrect.
Similarly. the effectiveness of the superintendent and the nature of the role(%)
cannot be viewed independently or otherwise existing separately from the context
of the school district itself. A% an area for further research, a question that needs
to be addressed is, do superintendents in their ongoing professional development
pass through a range of administrative positions of different types in which they
acquire the skills and competencies necessar fiir.futurt effectIs t'lless lir AterlIns
settings? Another important research question in our opinion is, what are the
ditkrent criteria which need to he met for superintendent effectiveness across rural
districts, suburban districts. small city districts and/or urban dist. icts;
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What does the research tell us therefore about the superintendency that is of
concern to those who develop pre- and in-service preparation and training pro-
grams. Estrapolating from Sclafani's findings, it is possible to differentiate edu-
cational administration programs according to the type of career path chosen by
a prospective superintendent. It also appears that qualifications, assessment, and
prior experiences need to be properly weighed when making the appointments of

ospectis e superintendents to particular districts. It would be useful if pre-service
preparation program, would align course content and learning activities carefully
to the v, orld it practice although this seeips to us currentl to he an exception
rat h:r than the norm.

Partial Replication in Illinois

Another study seeking to verify the appropriateness of' the AASA performance
areas was conducted in Illinois in I9W). Drzonek, a doctoral student at Northern
Illinois Unisersity, conducted his imestigation atter receiving prior permission
from AASA. and subsequently, front Sclalani to use her prototype instrument.
I le then slightly modified it to make it more amenable for use by Illinois super-
intendents.

The design employed by Drzonek was to survey all 9h2 practicing public
school superintendents in the state of Illinois. 1 he Sclafani instrument was
Attires Uted according to recommendations nude from feedback using a stratified
random sample of superintendents in the pilot phase of the study. Drzonek
decided. howeser. to !lase each superintendent respond to all of the fifty-two
skills in a single instrument instead of using the Cour ditkrent sersions of the
questionnaix (each containing thirteen skills) as it was initially developed. This
miss ,eld document probahb, .icomnts for a low return rate of 32 per cent. Another
likely factor iontributing to the low response rate was the laige number of pre% ious
doitoral dissertation stirs eys, together w ith sursos front other organizations and
groups. targeting school districts in recent years. Illinois superintendents, under
pressure of tune and task complexit),, has': become less and less cooperatke as a
oinsequeme of 'sun, e os

Once completed. howeser. the returned questionnaires did proportionally
reflect the different types of school districts to he found in the state but the
finding are necessarily tentatise. Illinois contains nearly Ifinfi school districts of
arying size and diverse geographical locations. Small rural districts predominate
and most of these are located outside the Chicago metropolitan area, even though
some are situated quite close to the city limits. It is generally not well known. but
there are Ill ut rural small school districts to be tOund in Illinois than in any other
state in the USA. with the poy ible exception of Texas.

.1 he responses of the 3041 su !rintendents who participated in Drzonek's survey
reflected the oserall trends found in the research referred to earlier in the chapter
usIng a national sample..I he most Important prioritized performance goals reported

cre rinant c. then climate. Other local factors peculiar to Illinois, besides size of
districts, probably cowl limited to the high scores gis en to finance and in manag-
ing budgets (..mpetentl . I here is no system of agonies in Illinois. such as inter-
mediate school districts, to assist small districts wit h their budget and finance
tasks. A district of less than 200 or 3fifi students generally has an indlY iclual with
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the combined role of superintendent/principal at its head, and typically an
untrained bookkeeper who might also double as a school secretary.

Recently, the state education office has directed more of its time, attention
and resources to regulatory rather than service functions. This places additional
burdens on the superintendents of small districts who, while reorienting themselves
to this development, have had to cope with the implementation of state-wide
reforms. Given the pervasiveness of turbulence in education today, there is no
reason to believe that the situation of small school district superintendents in
Illinois is any different from that occurring in other states.

Illinois superintendents administering larger districts responded vc..,-y similarly
to those in the national sample, and markedly so in terms of the priorities they
gave to climate and curriculum. They differed to the extent that they placed a
much higher priority on the evaluation performance goal than either of the national
or 'effective' samples reported in Sclafani's study. Similar to the national sample,
'research', and 'gaining support for education' were ranked lowest and 'the delivery
of instruction' ranked sixth which was lower than the ranking accorded to this
construct by the national sample of superintendents.

In summary, and within the limitations imposed by a low return rate, the
Illinois superintendents responded in a broadly similar fashion to those in the
national sample. Rural superintendents acknowledged that finance and budget
skills were the most important priorities, the reality in their day-to-day work.
Superintendents in larger districts especially those in the metropolitan area sur-
rounding Chicago, regarded the climate performance area as the most important
with curriculum and finance in second and third place respectively.

There were, however, some important differences between the Illinois super-
intendents and those in the national sample. Illinois superintendents prioritized the
evaluation performance goal and managing school district operations more highly
than did either the national or 'effective' superintendent samples in Sclafani's study.
This necessarily relegated curriculum and instructional delivery performance goals
lower in the rankings. To account for these differences, they are likely to be
attributable to the current emphasis. in Illinois. on the 'school report card'. To
elex ate the importance of curriculum and instruction, recent legislation has been
introduced mandating that all principals spend a substantial part of their working
day on tasks directly associated with instructional leadership.

The prioritization of skills was referenced, not only to the national sample.
hut also to the performance goal priorities. Here the two most highly regarded
sets of skills were associated with leadership and good personnel practices.
Ls aluation of program development appeared third while school community
relations was fourth. 'Hie latter did not do so well in this case as it did in the
national sample.

Nevertheless, outcomes of the Illinois study are largely congruent with the
findings of the national study. l'he;' also draw attention to other m-state factors
that are of importance in the det ruination of the most necessary or essential skills
for the superintendent in a given state.

Further Confirmation of Earlier Findings in rexas

hm l987, a further doctoral study. similar in design and nature to those of both
SLIafani and Dr/omit:4s. st.,1,, undertaken at the Ums ersity of Texas at Austin by
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Collier. Mirroring the Illinois study, the sample Collier drew included all
superintendents in the state of Texas. Collier used a similar process to that of
Drzonek for her instrument development but reverted to using four different
versions of the instrument. It was mentioned earlier that Texas, like Illinois, has
a large number of small districts, mostly in rural localities, so that one outcome
of Collier's study, like that of Drzonek's, was influenced by the idiosyncratic
geography of the State.

In the performance goals, finance was ranked first as might hae been expected.
Climate was listed a close second, while curriculum and management performance
goals were ranked third and fourth respectively. Texas superintendents also
considered the two skill areas subsuming a broad array of leadership skills and
personnel administration to be the highest contributors to effectiveness in their
role.

Superintendents in the larger districts perceived finance and manageni,mt
performance areas as being less important w hen compared to those in small districts.
I his once again shows a similar pattern to that evidenced by the national and
Illinois samples. It is quite clear, comparing the data from all three studies reported
above, that there is a measure of agreement between superintendents who administer
widely different types of school districts in geographically discrete parts of the
nation regarding what is important to their job success. This convergence of
iews attests to what must be learned, known, and routinely demonstrated in the
field to be regarded as an effective superintendent. The moot question at this point
is whether a school district can bc considered as 'effective' in the absence of a
superintendent to lead it? Also, what obverse effect does the essential quality and
ethos of the district have on the self-perceked effectiseness of its superintendent?

From the research findings summarized thus far, the importance of the
superintendent as the primary developer of a climate that promotes learning and
social development has been verified from multiple sources. It is also clear that
leadership skills are considered to be kery important, and that most of the indi-
viduals surveyed thought leadership skills were synonymous with 'people' skills.
These findings correlate well with the earlier ones regarding AASA's climate
performance area. The current national preoccupation with reform and account-
ability requiring value for money lends credence to the perceised importance of
the performance areas of finance and curriculum. This too was of paramount
importance in the studies reviewed in this chapter.

The Career Paths of Superintendents

In order to further illuminate our understanding of the contemporary role
requirements and the attendant profssional development of superintendents. the
relationship between career path aspirations and professional development is
addressed. An ins estigation into career paths pre-, during, and post-individuals'
appointments to the superintendency shows that J sequence of positions and
experiences tends to occur in a logical and ordered poigression of position, of
increasing responsibilit, and complexit . A small proportion of superintendents.
especially women, has e been observed to deviate from this soniew hat 'natural'
progression. But. considering that a professional. user a period of .,ome ten to
fi fteen %,ears. acquires sets of beh.mors thonigh the process of tenure. some
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variation in career from the norm is not unexpected. Some behaviors, skills and
competencies are acquired and developed through formal training at the pre- and
in-service level, but much of what superintendents (and principals) learn is
internalized through on-the-job training and practical experience. It then becomes
part ot' their tacit knowledge and is incorporated over time into a repertoire of
craft-related competencies.

The fourth study summarized in these pages builds on the Sclafani study and
its replicated variants as previously described, ln this study. Burnham, at the
University of Texas at Austin. investigated superintendents' career paths in light
of the tbrmal training they had undertaken to prepare themselves for senior roles
and responsibilities at a later point in their career. For the purpose of her study,
career path was defined as the actual educational positions held by a person for a
set length of time over the course of an individual's career. Specifically, Burnham
(1989) enquired of subjects, both in the pre\ iously identified national and 'effective'
superintendent samples. to ascertain the composition of their formal graduate
preparation. She also investigated non-formal professional experiences they might
have acquired etending beyond the field of education, and the progress of their
careers upon entering the world of professional education. Non-formal types of
preparation include those activities that do not attract credit and/or occur outside
of normal university classrooms.

The investigator was particularly interested to establish whether a specific
pattern of respondents' graduate preparation emerged, regardless of whether they
featured in 'effective' or national samples. She also wanted to discox er whether the
'effectis e' sample respondents had participated in more internships than had those
in the national sample. There was a concern about the extent to which people
from the two groups participated differentially in these activities. A further issue
was whether the two groups were professionally actk e in organizations that could
be conceised as existing primarily for the benefit of their peer groups. These
might include, for example, the American Association of School Administrators
and its state affiliates.

Three aspects that characterize a career were analyzed. namely, the paths
followed. the specific educational positions held in sequence by incumbents and
their length of service as both teachers and educational administrators. The findings
confirmed that effectise superintendents participated more actively in both formal
and infi irmal preparation programs than did their counterparts in the national
sample. Second, more of the effectise superintendents (68 per cent) held doctorates
than did those in the national sample (37 per cent). Third. the 'effective super-
intendent' group was underrepresented in small rural school districts, which are
in the majority in the USA. Ihirnham also found that, in general, superintendents'
educational profiles align with the certification requirements of most states.

In a majority of states. superintendents are currently required to have the
equisalent of an educational specialist degree (thirty semester hours beyond the
masters degree). 'Fhe masters degree itself is required for a principal's credential
in all states. With the median age of superintendents approaching fifty years.
howeer. one could anticipate some 'grandfathering' of certification requirements
in sonic instances. Burnham's study confirms earlier findings that superintendents
who head up larger metropolitan districts are more likely to possess a doctorate
than their rural or small city peers. hut whether this makes them a better operator
is open to question.
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Surprisingly, only 18 per cent of the effective superintendents' sample had
participated in a formal internship compared with 26 per cent of the national
sample. This finding is now somewhat incidental in its policy implications be-
cause most states require either credit hours in an internship, a practicum or
completion of a National Council for Accreditation of 'reacher Education (NCATE)
approved program, in which the latter also includes provision for an internship.
Just ;tow well structured and purposeful internships might be is uncertain at this
stage. The National Policy Board of Education Administration (NPBEA) con-
sidered that many internships were composed of rather cursory and superficial
experiences conducted on a spare time basis rather than fulltirne during formal
release away from the district. According to this professional body, the internships
in most programs are not embedded in model or exemplary schools, or otherwise
in districts where interns can receive professional experiences of validated high
quality. Superintendents, as an occupational group, according to these data, were
also socially interactive in the public arena which is to be expected when the
essence of their role requirements is fully appreciated.

The nature and type of school districts studied had particular implication for
these data. Metropolitan superintendents of larger districts who supervise a central
administrative team have more time, opportunity and most likely certain board
expectations to represent their district at many CIN lc meetings as well as member-
ship of-community-based organizations in order to pursue their district's interests.
In rural districts similar expectations and activities frequently atrophy because
of reduced access to and availability of civic organizations. less travel money
at dibble for state and national meetings and fewer central office staff to perform
the necessary routine duties in the district. This necessarily constrains the super-
intendent's time and availability for extra-mural work.

Findings confirm that superintendents are very active in supporting their
communities and professional organizations, and that their position is by no means
insular. This finding contrasts with the stereotypical portrayal of the superintendent
filling a rather 'lonely' position, which is only true to a limited extent. Oppor-
tunities for interaction with individuals and groups in the community as well as
with other superintendents occur frequently. Net ertheless a certain ambivalence
exists concerning the extent to which and to whom informality can be accorded
and the inner self publicly ret ealed. A superintendent leads a protksional life both
in and out ot' the school district. While social interaction is a feature of this
professional life. tbstering close personal relationships with subordinates is not
con\ entionally regarded by peers and significant others as constituting good
practice.

Burnham analyzed the career paths of 185 superintendents from the national
'effective' superintendents sample. From these she subsequently constructed a
typology of eight readily identifiable career paths. A Chi square analysis was
conducted to ascertain whether significant differences might exist between the
'effective superintendents' and those in the national sample. An additional Chi
square was perfOrmed to explore gender differences between the career paths of
kmale and male superintendents. All but ten of the 185 superintendents' career
paths fitted one of the eight groups. The latter were subsequently and further
reduced to four.

The most con% entionol career path tbllowed by the largest number of super-
intendents (28.6 per cent) was to commence work aN a teacher. mot e to principal
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(assistant principal) and thence to superintendent. Only 12 per cent of the
'effective' group, however, Mowed this pattern. One modification of this pro-
gression included taking up a position in central office before assuming the rank
of superintendent. A limitation of the study was that the researcher did not
acknowledge that, in many states in order to become a superintendent, the in-
dividual must have previously acquired several years of administrative experience
beyond the building level, and this automatically requires a central office position.
Again, with the mean age of superintendents calculated at fifty years, most are
more than fifteen years removed from their building level experience and have
been a state certified superintendent for a protracted period of time. It is likely
that, in future, in almost all 'post-reform' states, superintendents will be required
as a matter of course to have in . nships and central office experience, and almost
certainly building level administrative experience too. In this regard it is note-
worthy that some states are currently making distinctions between line and staff
experience in determining the needed prerequisites for candidates aspiring to the
superintendency .

The majority of superintendents had secondary teaching and administrative
experience, which is consisr.ent with data from states such as Illinois. Burnham's
respondents indicated that only a third of their pres ions experience was as a
teacher/coach. In an average school district (3500 students) with six competitise
sports at the.jumor high and eight at the high school level. at some point in their
career almost all teachers are expected to coach.

A significantly higher proportion of the 'effective superintendents' had pre-
% iously served as central office administrators prior to becoming superintendents.
It should be remembered how ever, that the majority of the 'effectivt.' sample was
drawn front metropolitan areas where there are larger, more complex districts,
necessitating that the superintendent supers ise .1 number of central office specialists
in areas such as personnel, curriculum and finance. It is difficult for chiefexecutives
to supervise these administrators credibly if they themselves have not had prior
experience in similar roles. Mos ing directly from the building level to the
superintendency is evidently a common feature in small rural districts, especially
where the superintendent is also the building priniipal. With respect to gender,
women superintendents are more likely to have served as elementary principals
and directors of instruction/curriculum than their male counterparts.

Across the sample as a whole, the mean number of years of classroom teaching
was 8.5. while the total number of Years of administrative experience before
becoming a superintendent was 9.5. The mean figure for superintendency tenure
for 1008 superintendents was just over thirteen years. together with eight years of
teaching. nine-and-a-half years of building/central office administrative experience
and thirteen years in the superintendency itself (assuming that the superintendent
entered teaching aged 22). The mean age of nearly 50 years for group members
was close to the population's age statistic.

Differences between the 'effective supCrintendents and the national sample
were not great. Individuals in the 'effective' group had spent two years less than
the others at the building level, and had mos ed into the superintendency in less
time than those in the national sample. hidividuals in each group had. on average,
held 1.7 superintendencies. Women superintendents had more years experience in
the central office than males and, overall, had held a greater number of appoint-
mcnts than Male superintendents.
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To summarize, the history of career paths taken by superintendents indicates
75 per cent of their time is spent in building level administration. For a majority,
career progression to the superintendency is via the central office. When a super-
intendent is 50 years old, he/she has spent approximately twenty-eight years in
the profession including eight years as a teacher, eight as a building level admini-
strator and twelve to thirteen years in central office or in the superintendency.
Most superintendents have the equivalent of a specialist's degree, are active in
their professional organizations. have taken part in a reasonable number of
non-formal training activities, have been a superintendent in two districts and
Use a doctorate if they serve in a fairly large metropolitan school district.

A Professorial View of the Superintendency

Professors of educational administration, historically, due to circumstances affecting
state certification fbr principals and superintendents, have exerted quite an influence
in shaping administrator roles and behaviors in terms of their context, content and
process requirements. It is possible to say that the professoriate in many respects
created the modern day superintendent, beyond the first quarter of this century.
Cubberly, Serars, Strayer. Hobbit. and Judd, tbr example. were extremely suc-
cessful in placing their graduate students in key superintendencies across America.
Fhey also participated in numerous surveys conducted in exemplary school dis-
tricts w Inch. among other things. identified what effective school leaders needed
to know and be able to do to be regarded as successful. This marked the beginning
of trait theory applied to school leadership. and also the culmination of the first
scientific management foray into school-district management. Many of the common
ideas and folklore surrounding the superintendency that persist today are directly
traceable to those influential earl), professors of educational administration. Many,
themsels es. sered at one time or another as a superintendent of a large school
district.

ln 1989. Sass, while located at Northern Illinois University. completed a
study of the priorities that professors of educational administration accorded to
the essential performance areas and competencies previously examined by Sclafani,
Drzonek, and Collier. Sass's sample included all of the professors of educational
administration appearing in [Alley's List of Educational Administratioa Programs
in the United States (1987/8( list). A total of 169 institutions were identified and
1149 professors received a modified instrument derived from Sclafani's prototype.
Changes were made to reflect the different sample type of members involved in
thii. study. Professors were asked to prioritize the eight performance goals/areas
and the fifty-two skills in much the same manner that Sclalani had required of her
superintendents. The number of professors returning completed questionnaires
amounted to 702. Some instruments had to be discarded because of retirement or
indk iduals !nosing from one university to another.

Sass's data showed neirlv a third of the professors had been a superintendent
at sonic time during their career. Most, how-es er. had been ()tat of the public
schools sector for between ten and fifteen years. The single largest age group for
professors was between 60 and 65 t011owed by 55 to 60. Clearly. the respondents
constituted a senior group; only 29 per cent of the group was younger than 50
years if age. Full professors madc up 61 per cent of the sample.

.i4
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The professors, like the samples of superintendents discussed earlier, per-
ceived the climate performance goal to be the most important to superintendent
success, with the performance goal of curriculum delivery and development
another major factor. The performance goal or managing finances was ranked
sixth. Seventh and eighth performance goal rankings were building strong local,
state and national support for education and conducting/utilizing research for
problem solving and program planning. When means were tested, there was no
significant difference with respect to the performance goal rankings based on the
demographic characteristics of supecintendents.

With respect to skills, there was some discrepancy betw een the practicing
superintendent groups and the professors. The professor group uniformly found
the most important skills in rank order to be (i) human relations; (ii) organiza-
tional development; (iii) leadership skills; and (iv) interpersonal communication
skills. The two least important, but most telling skills, were using descriptive and
inferential statistics and computer skills in order to manage the attainment of
educational goals.

Sass also requested that professors in each of the 169 previously identified
educational administration programs forward a copy of their graduate catalog.
describing the programs being offered in course outlines and to include documented
entry requirements. Sixty institutions complied with the request, and, after
tabulating the rankings based on the perceived importance of the performance
areas and skills, the researcher attempted to relate references contained in course
descriptions to those perfOrnunce goal areas and skills prioritized as being essential
by the superintendency. Thus, t'or example. was the highest ranked performance
area of 'climate' actually represented in required coursework? Is it being ranked
highly by practitioners? What about the most essential skill of 'human relations'?

While this type of enquiry was secondary to the main investigation, it had a
most telling outcome. In general. the course descriptions did not match the rankings
of the professors. For instance, coursework in building school climate and gaining
competency in human relations skills was not to be found in the catalogs at all,
and organizational des elopment and interpersonal communication skills appeared
occasionally in school/community relations classes. A caveat is in order. since it
is very difficult to ascertain what really goes on in a course only by reading a
catalog description. This has to be kept in mind when reviewing the evidence
and drawing tentative conclusions. It does, however, align with conventional
wisdom.

The importance of Sass's study for enhancing our understanding is found in
the conceptual picture derived from the professors' rankings. These rankings
provide a copybook view approximating the suburban, white, affluent (metro-
politan) superintendency. 'captured' by other studies also reviewed in this chapter.
Furthcr, Sass's study reinforces previous findings that not one but several
superintendem les exist, the needs of which are dissimilar in nature and the skills
and comd r !tencies needed to be effectise. Flexible training programs should ideally

,he organizeu to accommodate these differences. To continue to think of the
superintendency as the singular monolithic entity portrayed in textbooks and
entrenched in the mythology of the profession is quite erroneous, even dysfunc-
tional. for meeting the iweds i)Ithe new breed of superintendents, professors and
policy makers now and the future.
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Conclusion

In reviewing a selected body of research in this chapter centered around the who
and what of the superintendency, there are no claims made for detailed breadth of
coverage from the corpus of research available. All the studies addressed, how-
ever, are pioneering in their nature and scope and help to bridge the gap between
what was a considerably under-researched field until only a few years ago, to one
stimulated by the close public scrutiny in which a vigorous and highly focussed
research effort is now discernible. It was not long ago that all we knew about the
superintendency was that there were approximately 15,000 superintendents, most
of whom were male, who were collectively operating a budget of some S50m on
behalf of school boards across the USA. The studies presented in this chapter help
us to gain a partial picture of the superintendency and its modus operandi, albeit
painted from a broad palette. The studies described can be regarded as 'first
generation' and, as such, they have laid the groundwork for more detailed investi-
gations on specific skills, competencies and future-oriented effectiveness.

To conclude, the 1992 AASA Ten Year Study also sampled 1734 super-
intendents to prioritize the eight performance goals utilized by Sclafani, Drzonek,
Sass and Burnham. The profile that emerged from this study paralleled that re-
ported by Sclafani in her mid-I980s study of a national sample. One can therefore,
with some assurance, conclude that the priorities for effective practice described
in this chapter are valid and reliable indicators of what superintendents should be
able to do in the performance of their jobs in a variety of settings and contexts.
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Chapter 3

Point and Counterpoint: What is in
the Context of What Might Be?

Thomas E. Glass

The American public school superintendency has moved through three distinct
phases of growth and development during the past lo0 years or so. It is on the
brink of a thurth phase that has just begun. Traditionally, over changed and
changing circumstances, the district superintendent has been held ultimately
responsible for the success of the public schools. Even though teachers, principals
and school board members greatly outnumber superintendents, the bottom line
responsibility for influencing and managing the quality of education rests on
superintendents' shoulders.

The size and complexity of school districts ary greatly along with the role
and responsibility of the superintendent. The past decade has witnessed exhorta-
tions from the public for increases in school achievement. stemming from various
national commissions and reports. each claiming that American students are not
'keeping up with the rest of the world'. Accompanying a set of higher public
expectations have been numerous federal and state mandates, loss of control to
state legislatures, restrictions by the courts and a lesser %hare of the public tax
dollars directed toward education. Superintendents, whether located in very small
rural districts, or those encompassing large urban slums, feel exposed to the pressure
for social change. 'I his is fueled by advancing technology and exacerbated by
frequent and sometimes conflicting sets of demands from parents, communities.
private sector groups. and gos ernment instrumentalities requiring mediation by
the district's chief executive. In order to meet the desires of various publics,
superintendents have been cast rather reluctantly into roles where they must be 'all
things to all people', including being effective instructional leaders, efficient business
executives and persuasive public relations experts capable of integrating their
communities within the school districts. Many observers both in and outside of
the profession regard the contemporary role(s) of the superintendent as being
extremely difficult if not impossible to fulfill in all respects, given the need to
reconcile a number of often conflicting demands such as increased student scores,
pruned budgets and so on.

just who are the school superintendents: What do they do? What are they
trained to do? How well do they perform their assigned tasks? These are some
a,pects of the superintendency that are the focus of attention in this chapter. It is
also pertinent to ask at this point whether substantial changes to the screening,
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selection add professional des elopment of school system executives are also needed
in order to meet the challenges of the twenty-first century and beyond. These
issues are dealt with in more detail in Chapters 5 and 8.

It is a necessary precondition that, for an organization to lead effectively, it
must have a pool of potential leaders upon which to draw. Beyond this require-
ment the organization must fit the most suitable leader into its system to manage
its evolving climate, to meet present needs and give direction to vision-oriented
futures. An effective executive, therefore. must be able to conceptualize the
direction in which the organization is going and be able to lead and/or direct large
groups of employees harmoniously toward the realization of shared goals. A simi-
lar logic applies to leading and guiding schools, parents, citizens and students in
moving them toward the achievement of selected organizational and educational
goals. How well can today's school superintendents perform this vital role?
)oes an adequate pool of qualified superintendents exist from which school districts

can draw their leadership talent: These two sital questions need to be contem-
plated and addressed by American educational policy makers as they deliberate, in
some cases remote from the harsh realities of current school reorganization.

It is not likely that America's schools can restructure, reorganize and revital-
ize the educational process in the absence of clear executive leadership given by the
superintendency. For this reason alone the current and potential role of the super-
intendency and its future prospects is of more than passing concern to the educa-
tion profession. Until recently a general lack of cumulative research findings about
the nature of the superintendency, its demographics and composition, served to
inhibit personnel planning. There is a pressing need for data such as these to guide
and inform decision-making in a climate of educational reform. This limitation is
compounded by the absence of established national professional standards based
on an explicit knowledge base against which competencies might be monitored
and developed. Some states have initiated multiple choice tests which must be
passed by candidates in order to acquire supervision credentials, as well as provid-
ing evidence of relevant experience and other educational prerequisites. These are
usually catered for by the completion of a National Council for the Accreditation
of Teacher Education (NCATE) approved formal preparation program. Only in
recent years, however, has there been concerted efforts to validate goals. compet-
encies and skills associated with reles ant job behaviors required for success as a
superintendent witness this book.

Preparation programs for superintendents have been thoroughly castigated
in several recent reports seeking to engender reform. The report of the National
Policy Board for Educational Administration (NPI3EA, 1989) was especially
notessorthy in this regard. This body noted that preparation programs for
administrators were generally well known by the public more for their deficien-
cies than for their strengths. In brief, many contemporary reports addressing the
training and preparation of superintendents and other school administrators tend
to assert that programs are frequently haphazard and unregulated. For the most
part they are regarded as being ineffectual in producing the type of executive our
schools and school systems require and have a right to expect. The job perform-
ance of superintendents is also appraised in reform documents but few, if any.
reports advance remedies 111r the seeming ineffective leadership that is claimed to
exist.

ix
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In order to gain further insights into the role of the superintendent, a useful
study might be to systematically profile men and women who currently hold the
senior executive position using interpretive frames of reference. By this means an
alternative process perspective can be obtained based on an examination of the role
itself and its demands on professional knowledge, skills and behaviors. A certain
ambivalence exists concerning this point because the role itself is perceived to
operate differentially at the school district level vis-a-vis the community. Tensions
that exist around the role stereotype also need to be explained and accounted for,
and ambiguities resolved if an agenda for future role development is to be pursued
validly and with confidence. In an ideal sense, with demographics, role description
and preparation requirements comprehensively researched and reported, a viable
futures-oriented model of school executive leadership, in our view, is likely to
have the best chance of being put to good effect.

There are nearly 16,000 school districts within the United States. .1.he size of
each varies, ranging from a single building with 100 students to districts the size
of Los Angeles containing half a million students. To complicate the picture fur-
ther, school districts are situated across a range of diverse geographical locations.
Districts in Arizona may have sixty mile bus routes one way from school to
home, for example, while others may have 100,000 students to be transpoi ted
within a four inile radius.

Similarly, the nature of school finances that considerably influence the supet
intendent's role can also vary widely. Districts such as Fast St. Louis, Illinois,
which currently has only SWIM assessed evaluation per student, exists in the same
state where other districts have $400,000 assessed evaluation per student. In sum-
mary, school district wealth, demographics, and environment vary widely in the
United States and have to be taken into account by a combination of local, state
and federal decision makers, sometimes acting singly and sometimes in concert in
order to formulate policy. The uncoordinated result is that policies sometimes
appear to be framed and enacted with a blatant disregard for the unique and
diverse nature of the populations of school districts that collectively comprise the
American public education system. A profile of the cadre of superintendents who
lead the nation's schools and school districts is presented in the following section
of this chapter.

A Demographic Profile of the Superintendency

Gender

Contemporary data on superintendents indicate that at least 96 per cent are male.
The number of women superintendents has increased in recent years. but not
significantly when compared with the total pool of superintendents (approx-
imately 15,000). There is little variation across the number of women super-
intendents appearing in different agf; categories. Some criticisms have been levied
by lay people that the superintendency is an 'old boys' club' composed almost ex-
clusively of males. The public school superintendency is easily the most male
dominated of any of the 'executive professions' and is recorded as such by the
U.S. Census Bureau (Glass, 1992).

.49
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Race

By far, the majority of superintendents are white. Anglo-Saxon males. Blacks are
appearing in greater numbers but they still comprise less than 1 per cent of the
national pool of superintendents. The same is true of Iiispanics. By the year 2010,
approximately 35 to 40 per cent of the school population will be composed of
ethnic minorities, largely clustered in urban areas, where a black or Hispanic
superintendent might be in charge of a district containing 200,000 of these stu-
dents. Black and Hispanic superintendents do not constitute a large proportion
of the total pool, but their influence on American schooling is nowadays more
evident as they increasingly become the CEOs of large urban school districts.
Approximately two-thirds of the latter already feature superintendents with
ethnic minority origins. Nationwide, however, especially in states where there
are a large number of minority students residing in school districts outside of
urban areas, the need for a substantial and immediate increase in superintendents
with minority backgrounds is acute.

Compocilion

A number of studies of superintendents indicate the 'typical' one to be about 50
years of age. From this it can be inferred they each have about 25 to 28 years of
experience in public education (ibid.). Examining this statistic further, not many
have held employment in areas other than education since they first entered the
public schools as kindergarten or first grade pupils. It is noteworthy that few
professions exist making it possible for individuals to spend most of their student
and professional lives in the same institution, and/or line of business.

Some studies, condu,:ted in Illinois and Michigan (Glass, 1990; Angus, 1987)
report that about 80 to 90 per cent of superintendents declare they will avail
themselves of the opportunity for early retirement provisions that exist in a majority
of states. If this should eventuate, approximately 50 per cent of the nation's super-
intendents may change employ mein or lease the education service within the next
five years or so although the realization of this projection in practice is rather
improbable. Realistically, it is more likely that about a third of the superintendent
corps will retire or move on to other types .of employment in the non-school
sector in the near future.

Most state early retirement plans for teachers make this option fairly attractive
to those individuals who have contributed to their programs for over thirty-five
years. A superintendent who entered the system aged 22 could retire on almost
maximum benefit at the age of 57. Experience suggests that chief school executive
officers at 57 years of age do find other job opportunities in most parts of the
country. Increasing numbers of individuals in this age bracket are retiring from
the superintendency and moving on to other ventures such as small business
management enterprises or managing civic programs and teaching in higher
education.

One age variable only infrequently discussed in the literature is the effect of
tenure. A study on the career patterns of superintendents (Burnham, 1989) re-
. iewed in Chapter 2 found a national sample to have been out of classroom
teaching for more than twenty years. The average number of years spent as a

,10
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classroom teacher was about live before moving into the principalship or some
other quasi-administrative role (Glass, 1992).

Marital Status

All the studies examined as background to this chapter found the American public
school superintendent to be a model professional especially in representing public
norms and expectations such as belonging to a nuclear family, being a stalwart
community member and so on. The studies showed that at least 95 per cent of
superintendents are married (Cunningham and Hentges, 1982; Glass, 1992). It is
probable that school boards select superintendents, at least partially, on the family
image they are likely to project to the community. In many cities and towns the
school superintendent must fulfill the societal expectations of being a role model
par excellence for others to emulate, as well as a major player in upholding public
morals and community values. It may be because of these public expectations that
very few superintendents are single or divorced. One study (Ortiz, 1982) reported
that approximately 42 per cent of superintendents in the sample were married to
other educators usually teachers.

Political Preference

Superintendents are often described as the school districts 'educational politicians'.
This label is usually attributed to them in a different sense than it is to stati local
or national politicians, where in this case, party affli nion and politicking become
important areas of involvement. Superintendents in most sur.'eys have been shown
to be moderates in the public sphere (Glass. 1992). This is true regardless of
whether they are registered Democrats or Republicans. Teachers on the other
hand have been found to be more liberal in outlook when compared with super-
intendents. This assertion is substantiated by the overtly political platform adopted
by the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and National Education Association
(N EA) and it contrasts with the far more cautious postures of the American
Association of School Administrators (AASA) and the National School Boards
Association (NSBA). For the most part, superintendents are restricted from being
active in partisan politics either by district policy or custom, and few play a visible
role in either the Democratic or Republican party.

Superintendents do, in their sometimes ambiguous role, 'play politics' with
a small p' in many states, but do so conventionally from the understanding that
they are upholding the interests of their school districts. Lobby days, meetings
with legislators and groups supporting funds for education on a local or state-wide
basis, are often part and parcel of the routine working day of a superintendent.
.1'hey become very political when, for example. advocating the passage of levy
elections and bond issues. 'f'hus superintendents are obliged to be apolitical in
some ways and expected to be politically active in others. The latter occurs when
working to promote the interests of their school districts and occasionally vs hen
representing the broader community in educational matters. Paradoxically the
superintendency is popularly conceived as being above politics but the opposite
is the reality for most executives (Blumberg. 1985). .1-he degree of political
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involvement varies from state-to-state and district-to-district. In most states,
policy-makers and politicians, including board members, understand the negative
consequences of intruding partisan politics into public education and usually ef-
forts are made in good faith to keep politics out of schools. This is not uniform,
however, in some states occuring to a much lesser extent than others. On occa-
sion, a periodic and conscious effort is made by elected officials to undermine this
ideal in order to make the schools overtly political. As a case in point. Illinois has
more governmental instrumentaties than any other state, as well as more elected
officials and attendant political patronage. If it is allowed to continue beyond a
certain point, it creates a climate and context susceptible to manipulation for
political ends.

Family ol Origin Characteristics

As role nwdels superintendents provide examples of-upward social mobility made
possible through their educational attainments. Data from the AASA Ten Year
StucLes. conducted oser sixty years, show that superintendents far outstrip their
parents in education and in generating family income. Very few, i.e., less than 15
per cent, parents of superintendents acquired a college education (Cunningham
and 1 lentges. 1982; ',.;lass, 1992). This is a surprisingly low figure given that a
sub,tantial number were identified as having been active in parent-teacher organ-
izations. They place a high intrinsic vain on education. It might reasonably be
expected that many superintendents would themselves be the children of-teachers,
l-mit this in fact is not the case.

sidence suggests that a sizable majority of superintendents come from blue
collar backgrounds and hae acquired an education as a means of achiesing
upward social mobility ((;lass, 1992). Considering their average age is 50, most
superintendents' parents are from the 'depression' era and comparatively few higher
edu itIt'ii opportunities existed for this cohort during the 1930s. Today, however.
the parenting group is probably an affluent blue collar class ((;lass, 1992).

(:ommunit)' Baikk,round

'superintendents are small town people. Few were born and raised in large urban
arca. It is likely that then values and lifestyles are embedded in 'mainstream
America' and they would bring these to their executive positions in the city or
thc suburbs. It commonplace knowledge that the number of rural districts in
the United States far exceeds those found in the cities. This is of great importance
%s ben cinsideong the prot-essional profiles needed by future generations of super-
intendents who %%ill probably function in a rapidly dey eloping service economy
mainly situated in large suburban areas. Trends suggest that large urban, minority-
populated st hool districts wtll continue to grow well into the twenty-first cen-
tuns . headed Fs a rdatisely small number of superintendents drawn from minority
hackgr.unds. ['he number of rural and small town school districts are likely
to decline lUrther in most states due to their consolidation and rationalization of
elementars and sett ndary pi ograms in order to have access to higher levels of
technology in the i urriculmn. 1 he superintendency will need to he responsive to
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this development resulting from the changing composition and structure of our
school systems already underway. For future generations of superintendents, it is
likely that more men and women taking on the role will come from middle class
backgrounds. with more of the parenting group college educated and residing in
metropolitan areas.

Salaries and Remuneration

The general career pattern or nearly es ery superintendent today can be sunullar-
ized as a progression through a series of appointments of increasing responsibility.
starting from classroom teacher, and moving to building administrator, central
office administrator and es entually superintendent. Fills is achieved usually some
ten years after first becoming an administrator. As the career progression of
the prospective superintendent advances, his/her salary also increases commensu-
rate with increasing responsibility and experience (as does the number of work
days per year). When informal meetings of superintendents occur. experience
shows that a great deal of time is often spent discussing personal contracts mainly
in terms of salary and fringe benefits. In states where superintendents has e been
able to negotiate fatter contracts with their boards, they acquire more prestige
with peers. This is especially so if their district is not a wealthy one or if it is quite
large as measured by the number of students contained within it.

In 1987, the National Center for Educational Information (NCEI) found that
a majority of superintendents (51 per cent) responding to one of their surseys.
emoyed salaries exceeding S50.000 per contract year. Usually the fringe benefit
package for superintendents includes a district contribution to social security,
retirement, insurance, annuity and perhaps even a leased car. A few miles away
ffoin Chicago, in very small and affluent districts with no more than MOO students,
superintendents are earning in the neighborhood of SI00.000-130,0110.

The NC El Report also indicated that 78 per cent of superintendents' households
consisted of two-income families. Extrapolating from this statistic, an average
superintendent earning 550,000, and a spouse earning 525,000 would have an
annual income sufficient to locate them in the upper middle class on a combined
income statistic. In comparison with teacher salaries, those of superintendents are
t loser to the packages of other major comparable professional groups. 1"he salaries
of superintendents do not derive from a state regulated salary schedule. Rather,
they are determined through individual negotiation with a school board and are
usually framed for a two or three-year fixed term.

There is little doubt that 'Daily educatkmal administrators have become
administrators not because they particularly value holding the position of principal.
assistant superintendent, or superintendent. but simply because they wanted a
better salary in order to support their families and to enjoy a high standard of
lis ing. Whether salary is regarded as the major mous ation for career ads ancement
or not, it has to he included as a dominant factor, along with professional
ads ancement, desire for authority, desire for job satisfaction, upward social mobility
and influence/social standing in the community being sought by the majority
of aspirants. UntOrtunately the ranks of the teaching profession from whence
most superulteruknts originate does not contain specific pros isions for career
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advancement and commensurate financial rewards. The payoff for good teaching
is to be retained in the classroom ad infinitum, or else given a job with higher
salary and more status as an administrator. The result tends to be that good
teachers are invariably rewarded by being removed from teaching at an early age
even though they may gain most of their professional satisfaction from their
classroom interactions with students and have little desire to administrate.

While the superintendency represents the top level of the hierarchy of school
appointments, it is somewhat unfortunate that aspiring to the superintendency has
acquired the public reputation of being a 'dead end'. One reason advanced to
explain it is that few cJiool boards are likely to hire a former superintendent as
a principal, teacher or central office administrator should he/she subsequently
wish to return to the classroom or to building level administration.

To recap, the profile presented of the American superintendent today is one
of a stereotypically middle-class white male, originating from a blue-collar working
class family background. 'I le' typically spends about eight to ten years as a teacher,
and an additional eight to ten years as an administrator before becoming a
superintendent of schools. lie/she is also tenured in his/her position fOr, on
average, about five to six years. In addition, he/she comes from a small town or
rural area, has at least a masters degree and is also likely to hold the equivalent of
an educational specialist degree qualifying him/her fin- certification as a super-
intendent. He/she is a moderate in his/her political views, is married, and, as an
'ideal type', represents the very finest example of the American middle-class to
taxpayers and the community at large.

Whether the criticism leveled at the American public school superintendent,
characterizing him or her as a member of a homogeneous group displaying these
characteristics, is valid depends on the platform one adopts with respect to local
control of schools. School board members elected by the local community are
responsible for selecting superintendents for their districts in the first instance.
The impression acquired by the generdl public is that boards appear to hire on the
basis of personality in preference to demonstrated Lompetenkies, ti aLk recoid and
previous experience. If this should prove to be the case, school boards will access
the same pool of personalit) types from which to make their appointments. This
can be inferred because former teachers undertake the same types of graduate
programs in educational administration taught by former administrators with
comparable administrative experiences and backgrounds and validated by the 'home'
state that perpetuates the recycling syndrome of a closed-system. There is little
chance for school board members to select superintendents who have not essen-
tially had the same type of background and professional experiences compared
with their predecessors. Some variability in personality traits and leadership styles
may occur. but. for the most part, the 'men' h o fill the superintendency appear
to be more alike in personal characteristics and life histories than they are different
(leistritzer, 1988).

Whether this uniformity bodes well for the future of the American super-
intendency is a moot point and an important matter upon which to ponder by
those who screen, select, prepare and desehp school system executis es. The
further question emerging from this phenomenon is. if American schools are to
be substantially restructured to meet the challenges of the twenty-first century.
will these be mct through the leadership of a cadre of predominantly white
male suptmitcn..I..;its sham ing LIAR CI gent LAM Mlles in thlli preparation and
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development? Or will school boards, working in unison with state departments
of education, develop new certification standards that will encourage districts to
hire more 'executive leader types as distinct from those educational managers
who are likely to have been marinated in institutional life over the last thirty or
forty years? The nature and form of executive leadership for the public schools is
an issue not yet widely addressed by reformers and policy makers, but evidently
needing some priority attention (Chapter I).

It is a theme of this book that many educators who currently populate the
nation's schools can improv e their leadership potential through access to superior
initial training programs at the university. This can be complemented through
self-improvement on an individualized professional development basis for those
already working in the field (as is made clear in Chapters 7 and 9). The National
Policy Board for Education Administration leads public and professional opinion
in this area by proposing that increased efforts on the part of states and profes-
sional associations be given absolute priority in the initial press for the identification
of talent and for improved professional preparation standards the latter to take
the form of a national board examination. If reform proposals such as these were
to be taken up, whether they would have sufficient impact to markedly change
the demographics and essential characteristics of the superintendency previously
described is an interesting question. Part of the answer to it rests in the basic
coniposition of the current teacher corps. If the internal characteristics ot' the
teaching corps change for whatev er reason, then it will reflect on the super-
intendency too, despite externally induced regulatory changes that might also
occur in the wider social environment.

What are the basic operating requirements of the superintendency iii terms
of competencies, skills, and behas iors required on a day-to-day basis? What do
superintendents actually do? What are they trained and professionally prepared to
do? These are questions relevant to the exanlination of not only superintendents
but virtually any profession involving people holding high public office and public
trust. Research on the superintendency is still patchy with a tendency for studies
to focus on the simple compilation of descriptive and largely unconnected model
characteristics of the superintendent. Others. though limited in number and scope,
detail interpretively what specific groups of superintendents actually do during the
course of a working day: the decisions they make and with whom they routinely
come into contact in the conduct of their duties. This research confirms the place
of the superintendent as a significant other in the life of the school district and
as the primary architect of the schools' mission, interpreting and implementing
this mission in conjunction with teaching staff. parents and the community.
Metaphorically speaking. the superintendent is the thread that holds together
the patchwork quilt of the school district, the constituent schools and their
con.' 'nullities.

A major feature of the literature on the superintendency is that it is substan-
tially normatis e as reflected in the title of dn. chapter. A number of investigators
report on vs hat superintendents should be (traits); others describe qualitatively
how superintendents spend their time. Few scholars examine in depth the role
and associated skills and competencies necessara, to realize in practice those
routinely held effectis e behaviors that have been identified by research. To the
serious reader, it is apparent that until recently the superintendency had large,!.
been ignored ta those scholars familiar w ith basic role theory and sociological
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methodologies that might be applied profitably in the study of roles and role
behavior in this area.

One scholar noted for his development of the superintendent's role is Daniel
Griffiths. He has posited several stages that describe and account for the historical
development of the superintendency. Griffiths advances the notion that the super-
intendency has passed through three \ ery distinct phases (1966a). The first was
when the superintendent was expected to be a 'headteacher' also responsible for
instruction. This period encompassed the beginning of the American common
school and continued to the beginning of the scientific management period directly
preceding World War 1. The second period witnessed the superintendent become
an efficient business person who removed daily control of the schools from their
lay boards. I kcision-making at this point was suhjected to pressures for increasing
efficiency and containing .costs. The metaphor of a factory production line aptly
captures this approach to management. 'Hie third phase still evident today
is one in which the superintendent is a 'professional administrator who is expected
to exemplify many of the contemporary v iews of professionalism. Today,
superintendents are, among other things. prepared professionally to implement
management theories. They can be compared broadly with 'executive leaders'
has ing similar functions to those in the corporate worlds of business and industry

but with one major difference. 'Hie success of a (TO in the corporate sector
is measured by the extent to which profits are maximized to the benefit of
shareholders. In education. howe\ er, it is measured by the extent to which an
executive can equitably allocate scarce resources within say 1 per cent of budget
in the pursuit and realization of publicly articulated educational goals. The main
distinction between the earlier 'how to do it' vocationalism and the present 'exec-
utive professionalism' is on the executive's ability to form a vision of a preferred
state for the organization, and from this mediate the mission of the institution to
society, directing the organization harmoniously to the achiesement of its goals
in the process.

GIs en this scenario, w hat ty pe of person is best suited for the Lontemporary
superintendency? What types of prior experiences and training are needed to fulfill
the role and meet the expectations of a society that is itself undergoing rapid social
change? Scholars are now beginning to sense that a redirected research focus should
emphasize what superintendents do, rather than who they are. The 'trait' theory
of leadership, long thought to be of relevance to the field of educational
administration, has largely been discredited by researchers such as Stodgdill. Katz.
and Nottingham (1 loy and Miskel, 1991). It has been replaced with a v iew of the
superintendent's effectiveness located in the dynamic interaction of three sets of
skills: technical, conceptual. and human. Technical skills are those utilizing a spe-
cific process, procedure, or technique; conceptual skills allow the superintendent
to envisage the of the organization and its relationship to its parts: and
human skills, perhaps the most important of the three, are those used to shape the
behav iors of members of the organization.

Most writers emphasize that well-developed human skills are the most crucial
in contributing to the effectiveness of an organization, since they are adjuncts to
communication crisis management and staff motivation. Griffiths conceptualized
the superintendency as comprising three primary components: the job. the person
and the social setting. F le then applied Katz's conceptual framework to the 'job'
of superintendent w 'thin an ol ganizational and societal eolitext
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Griffiths, and ot' ers such as Goldhammer and Farquhar (Cunningham, 1982)
redefined the role of the superintendent in more specific terms using descriptors
such as 'developer', 'communicator', and 'motivator'.

This schema was never framed at the level of specific competencies and
Griffiths considered them to be too narrow for the broad role requirements of
the superintendency. This view has been shared by a number of researchers, most
of whom have attempted to ground the profession in theories of educational
administration largely derised from the social sciences. This was a predictable
reaction to the earlier thinking of those who, in the previous century, employed
'administrative truisms' that are still to be found in many current textbooks on
educational administration. Typically, such texts tend to focus on the minutiae of
irtually every 4)ecific task needing to be accomplished in the school district,

providing a 'cook book' approach to the practice of educational administration.
l'he 'theory' approach was designed to assist superintendents in their understand-
ing of the nature of the school system. But in spite of it being well intentioned,
this approach has not been particularly helpful in assisting executives to develop
strategies. to solve specific problems and to meet particular needs (Glass, 1987).

In our era we have now recognized that the role of the superintendent is
temporal in time and space and that it is broadly-based. necessitating the application
of a multiplicity of technical and coikeptual skills for the maintenance of system
dnd comniunity well-being. Thus, an extensise skills repertoire is needed in order
to deal effectiYely with the complex demands cif problem finding and problem
resolution in the most efficactous Way.

With respect to which personality types and hulk idual strengths might be
appropriate to fulfilling the role effectively in different contexts, research to date
does not [lase much to offer. There are few studies in this area dating from 'trait
theory' to the present. Research, howeser. investigating the interaction of aptitude
or best tit between person and position in a given context is still an important area
of need for present and future research.

Superintendents, like other role incumbents in administrative positions in
educantm, !lase rarely been subject to assessment either prior to, or after, hiring.
As a rule, both superintendent and principal positions are basically 'self-selectise'
in that indiy iduals independently decide whether they desire to enter the professiomi.

and if they do, they then go about acquiring the necessary training and education
to qualify for a state credential. The National Policy Board tir Education
Adnunistration in its 1989 report, highlights the lack of controls in preparation
and certification programs employed to screen out those w ho are unsuited to the
prolession. This undesirable situation has developed because of a lack of clearly
articulated professional standards, low or infrequent use of des eloped assessment
s stems. lack of much needed reliabl,. and Yalid instrumentation and the generally
poor wordination of improsement efforts within the corpus of:he superintendency
and professoriate. Like teaching. the superintendency tends to he Yiewed by an
intbrmed public as only 'hall a legitimate profession'. This conception tnay hay e
inhibited the rigorous application of screeniog and selection methods on the scale
required to has e any noticeable impact on restructuring, reinvigorating and re-
newing the superintendency As It extsts today. Any agenda for deep seated reform
is likely to need a comprehensixe data base for infitrmed decision-making regarding
'what is', as w ell as a shared Yisittn of future lt Pi ietal expectations and requirements
con( crithig 't.t. hat should be'. 1 hcse pros Kle the cutting edge regarding what it
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is to be effective as a superintendent in a quite different social and educational
environment to that of the present. Having addressed the 'what is' component,
the remainder of this chapter is devoted to some issues related to the future needs
of the superintendency in the light of present realities.

'rhrough the Looking Glass

In 1922 the National Education Association's Department of Superintendents
published a series of three yearbooks. The first focused on the superintendency
itself The second and third explored the notion of a contemporary curriculum for
schools. As the twenty-first century draws near, it appears that, to a certain ex-
tent. views regarding the nature and status of the superintendency have undergone
something of a full circle. There is a concern abroad today about the efficacy of
the dav-to-day role of the superintendent in meeting public expectations, and the
adequacy of preparation programs for those intending to withstand the rigors of
the role. As mentioned previously in this chapter, superintendents are already
leaving for greener pastures and retiring in large numbers. At the same time.
authorities are pointing out that many aspects of the .job are becoming dysfunc-
tional thus providing a crisis mentality toward finding ways of retrieving the
situation.

ooking backward to the 1920s the superintendency was embryonic in both
its form and function compared with its developed complexity today. "[here were
many struggles, then as now, between boards and superintendents regarding how
the schools should, and would, be managed. Many prominent superintendents
advocated and implemented the scientific management principles proposed by
Franklin Bobbit as a way to create order and efficiency, and necessary to create the
infrastructure for expanding school districts. They also ad% ocated a 'business
oriented type of school board. This philosophy, it was thought, would lead to a
better articulation with existing theories of scientific management for school
administration. Late twentieth century forces are similarly pressuring superinten-
dents to be more accountable in such areas as the expenditure of school funds,
management efficiency, curriculum regulation and improv ing the outcomes of
schooling. In the private sector, large corporations are beginning to form coali-
tions with school districts to help them become more efficient through the
application of business management practices to school administration. This
movement recurred in the I960s, when management science underwent a period
of development featuring management by objectives (MI3)), and performance-
based appraisal and program planning and budgeting (PPBS) in the driv e for
increased productivity and efficiency.

In the educational climate of today, superintendents and districts are being
literally bombarded by lobbyists representing parents and other interest group,
pressuring them to raise the achiev ement level of the children. Selected aspects
of national reports are used in die print and electronic edia to support claims that
students cannot spell. compete with the Japanese in n- Ahematics. locate the major
European nations on a globe and identify nutritious lbods to eat in accordance
with a healthy, lifestv lc. In the mind of the public. schools are not the places they
oikc %%cu.. or should be nos% . In short. publit intetest woups %sant school
luldren tt, produce impros ed scores on some test or mdkator of achies einem ii
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order to be satisfied that the system is working and they are getting alue for each
tax dollar spent on public education. Societal pressures for more accountability
pervade every level of education and are manifested everyday in most every dis-
trict through requiring the schools to become more cost efficient and academically
productive. This phenomenon lies at the heart of the current wave of school
reform and system restructuring.

Naive and possibly ill-considered as school reform proposals may be. they
still create a management dilemma for the superintendent and school board charged
with their review and implementation. How to react in order to placate those
pressure groups yelling the loudest, and to 'beat the system' of norm-referenced
achievement testing being used in the public arena as an index of success (or lack
of it) on the part of students, schools, and school districts, has become part of the
routine for those in positions of responsibility. Superintendents in the late twentieth
century are thus caught in the double play of making schools more cost-efficient
(spend less money) and at the same time making them more academically productic
(get better test scores). The two aims are clearly at odds with each other. Attempts
to achieve both aims concurrently have the potential to increase management
conflicts even further, and to compound the pressures under which superintendents
and principals must work daily. How are we to select and train school executives
to reconcile the two sometimes opposing forces of cost-efficiency and academic
productisity? This is a real dilemma. Real school improvement simply does not
come cheap! .

.Sc/ , (on Ilitinc N.:11001 Eve, wirc,

It w precIolisl) Inentioned in du, chapter diat career progression in school
administration at the principal and superintendent ley els tends to be 'self-selective'.
A common pattern is one where indis !duals, with aspirations to become princi-
pals or superintendents, seek graduate studies programs terminating in state cer-
tification: undertake the courses; serve an on-the-Job internship: pass the requisite
examinations and are thence certified and eligible to seek an appointment. As the
N,Itional Policy Board for I liiiiiii Admunstraiwn points iut. cftri 011 the
part of states and institutions of higher education to be proactise in searching tlir
and rcci Luting Indic id ual ho hace die potential to become outstanding school
executives are limited. Entry requirements for admission to preparation programs
in higher education are minimal and do not as a rule include any type of formal
assessment other than prior grades in college work. a score on the Graduate
Record Examination (ORE) and letters of reference from individuals self-selected
bv the applicant. Seldom are assessment instruments used that might enable
institutions formally to appraise an applicant's aptitudes. professional skills and
know ledge, and basic personality profile before admittance to their programs. ln
the absence of formai assessment batteries, the selection of future superintendents
and principals is based almost exclusisely on sci bal. quantitatise and past grade
priint as cragc criteria. In addition. lew educational administration programs has e
well deseloped recruiting procedures explicitly designed to identify successffil
principals who might make successtnl school exccutiy es. in the professional opinion
'if significant others.

Wh has:: educational admini,u anon piogiains bucci so idol u s rusistise
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to change in the use of formalized assessment procedures and structured recruiting
initiatives? Certainly some programs in sonw institutions have engaged in both
assessment and recruiting in a systematic way, but the majority have not. This
may be attributed partly to the fact that many departments of leadership/educa-
tional administration are very small with fewer than five faculty members (i.e.,
the majority in the nation). In these situations the time and money required to
conduct assessment activities is not easy and is further inhibited in those universities
or colleges dominated by a traditional organization model oriented to past academic
experience rather than toward the pursuit of professionally relevant qualifications
of high quality. Many colleges of education in the United States appear to have
an identity crisis as to whether they are professional schools in the broad sense or
narrowly defined academic enclaves. Stereotypically, professors of education seeking
advancement spend a great portion of their time as an academic in the narrow
sense rather than attending to the professional role they have to fulfill as well. In
actual terms this is reflected in conducting research and writing refereed journal
articles conventionally accepted in academia as the way to gain tenure, be
promoted or otherwise become recognized for one's contribution to scholarship.
In marked contrast some professors are more oriented toward professional training
and practical fieldwork. They thus place themselves at a career disadvantage within
the professoriate. Pressures in the professoriate to maintain the status quo, combined
with a lack of resources, direct the attention of professors of educational
administration toward their own academic performance rather than valuing a pro-
fessional and field experience orientation, although the two points of view are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. The AASA Ten Year Study of 1992 indicates that
the credibility level of professors of education, as judged by practicing super-
intendents, has fallen substantially since the 1982 Ten Year study (Glass, 1992).
This could be an omen that professors might care to note when planning programs
and their own career directions.

Generalizing broadly, the colleges of education are neither provided with
adequate resources nor predisposed to prepare educational administrators outside
of existing organizational structures and protocols. Seldom are funds outlayed and
resources applied to furthering extensive practicums and internships for students.
Rarely are neophytes placed in supportive job-related environments where
sophisticated management training can occur, and too many college programs
tend to he characterized by traditional forms of academic instruction for man-
agement professionals.

The American Association of School Administrators, through the National
School Executise Development Center and its six pilot centers (see Chapter 10),
is working to identify the specific competencies and characteristics of successful
school executives. As the knowledge base is verified, the associated competencies
will be incorporated into a series of assessment instruments targeting potential
school system executis es. While this represents an advance in thinking. given the
inherent difficulties in 'capturing' complex multidimensional behaviors. instruments
currently being de eloped in areas such as instructional leadership and general
management are likely to be limited in scope. It is unrealistic, therefore, given our
present state of knowledge, to expect that the needed instrumentation will be all
encompassing in work scope or anything other than modest in claims for predictive
\ aildlt Ns ith respect to field based performance. Do, elopmental work conducted
to date is. nes erthek.ss. realizing pmtot% pes that has e the potential n) pros ide
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decision-makers with useful data to guide and inform the operation of educational
administration programs. At a personal level, the work is providing administrators
with a clear idea as to how they personally stand with respect to those skills and
competencies needed for school leadership, as well as assessing their aptitudes
across a range of activities related to success in the role. The advances made thus
far are expected to be widely disseminated in order that they may make a signiti-
cam impact on the quality of school administration programs in colleges of edu-
cation (Harris et a/., 1992; Carter et al.. 1991).

There is also a pressing need to inform and counsel women and members of
ethnic minorities aspiring to the superintendency to undertake specific programs
of educational administration. Few educational administration programs at the
post-principal level of training have any sizable representation of minorities and
women. Within the national talent pool, lack of funding for graduate student
support and paid internships in school districts are important factors tending to
reduce the numbers of women and minorities potentially available for selection.
Reduction in the talent pool also occurs through an apparent lack of motivation
on the part of principals and other district office administrators to seek entry to
the superintendency. This is because they regard it as a role that places too much
stress on themselk es and their families. Even when the pressures can be withstood.
longevity of employment tenure is still not assured. The volatile nature of the
environment in which the superintendency is embedded does not attract talented
principals and district office administrators to seek the office.

For the administrator not overly concerned with some of the more negative
aspects of the superintendent's environment, a problem that arises is where to go
to acquire the best training and professional preparation for the role. Another is
how to gain the first senior executive position after graduation. Most aspirants,
acting rationally, question themselves as to what areas of training and initial
preparation they think they are most in need of. and in what program(s) these can
best be accommodated. Frequently their actions are conditioned by what is locally
available and that will not require the individual to interrupt his/her employment.
Another consideration is what is minimally required by the state for certification.

The National Policy Board reports that an overwhelming majority of edu-
cational administration graduate students are engaged in study as part-time students
while also working full time in demanding teaching and administrative positions.
Very few spend any full-time residence in institutions of higher education, and
even fewer spend a year or so in an integrated pram:um/internship setting in a
local district. The inevitable inference to be drawn from this is that the majority
of school executives in this country have been trained in part-time, 'hit or miss'
types of graduate programs. If this is so, it is questionable whether they have
actually been properly trained at all or simply schooled in ways which acadeinics
consider to be appropriate to the intellectual study of school administration. .1 he
bottom line appears to be the prohibitive cost to be borne both by the individual
and the higher education institution. For personal reasons older students, under-
standably, do not seem willing to forego a year or two of regular salary, expe-
riencing residential dislocation in order to spend time on campus. and then
later undergo a formally supervised apprenticeship with a mentor, which the
better programs require. The institutions of higher education on their part are
loathe to acknowledge the necessity of making graduate fellowships or other
fi)rnis of financial aid as ailable to prospecos e applicants. Ultimately the focus of
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responsibility lies with the institutions to attract good candidates. On the face of
it, higher education institutions are remarkably short-sighted and unwittingly
abetted by state education agencies in not supporting promising mature-age
candidates. As a rule, both colleges and agencies are also lacking in developing
state certification codes requiring clinical and outcome-oriented models of
preparation for potential senior executives.

We acknowledge that educational administration programs in some high
quality institutions do as good a job as can reasonably be expected, within existing
resource constraints, to provide an academic background and a technical preparation
(curriculum, finance, and management) for their graduate students. Even in such
cases it is likely that students will be minimally exposed to the areas contributing
the most to executive leadership namely, climate building, interpersonal
relationships, conflict resolution and planning. Many institutions demonstrably
t:all short in providing much needed on-the-job training and experience from
which (among other things) school boards might ascertain if a newly trained
graduate should be afforded the opportunity to take on an executive leadership
role in their district(s).

fot Edinational Administration Prok!rarm

In spite of the increasing rhetoric surrounding public schooling in the mass media
and in forums espousing refOrm, the combined political will driving a 'critical
mass' needed to create radical and deep seated structural changes is not yet in
evidence. Even if sufficient financial resources were to be made comprehensively
available in the near future, it is unlikely there would be a corresponding increase
in the cadre of professors and trainers prepared to offer a radically different
approach to professional selection, training and development.

To reiterate, what is needed are programs that are more field centered than
is currently the norm and that include some of the recent recommendations for
reform spelled out by the National Policy Board and the University Council of
Educational Administration (UCEA). These bodies have called for the application
of more stringent admission criteria, an adequate core of professionally oriented
faculty specialists and the pros ision of experiential and more meaningful.
needs-based internships. Currently, faculty salaries for professors of educational
administration in most institutions are so low that practitioners with good aca-
demic qualifications must take salary cuts, sometimes in the order of 50 per cent,
in order to take up appointments. Faculties, in turn, are not materially resourced
to provide specialized equipment, classroom facilities, travel budgets and practicum
arrangements needed to meet a revised code and standards. Thus, to be an edu-
cational administration protessor at the present time is, for many. a frustrating
experience especially if she/he serves in institutions providing for only the bare
essentials supporting the acadennc aspects of a preparation program.

In the case of retired superintendents who would like to become professors,
institutions conventionally tend to avoid appointing them due to an anticipated
lack of appropriate academic values toward educational administration theory and
practice. Attracting experienced professionals is imperative fsor the recognition of
indis idual merit as well as for enhancing the public status of a college ofeducation
operating within a traditional higher education milieu. Even a cursory scan of the

5.2
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vacancy notices for professorships in educational administration in The Chronicle
repeatedly shows openings available for assistant professors at the lower end of the
salary scale. This invariably precludes experienced school executive leaders from
applying for a position, and this appointment policy makes the job attractive only
to younger, less experienced individuals seeking a professorship in higher educa-
tion. A deficit of vacancy notices for full professors and clinical professors high-
lights. by default, the agenda of colleges of education in according a low priority
to the sort of staffing profile needed to operate an exemplary training program.
It is an indictment of the situation that, at a recent national meeting, one prominent
professor of educational administration admitted to a large gathering of his peers,
that, after thirty years, he found it next to impossible to be both an academic
professor and a professional educator within the single confines of his own
institution.

In the light of this commentary, the outlook for colleges of education in
attracting high quality professors of educational administration seems rather dismal
unless there is a clear change in direction. The profession does need young, relatively
inexperienced academics with advanced theoretical knowledge in areas such as
policy processes, organizational theory, and research. It cannot be overemphasized,
however, that the vital core of any good training program, and its final test of
worthiness. is in des eloping testing and validating those skills and competencies
needed for job effectiveness and their outcomes when applied to field settings.
'Knowing that' and 'knowing how' are sometimes very different. In the execution
of leadership it is particularly germane to develop both aspects together. The
leader might know eyerything that is worth knowing about human motivation,
for example, but whether he or she can engender this in others, through the
intelligent application of a number of managerial competencies initially learned at
college then practiced and refined in the crucible of experience. can only be validated
in the field. 'The proof of the pudding is in the eating'. .I.he life chances of
children and the careers of subordinate staff depend ultimately on the quality of
the senior educational leader. Society has a vital interest in the quality of this
leadership too. Quality is satisfied when public confidence in the achievement of
successful school outcomes is high.

For maximum effect a more comprehensive role for the training and
preparation of school executives needs to be undertaken by the school districts
themselves in the form of internships, practicums and mentoring programs
coupled with regular in-service (Milstein et al., 1991). On reflection it is unrealistic
to expect this to become a practical reality. Most districts have fewer than 3000
students and consequently insufficient administrators available io exercise this
preference assuming the notion was a tenable one in the first place. Similarly.
'lighthouse' school districts, in which the environment for excellent leadership
training and mentoring exists. are not numerous enough nor networked sufficiently
yy ell to pros ide coordinated field-based programs. Another initiative, leadership
academies, is now in place in many states but the availability of the academies'
sers ices are nut well developed to the point where they can make a significant
()serail impact on the profession. Whether states will evolve these academies further
in order to perform a majority of the tasks necessary for the preparation of school
system executives is speculative. At present, most boards rely on the institutions
of higher education to provide coursework at pre- and in-sers ice levels hut this
Illa change. If the demand tiir significant reform of education programs continues
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to escalate, the certification role of institutions of higher education may be
removed altogether in some states and V ested in alternative modes of learning. A
noteworthy example is an alternative model using professional associations and
coalitions currently evolving in California and Oregon.

What Should be Done?

The history of public education over the course of the past half century indicates
that if a word or slogan is used long enough by enough people then, by common
usage, it becomes regarded as a 'truth'. In the 1960s the buzz word was 'quality'
and in the 1970s it was 'accountability'. The 1980s referent was 'restructure' or
alternatively 'reform', while in the 1990s it seems that the banner is 'choice'.
Through the process of repetitive discussion of issues in journals and at different
educational forums, sufficient 'energy' for the cause is generated to create the right
environment tbr the implementation of initiatives representing the embodiment of
the fad word or slogan. The groundswell for change in this sort of instance may
occur without any comprehensive system planning and in the absence of adequate
funding and resource provision. Demonstrably, reforms that have occurred in this
fashion, without much proper planning and support, have frequently resulted in
disenchantment and disillusionment on the part of their initiators. The vacuum
created via disillusionment and failure then opens the way for the next new fad.
When it recurs once again, to be taken up piecemeal from its surface features,
nothing really seems to change very much and things go on below the surface
much as they did before the fad came on the scene.

Tyack and Cuban (Tyack and Hansot. 1982: Cuban, 1988) have between
them developed a thesis putting the ritual and the traditional lock of school systems
into a historical model. If their explanation is valid and the model is perpetuated,
it accounts tbr forces likely to mitigate against attempts to achieve deep-seated
changes concerning the manner in which children learn, teachers teach and admini-
strators lead more effectively. It appears unavoidable to escape the notion that
American society does not seem to be ready to divert significant amounts of new
money and more human resources to the schools in order to effect changes of the
order required now and in the foreseeable future. 'Realists', conditioned by past
experiences, comment that infusions of new money into schools for reform
purposes will simply result in additional failure, claiming that current funding
lev els are adequate to the task (Sarason. 1991). The only thing really required,
according to this view, is a radical change in teacher and administrator behavior
Critics of urban school systems, as in the case of Chicago. assert that the reason
tbr the almost total collapse of the schools can be laid at the feet of the educational
bureaucracy, rather than admit to other sources of failure liicated ii dy sfunctional
families. squalid school environments. parents without lobs. inadequate health
care, and oppressed teachers who are themselves \ ictims of the system. No I he

failure of schools, as in the ghettos of Chicago and New York, must ultimately
rcst upon the shoulder,, of the central office administration. not because there is
inequitable financing directed from the state legislature or the absence of mean-
ini;ful support from the private sector (Glass. 1990). Unfortunately, the situation
in Chitago, translated on a national sLale. seemingly epitomizes public attitudes

ard education today. Tlw impression gis en nationally is that no one is to
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blanw for the failure of the schools and their clients, especially those children
seriously at risk, other than the educators and bureaucrats. This type of societal
indictment is short-sighted, blatantly incorrect and potentially destructive in a
country that desperately needs to make social and economic adjustments, among
other things, to remain competitive in world markets. The ills of society, how-
es er, have to be cured by society itself acting at all les els m a concerted way.
Unless entrenched attitudes on the part of political, corporate and academic elites
in this country become more enlightened, it will not really matter how dedicated
and proficient school executives and other professionals are. They will continue
to work under handicaps that prevent their organizations from reaching even a
modicum of their potential in realizing the vision of a better society (Giroux,
I Q92).

'Fo summarize the thrust of this chapter. true and deep-seated reform, requiring
the restructuring of American schools, will not occur as a consequence of current
or future fads manifesting themselves under slogans proclaiming 'choice' or 'site-
based management'. What is needed first is that society at large must come to
consensus about what the nature and role of schools will be, nationally and at the
local lex el. The historical concept of local community control is no longer tenable
if we are serious about deep-seated planned change. The child who goes to school
in Minnesota has at least a 5o per cent chance ()Ilk mg and working in some other
state during the course of an adult life. In a peHod of increased mobility, for one
district and one state to control the educational content of instruction in isolation
from others is neither practical nor sensible when considering the long term
'common good'.

Second, the preparation of educational leaders should tNlow the establishment
of a national consensus regarding the aims of education since these people will
shoulder the major responsibility for leading the nation's schools toward desired
goals. Indic 'duals s 110 undertake this mission imist be carefully selected, trained
and of the caliber to confront the tasks that lie ahead. 1 hey must be prepared to
engender a predictable transformatise and surely -guided des elopment of school
organizations that educate all children for a productive life, an entitlement that
will be of benefit to themseh es and to the society in whICh they will h. e as
adults. At the present time, it is difficult to be optimistic regarding America's will
to furnish the means or to allocate the resources needed to create a national s) stem
of schools. We would argue that these need to be decentralized Ili some respect,
to ineet local communik needs. but centralized on a state and national basis in
other ways in accordance with common and denim. raticalk agreed priorities.

A worthwhile precursor to the des eloprnent of America's schools ior the
next century would be to institute a dramatic reform of the professional prepa-
ration of the next generation of leaders who will head up 01.11- schools and school
sv stems. It Is imperatk e that leaders be prepared now to lead the schools in
directions that lud,s idual states and the nation as a A hole can mutually agree upon
for the I9Y4s and beyond.

Education as an imestment. not an expense. nwans outlook is needed. It

takes marlY Years to adequately prepare an executke, and it is costly in terms of
both the financial expenditure insuRed Ind the energy expended to pros ide karning
opportunities Ii ir the neophyte superintendent to gain Hies ant experience in the
practice and refiliement of his/her new Is -acquired skills. Thc great plus to he
!2,111101 In doing this well is that, in the process. Naha' is added to scarce human
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re.ources while also allowing for less tangible gains to accrue to individuals of
high caliber as they are assisted toward professional nuturity. The time and the
context is right for the rebirth of school executive leadership preparation and
training programs This snould become a priority item on the public policy agenda
leading each of the states to he!p signpost the educational future and with it the
future prosperity and well being of all Americans.
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Chapter 4

Exemplary Superintendents:
Do They Fit the Model?

Thomas E. Glass

Ii'. earlier chapters of this butt', has e attended to rev levying selected studies ot the
,uperintendency and cognate areas with implicatittus fin policy and practice. In
this chapter the focus is narrowed further to rev iew some contemporary work
regarding superintendents who have been identified a, exemplary. While this group
receives attention in this chapter. the reader will 110 doubt effect comparisons \kith
superintendents in effective districts examined in chapter I. and with profiles of
the national and effective groups of superintendents appraised in Chapter 2.

Even though America is heas ilv urbanized, the pattern of public education is
tihI predttminantly small loWn. About three-quarters of the nation's school dis-

trict., ale populated by one or tWo central office administraior types (Glass. 19921.
Who arc. the superintendents serving in thk broad spectrum (if districts, large nd
small, rich and poor, rural and urban? What personal characteristics and district
sal iables ditkrentiate them in terms of the quality of their performance? In brief,
which ones are exemplary in the position, and what type of selection procedures
and preparation programs are likely to provide the pu'ilic education system with
future exemplary types:

The data on which this chapter is based come limn he results of a nationwide
survey of snperintendent, identified as exemplar,. by their peers and significant
others in the field of education (Stott. 19911. It is ctimplemented by data drawn
from the most recent I en Year Study of the American superintendency that is
it tnducted in each decade by the American Association of School Administrators
(Glass, 1992). Stott administered the instrument utilized in the AASA Ten Year
Study' to a group of superintendents designated exemplary on the basis of nation-
se ide competitions sponsored .uinually by the Nallulial School Boards AlstIdat11111
(NSBA) and the American Association of School Adminktiators (AASA). An
important question to he addressed later relates to the validity of the selection
protocol ins oly ed, i.e., whether the 'exemplary superintendents identified by
AASA and NsiiA do in tact operate as 'executive leaders' or whether they are in
effet t managers maintaining the operation 111.',4.11,iols through micro-management
techniques.

In retrospect, the position 'If 'cit y. schools superintendent' had already existed
tOr about 7=1 years, when. in I9I6. I.Ilwood P. Cubbcrly first wrote that the

lcadership -.tit.ce'.-.1111 super intentkitt, w. NtiLh that. 'he nitit learn
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to lead by reason of his larger knowledge and his contagious enthusiasm, rather
than to drive by reason of his superior power (Cubberly. 1922. p. 138). This
assertion, however, needs to be evaluated in the light of other conclusions such
as those of -Thomas and Moran (1992) concerning the power of the superintendent
in the Progressive Period.

Even though Cubberly's remarks are now nearly 75 years old, they seem to
be very much up to date for they closely parallel current writers who advocate
'executive leadership' as the sint qua non of the superintendency and principalship.

Further. Cubberly seems to endorse the current concept of strategic planning,
saying that a superintendent should, '.. . out of his larger knowledge, see clearly
what are the attainable goals of the school system, and how best and how fast to
attempt to reach them. From his larger knowledge, too, he must frequently reach
up out of the routine of school supervision and executive duties into the higher
levels of educational statesmanship' (Cubberly, 1922. p. 138). While Cubberly's
dictums seem quite contemporary, his vision of how a superintendent should act
in carrying out 'his' duties would be considered managerial today, but were
probably regarded as being very executive in orientation in 191().

With the benefit of hindsight, the superintendency, in the early days, was
undoubtedly managerial. Es en though the 'grandfathers' of the profession, such
as Cubberly, Strayer. Mort and even Barnard wrote textbooks that were com-
pendiums of 'best practices', a serious reader would note the writers' preference
for leaders exhibiting a wide %ision. Also preferred was an ability to recognize
leadership as a pervasive intluence on all the groups involved in the school, and
of possessing a vision as to the direction the school should be loosing as well as
ideas on how to get there ((;lass, 1987).

Identifying Exemplary Groups of Superintendents

After searching the literature on the superintendency. only two national groups of
exemplary superintendents could be found. 'The first group of 290 superintendents
was identified from the recipients of NSBA's 'Top 100' educators, first initiated
on all anmul basis in 198-1. selected by. Eye( wiet Lawator magazine. A second
exemplary group of 125 superintendents was drawn titom those who represented
their states in AMA's 'Superintendent of the Year' award that began in 1988.

Descriptions of the Exemplary Superintendents

What characterized those superintendents commonly regarded as outstanding or
exemplary? What was difkrent about them compared vs ith 'the norm'? What did
they do that was qualitatively different from thc way other superintendents went
about their business? .1 hese and related questions about what distinguished them
as being exemplars suggested the need fig a dessriptise sursey in order to pros ide
some answer,.

A suitable instrument prey iously used iii tlie lust completed 1 en Year Study
t( ;lass, 1992) was already as adahk. This instrument elicited superintendent infor-
iiiaiwn concerning detnographus. leads:Ishii) characteristics, relations with school
htlards, prcparatwn and trauma:. tiTlings of stress and fulfillment in the lob,
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Table 4 I Compar;sor:s of exe;nplary super,ntendents aild the ,AAS4 natio:1,3i sample

Medan age

\A47ite

Dernouat

Republzan

1-dore-oent

vac, uu

Maies

28.1

35.6
34.8

?2
37.1

32 4

E43 6

49.3

Pecentage of sarrp:r

94.2
96 1

92 1
92 3

9:2 7

90 3

E ExernrYary

0 Natonal

career pathsind programming of their districts. If the es.".iplar) group com-
pleted the same instrument then further comparisim ith the AASA sample would
most likek reveal differences and similarities between the two groups on the same
variables. Notw ithstanding. the '\ ASA instrument Lontamed I lit salidated ques-
tions that comprehensi% ely delineated the characteristics of the exemplary groups.
Stott surseed a sample of 400 superintendents identified as 'exemplary'.

Some 2ino superintendents out of a population of 15.5iln had been sampled
pro iously in the AASA survey and only a handful of the 410 exemplary super-
intendents had been draw n in the A ASA sainple. A number of superintendents in
the exemplary gniup had retired or moL ed into the pris ate sector and ses eral had
gone to institutions of higher education. Of the exemplary group. 291 returned
completed instruments representing a return rate of 711 per 4.. ent. The stirs e!, team
was 'Aell satisfied ith both the o%erall representatiseness and prop, int ional strati-
fication of the sample as shown in 'Fable 4.1 (Suqt. 1)91).

There were six evident differences between the exemplary group of super-
intendents and the national sample. In general, the exemplary superintendents tit
more Into the conceptual model of the executise leader (chief executise officer)
rather than that 4.1 Illiddlc les ci Manager ibmd

tin interta used for nomination by both AASA and NSIM are dem ed
predominantly by reference to reputational sources. IndR tduals are nominated
using mechanisms such as in the Escoairs 1:dmator and the AIM ti,JOI .tithool
Ward Journal. Subsequends 'am(' and national scic non tonmunces mug,: the mmal
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Tabie 4 2 Wes o' ot exempwy superontenoents

tvla,or uroan center

C,ty d,strct

No" Jban/s,,b,j'ban

88

61 2

E xerTlpiwy

r\ia ond'

orth ot- the information receixed on nominees. Additional comment., and dat
are then sought that are also es alUated and upon which the finalists are selected
The +election protocols. though purposetid. has e no claims to being scientific hut
this doe+ not iiec ariI ins alidate them in practical

Should he remembered that the purpose of the stud \N.V.. not to identif
and %Adak: those criteria that ulent6 and can be used to evaluate effectise or
exemplary superintendents, but rather to focus on differences between two groups
of superintendents selected within the constraints and practicalities of the sampling
design that had to be adopted. I ollowing from this, the conclusions should bt
regarded talldollsIs Ill the absence of Mrther research in this arca. Flic!, do
how es Cr. correspond with experience mid tne cons entional s isdom of Mt_
profession.

Exemplary Superintendents arc More Urban

I he exemplar group ss as distinctly more urbanized than the national group ot
superintendents. Oser a third (37.8 per cent of the group) grew up in thc suburbs
of large cities. while 72 per cent of the national group had been raised m ery
small towns or rural areas. I he exemplary superintendents served in large suburban
distro_ts more fickpientls (hall thus': III [he naminal group. Only one member ot
the excinplar group of superintendents actuall sersed in a small rural distritt

I he statism. shim n III I able 4.2 are predictable. sua e the typical suburban
sihool di-Aih I Is AIM I .11111 hcoci supplied s ith A1111111041-.01% support than
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either the very small or extremely small districts. Flie latter typically have more
homogeneous populations and this tends to result in low levels of conflict in
districts where superintendents are afforded the opportunity to develop quality
programs untrouhled by the need to mediate between the yarious conflicts of
religious, political, racial and/or socioeconomic groups, or having to us ercome
the deleterious effects of inadequate school or parental resources.

The suburban districts evidently do attract high quality superintendents. In
the Northern Illinois area. for example, it is not unusual to has e I50 applicants tOr
superintendent positions in the affluent bedroom communities and 111.111, super-
intendents in this locality enjoy geod salary packages in keeping with their role.
School boards in the suburbs have an opportunity to pick the very best of appli-
cants and this type of school district is well represented in the sample. Also, due
to the availability of fiscal and other community resources, superintendents can
develop highly visible programs that will draw attention favorably to themselves
proving their abilities and thus enhancing their career prospe.2ts.

The presence of a disproportionate number of exemplary superintendents in
suburban contexts is an importan finding in Stott's study. On the face of it. it
seems as if the resources and community profiles to be found in suburban districts
are magnets tOr exemplary superintendents, but this requires further validation
through more research.

I he exemplary superintendents tend to be a bit older than the national group,
and also more liberal and Democratic in their political part! preferences. The
average age is 53.6 years while that of the national group was found to be 49.3
!, ears.

Career Paths

he career paths of the exemplary. superintendents (I able 4.3) were markedly
different from those of the national group. 'Hie exemplary superintendents were
far more likely to spend a few ,,,,Tars in central office positions before acquiring
appointments as superintendents. hi contrast, the national group progressed from
the principalship to the superintendency on a more regular basis. In accounting
for this, it is likely to be the most common career path of superintendents in
smaller districts simply because there are Nen few central office positions in small
districts.

This is an nnportant difference hem cell the groups. howeser, due to the eyer
increasing complexity of school finance, budgeting, personnel, curriculum, special
programs and facility maintenance. The exemplary superintendents were more
likely to have had an opportunity to gain knowledge and experience in many of
these areas before becoming a superintendent, whereas the superintendents in
small districts most often learned on tlie job since the principalship does not as
a rule provide much preparation in these areas. Additionally, many of the exem-
plary superintendents in their earlier position(s) as central office administrators,
had the day-to-day opportunity to observe their superintendent in action. There
is es 'deuce to show that a majority of the exemplary superintendents spent most
it- their careers in larizer. init smaller. districts beflire becoming superintendents.

1 he exemplary superintendents Ilailtate'd they had receisi, J the assistance of
mentor tar more otten than those m the national group (Stott. cdass.
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Taote 4 3 Careet patterns to the superintendency

Teacher only

GOIN 2.8

Central off ce only ; 1.7

2

TCHR and pnrciaal

TC,,k ot!.

a^d cen....a, off

CFO?. & G

6.6
9

2 7

3 5
3,7

14.3

10 3

36

Olrer
0

7.7

4

39 2

3? 7

Career as a Teacher and Administrator

Ey.err.niary

0

Sixty -three per cent of the exemplar% superintendents indicated the% had been a
cLissrooln teacher fist: ot less cars. 1 ort% --dx per Lent or the national group had
taught for 11%e or less years. Fully M. per cent of die exemplar% group obtained
their first adnilmstrati e position bets\ een the ages of 23 ,31i..1 he mobility ot the
exemplars. group %sas ako a bit higher than the national group. About 3(c per Lent
of the national group 'ro.e from the ranks in their districts to become super
intendent. while ,){11, 25 per Lent of the exemplary group were hired from inside
Fewer than 41) per cent of the exemplary group had held onlx (Inc superintendencs
while ',II per Lent of the national group had only sersed in 1111(.' superintendent.%
(Stott. I991).

Some other career path differences apparent in the data were that the exem-
plary group obtained their superintendency rosith,n, in districts more otien here
boards had utibied the %voices of a professional search lirm (see Chapter tor
more detail on this). Ihi5 Lonclumon may appear to be inconsequential until it
is realwed that !mist of the professional search firms are staffed by former and
rct!P...d uperintcndcnt,.. I hes examine s cr5 Clo,e1,, iredennals. experienut. and
past perlonnance CT I andidatus lietore retuning ilium to their ticul hoard, I",
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Table 4 4 3oard reasons for hirmg

F xer-p.ary Natio-a'

Persona( characterlstIcs 29 1 38 5
Change agent for chstnct 29 8 27 4
Ma.ntain status o,;...o 1 4 2 1
Instructional leader JU 5 72 3
Perform a specif.c task 1 8 1 8
No Da!t cu'a, reuson 7 4 7 9

Interviewing. I his process seeks to identify superintendents with not only the
best preparation for the job but also track record.

Superintendents Explain Why Thcir Board Hired Them

When the superintendents were asked to identify die kry reason their hoards hired
them CI able 4.4), the exemplary group stated the primary reason for their hiring
was for their abilities iii the area of instructional leadership. The national group
indicated the primary reason their hoards hired them was because of personal
qualities. It is likel), that on the one hand the exemplary group pet ceis e themselves
as being more like highly trained professionals hired to provide instructional
leadership. On the other, it is possible that the national group perceise themsels es
to he 'educational generalists', hired to ensure that all of the basic functions of a
schocd district are accomplished smoothly.

There is sonie research, supported by the 1992 AASA len Year Study, to
suggest that hoard members generally hire superintendents in the first instance for
personal redsi ins md tire them gain for personal rather than professional reasons
f( rady and Bryant, 1991). Thus. whether superintendents consider themselc es to
bc supelb technicians. managers or leaders, it appears that personal characteristics
,md the right 'chemistry' are inost important in board/superintendent relations.

Another ditIerence aS that the exemplary group was far more actis C iii
participating in state and national prol.e..ssional organirations. .1.his could he a
ciintributory factor to their nomination as outstanding in the first place. Nes er-
theless. the first had to obtain the position in a district that had the resources to
assist them it becoming visible within their state. Since most or the professional
organiratuins that superintendents participate in (such as AASA. AASA state
affiliates. AS( 'I). and NSBA I pros ide extensisc professional deselopment oppor-
tunities. it is most Ii kcl that the exemplar griup receise continuing additional
training commensurate vith their positions. This feature is not as commonly oc-
curring in the national group. Professional des elopmeni opportunities emphasized
in recent years include (i) strategic planning: (ii) curriculum auditing: 061 site based
managemenl: and (is goal-hased learning outwmcs and instructional Icadership.

exemplar.. 'roup also felt more personal fulfillment in their jobs Crable
4.S1 titan did those in the national group, and especiallx superintendents from Nefl,
small districts. Additionalls . the exemplars grimp exhibited lower stress les el,

I able 4.1,.
I tom Stott's data it can be inferred that the exemplars group of superintend-

cuts v.eie more tultilIed and felt less stress titan their tontemporarics. This is
understandable men the ..tiburb.in nature to.' their lii hiiro pre,. ionsk,
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Table 4 5 Amount of fulfillment in superintendency

Considerable Considerable
/6 9 62.5

Exemplary

Tabie 4 6 Amount of stress ;n super,ntendency

Exemp'ary

Very great
7 3

Cons,derable
34 3

Molerate
4'.-)

National

National

Ve,y great
lb

Cot,s de'atile
42 3

Moderate
41 7

L,tt,e or no

described. o, a number of the board members in suburban llistriu, are hkek
to he intik iduals ith management training theinwk es and ha\ e the sort of per-
spectix e that einp,,thwes with the superintendent as an executke leader rather than
a micro-manager.

Position Tenure

In recent ears there liac been frequent stories in the media coinerning the dis-
missak of superintendents heading up the large urban &stmts. I here is e%idence
to show that in the Nerv largest urban districts tenure for a superintendent lasts for
bout two-and-a-half ear, I kist. I9911. Iu '. the popular consciousness man!, gain
thi impression that the superintendem Is a quick turnot.r pisition. While there
Is all OM nI of truth in this. data on the exemplar!, and national groups slum
a length of tenure witiparable ss ith that normallx expected In pH% ay sector
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Tabie 4 7 Mean iength of tenure of supelintendents

F-e^-;Jary

ci r4a;

executo. e leadership position. There was. howcy er, es 'deuce to +how some insta-
bility in the exemplary group moYing from one lob to another. Thirty-nine per
cent of these superintendents had held only one superintendency , hile an addi-
tional 31) per cent were occupy ing their second superintendency (Stott, 1991). The
national group was more mobile than the exemplary group, although nationali .
the mean length of tenure was 6.2 rears ( Fable 4.7) (Glass, 19)2). Both groups of
superintendents typically located in one state. but Mien it occurred, the national
group tended to moSe out of state more often.

On the Job Performance and Conditions

I he factor that the exemplary group of superintendents found into kred with
their performance most was the iris iti ,md insignificant demands placed on them.

he national group indicated that the most serious problem inhibiting their lob
performance was lack of adequate finances. 1 he exemplary group included ss ell-
planned and well-organized leaders who were likely to resent efforts to make
them spend time non-productixely. Also, the exemplary leaders are situated in
districts that !lase adequate finance+ to meet most needs. A sell-perceis ed and serious
issue facing the districts headed up by nwmhers of both groups c as that of in-
adequate financing. I he second Most serious problem for both groups was assess-
ment and testing. It appears that the nationwide drive for achievement-score
producmity is creating some further problem+ for di+tricts and their superin-
tendents. With the popular notion that 'the buck stops here', pressures for the
reform of school districts from parents. politicians and others has placed A heas
bin den on the shoulders 111 superintendents under the rubric of accourtabilits
(increased production). Many superintendents. including the ones in the exemplar

6.;
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group, were concerned about increasing student performance outcomes in their
districts. The amount of testing now occurring in American school districts is
believed to be unacceptable when counted in school hours and school days given
over to it. When students only spend 17 per cent of their time in school, ant! when
much of it is taken up with testing rather than teaching, then accountability pressures
work against, rather than for, the processes of teaching and learning (Finn, 1991).

Suç rintendents in both the national and exemplary groups evidently did not
regard superintendent/board conflicts as a serious problem. When they do occur,
and especially if they're based on some personal altercation affecting family members
(hoards or superintendents), conflict seems to easily lead to firing (Grady and
Bryant, 1991).

School Boards and the Superintendents

.1 he exemplary superintendents actively sought to involve more citizen participa-
tion in the work of schools: they emphasized strategic planning, and frequently
shared the setting of board meeting agenda and the initiation of policy with board
members. Further, they felt their board members to be better qualified for their
work. This suggests that exemplary superintendents were more interested in shar-
ing responsibilities in partnership with board members than did their contempor-
aries. Also, remembering the exemplary group work in the larger districts, the
necessity of fmming central office teams probably extends more readily into
symbiotic relationships with board members.

Working with many groups of citizens, parents and staff who display
adversarial stances is one of the most difficult public challenges facing super-
intendents. Most likely the type of superintendent who is successful in coping
with potentially conflict-laden situations is one who feels comfortable when
working in a team approach ro problem solx ing and secure enough to delegate
responsibility when and as necessary. The surx ey data indicated that members of
the exemplary group seemed more amenable to share and delegate than did those
comprising the national group.

Professional Preparation and Standards

Os er three-quarters (78 per cent) of the exemplary superintendents had an earned
doctoral degree ( Fable 4.8). Forty-fimr per cent of the national group had doctor-
ates. Almost all of the doctoral degrees for both groups ss CR' in educational
administration. This clearly indicated that the level of formal preparation on this
indicator was much higher for the exemplary group. Vacancies in larger and
better financed districts often require that applicants have an earned doctorate
making the degree almost a minimum prerequisite to being appointed. This trend
is likely to increase in the next decade for the most desirable positions in which
there are in excess of PIO applicants for a single vacancy.

A, noted ekewhere in this book, interest groups have strongly criticized the
worthineSs 0(pr-qui-Avg! programs ft Ir educati(inaI administranors offered by the
instituntins of higher education ICIark. 1989). I hey have been labeled 'Mickey
Mouse' (Finn and Peterson. 1)8c). Not only are some Academics and opinion
leaders critical of the programs, significant numbers of superintendents, especially
m the exemplary gnmp. reported a dissansfaa non w ith them t ( I .Ible 4.41.

6(1
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Table 4 8 Superintendent education levels

Bache!or's degree

Mater's

Spec,akst degree

Doctorate 1+)

Some other degree

E E xemoiary

Nat lo na

Over half (50.2 per cent) of the exemplary groups rated graduate programs in
educational administration as being 'fair'. This contrasted with the national group
which was not so critical of the programs. or of the professors of educational
administration. However, responses to the two questionnaire items that asked
superintendents to rate both graduate programs in educational administration, and
the credibility of professors of educational administration, were resealing. Levels
01 support for both programs and professors has e diminished since the 1982
AASA Ten Year Study (Cunningham and ilentges, 1982).

Some District Characteristics

In the exemplary group, district characteristics were markedly different, especially
with districts of under 30M enrollments, from those headed up by superintend-
ents in the national group. A noted management and leadership authority, W.
Edwards Deming. advocates that for schools to be truly reformed, the initial steps
of developing community support and understanding, establishing school business
partnerships. and managing schools as adtd; learning centers must he accomplished
( Rhodes, 1990). The survey data (Table 4. 101 show that the exemplary group of
superintendents alT working in districts where there are school/business part-
nerships, where there is significant ettorts toward community involvement and
where there is a strong emphasis on instructional leadership. Similar programs
also ocsui led in tithei distrists, but not as often as in the districts of those
superintendents featured in the exemplary group (shill. 1991;,

6 7
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Table 4 9 How superintendents evaluate graduate programs

Poor
8 4

Far
50 2

Exemo!ary

Good
29 8

F xce-ent
2 8

Nat.ona'

Poor
7 9

44 2

Good
43 9

Pnce;,e,t
4

How Are the Exemplary Superintendents Different and
Are They Effective?

In profiling those characteristics that distinguished a sample of nationallt identi-
fied exemplary superintendents from a national sample of superintendent!, the
following important differences are sununarized from the sursey data:

Exemplary superintendents were more frequently employed in larger
suburban districts and receit ed higher salaries;

ii More of the exemplary superintendents held a doctoral degree in
educational administration. 1 hey also belonged and participated in
professional organizations mole regulaily than other superintendents:

(in) The exemplary group appeared to be much more interested in instruc-
tional leadership than the norm:
More frequently they serte a number of yea!, in a central office
position before acquiring a superintendent:\
I hey were hired more Often through a professional seaich group, and
also enjoyed a relationship with a mentor:io Hie:, tended to eii.pha,,e cnunit insolsemeni in their distrikts
as V1eli as placing more emphasis on strategies sikh as teaming:
Cienerally they exhibit a better tit .ith the literature detillitii ii oft hiel
executo I.

The Twenty-first Century Superintendent

If the superimiteiidemic is g()Ing ((I ha% e a iabk future. a number of factors will
liat. to change in the %yr% near future. I he manner in ss Inch superintendents

prsde.,ion t ill hat L to be addressed (see hapter i. I he
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Table 4 10 Special programs in nation's school districts

Pre-k raerqarten

Cr cliJav care

B-s.ness ia tne,s6sps

Dograrns

p.a,n.ng

At !si: nnng

E Exemphary I

u' a

establishnwnt of professional standards tied to performance criteria along with
diagnostic instruments needod to assist potential superintendent, in assuring their
prlifessional des elopment programs are both appropriate and needed (1 los le, 1989a1.
I oda), 's preparation of superintendents is largely ti-agmented, uncoordinated,

ineffixtise and not reality based (Finn and Petersen. 1985; Clark. 1989. It is

becoming es ident that the superintendent of the twents -first century will has e to
he a s cry %still prepared And multi-faceted leader. technit tan and bureaucrat.

The tspe o individual willing, able and suited to taking up the heas and
Lonrho-laden burden of the superintendency in the twenty-first centurs is set to
be resolY ed. With up to t I per cent of the present cadre of superintendents leas ing
in the next fise years their heir designates should now be undergoing preparation.
ls this in fact the CAM:7: The answer is both yes and no. I here arc many principals
and central office administrators attending an educational a Iministration course or
two at .1 nearby institution of higher education in order, at least, to satisfy state
certification requirements for the superintendency credential. .1 heir districts may
also periodically send them t&.) 'workshops tOr a &is or so here and there, l'here
are no 'teaching hospitals' ror future simperliltelidents. As discussed in Chaptyr 3.
then: arc ser fess field-based and k liiselv supers used internships/residencies.
I o become an executive leader of a milt wl district one cu'rently needs only to
'pass' campus courses in educational administration. research methods. founda-
tions. uri k id11111 .Ind perhaps educational psyChohTv. I hen, generally, complete
a St:Mt:AL I long IMO liship ss uthiouit telcase time and answer perhaps Ion modest
questions in a state exam. 'sm. -rintendents are simpls not being prepared in

69
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systematic and rigorous manner. reflected in a literature replete with comments
that the superintendency has generally been the bailiwick of the 'good ole boys'.

It is a matter of 'AMa concern that the level of criticism has increased since
the l4042 A ASA Ten Year Study.. Superintendent., are es idently not terribly happy

ith current educational administration programs. l'his strengthens the case lot
ulassise rrfor (f preparation programs. perhaps along the lines of the ime
described as a ease studs in Chapter S. as well .As ftir remedying inadequacies in
state certification schemes.

Conclusion

Anthriipolitgists has(' repiirted that cultures in %%hull they lust` actUall done field
ork were astly different from that portrayed in the literature thes res loved

betore going into the field (Sarason. P)P)). The same logic can he applied to
.requiring esperiemes of the reality of lik in schools and sehool districts. The

between testi-took explanation and field reality are 'cry proniumced.
Sim(' II iSitler C sfttI ci Itt -11iistitutes the operational reality for esecutis es then the

itt adtanced superintendent-) preparation needs to be conducted in field
settings much like medicine, anthropology. dentistry. psychology and sociology.
I his ideal is far from that currently realized tOr most executives new ly appointed

to the supefintendenes. The sort of program ads ocated and esemplified in this
book remains suhstiitill an impractkahts until new funding is MAC as ailable

spiinsitr large numbers of suitable candidates.
hought also needs to be gis en to the type of person to he prepared Itir the

supenntendenes. School administrators lust. nes er been portrayed as 'risk takers'
nmert and Gardner, Henwnts of the literature pejoratis els record them

as not hying intellectual or high academic achievers. Some writers regard the
man int s not is est', tins e leaders bur rather as ritutme managers ilthodes. N910.

portrased m hapters 2 and 3. the common profile is that thes substantialls
eonseit of middleaged Anglo men. cinning from working-class backgrounds and
usualls represented as the epitome of the middle elass. Is thus panirn of ',Aiwness'
ti, be perpetuated into the t sit ems -first centurs where superintendents and other
administrators ppear as stereittspes in their professional characteristics, some of
ss hi h in alreads redundant i ii future needs eistritzer, I988)?

311. ho Me these future superintendents likels to ht.:; I IWA are they going to be
ted: I hese ,Ite kes questions ultunatels miii, ing !hc quality and e flectise

iit .. of the superintendent the leading inspirat. for ou schools nosy and in
the future. !hese 'input' eiinsiderations Ate !list as important to social des elopment

ontent and illest of the nest generatior. of tOrmal preparation programs
:II the end the qualits is hkels to be a function of the amount 4i:fiscal and human
re, qui espended bs the federal gosernment, slate education agencies and se hoof
dn.triets, as 1s di a the qualits of the candidates themselses.
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Chapter 5

Superintendent Selection ard Success

Shirley M. Hord and Nolan Estes

I he selection of a superintendent can easily be considered the most Unportant
decision that the hoard, and by extrapolation the community. will make regarding
the quality ideducation otfered in a gie en school district. Thus, It is rather curious
that there is a widespread lack of written policy and explicitly stated procedures
in plac- to guide the selection of superintendents and other sehool administrators
(Miklos, l988). Pringle ( I989) points out that school board superintendent sekc-
tion decisions have 'a great impact on communities, districts, school personnel as
a whole, and mdi iiluals*!p. . Siiice biord members are responsible for pros iding
for the district's tinure, ei,-;,-14, the effecme schooling of its oung people, it is

incumbent on the hoard to make silund decisions regarding who will direct the
schools in their mission. 'such district guidance is highly complex and takes many
forms in oh ing 'personnel matters, taxation, construction programs. and main-
taining control ,scr st.phisticatud tinankial enterprise' p. 13). I litis. it is
usIdent that the selection rI the district's top school e,ectins L. is no small matter.
and is 'lot to he addressed lightly.

In order. then, to gain some clarity Mimi the selection of superintendents.
this chapter explores the published research literature as well as some recent stud-
ies m the field. It also reports the' experiences of consultants engaged in the search
for superintendents in order to shed further light (in superintendent selection
processes and their consequences fig- those (preparing and) hiring superintendents.
as well as for superintendents themsele es. Thc chapter concludes with some con-
.ideration,, and implicatii ins related to the conduct of searches for superintendent
selection.

What Research Tells Us

In the rcscardi base on dic surchntendeins there arc cxamplcs of studies that
ii lin the hi,ard's pectations of superintendents the hire, and on selediini

tors nit injm.ir tt, Attt.litm,q1.

Riqc Le pre ration

In study Inez sLhooi hoard reelutrements tor the intend,. Ilk' t. hand
Ohl+) found dim per cent 1,1 the dIstrIcts studied a sample .4 sittail,
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medium, large; urban, suburban, or rural; and located in any state of the nation
required that the candidate be skilled in management and administrative ,kills

and/or haYe leadership skills and experience. As indicated by the boards' ather-
tisements for the position, the tasks required of prospective superintendent can-
didates: a focus on curriculum 10.3 per cent; school finance l0.3 per cent;
community, staff board, public relations M.7 per cent; collective bargaining 3.M
per cent; bilingual/cross-cultural education 2.9 per cent; planiung I.o per cent.
ability to delegate lit per cent, school loans I. I per cent; and others receis mg less
than I per cent mention (ibid.). Salley t1979--Mo), however, was of the opinion
that boards placed more Yalue on a candidate's actual personal qualities rather than
on the skills the superintendent should bring to the job.

Identitymg the professtonal competencies and skills required of superintend-
ents was the inotisation for one study conducted on both board members and
superintenderts in South Dakota (1laugland. 1987). A',hough certain role re-
quirements tiv the superintendent as perceised by board members and super-
intendents were remarkably alike, sonic differences in perceptions were also
discos ered. School board members and superimcndents ranked superintendent
competencies as 4

School Board Members

personnel management
school finance
curriculum development
accomplishing board's goal,
superintendent/hoard relations

elation,
policy formulation
school construttom
collect's e negimations

Superintendents

supermtendent/board relation,
personnel management
public relations
1111001

accomplishing hoard's yzoals
curriculum develiipment
polio formulation
school cimstruction
collectise negotiations

Board members considered personnel management to he a high priortty pre-
ch, tor yariable for success in their school systems. wanting the 'superintendent to
bc the educational leader of the school ss hile handling the district's finances in a
ponessional manner p. 42;. rhe superintendent perspectis C. on the other
hand. reflected that most concern tic curled oyer board relatoms.

When the data &inn the Ilaugland study were .111al it'd on the Yariable of
district enrollment size. additional findings ys ere reported. Board members iii
small districts were tnore cl,netrned abitut school finance '.vhde board members
in mednim and large districts considered personnel management as being the HI( nst
import.mt fOr success. Superintendents in small and insdium sirs districts ranked
personnel management first, superintendents in large district, mated superintend-
ent/board relations as the highest priority.

A% studs I-siipertrittthictit, ii,uI .tthrt- diNtt-tt t %cl csct cptittn..1'
their instructoinal kadership role waS Citudwed hy Ilord (199h. I he t.innpon-
ems of this role most frequently ofetittfied as 'mist imp-ortant hs the 'gods
icspondents 'Acre instructional plammig and organizinu fOr instruenon. Staffing,
human resume(' des dupment. and es Amnon ei%Ilems clv sc ere ranked In the low er
thud eineell task% I he eye% nos e, ino-h 1ienncntly -.Jut it'd phoning!. and

1
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organizing for instruction as best descriptors of their capabilities. In summary,
there was a clear convergence between tasks deemed most important by district
executises and those identified most frequently as capabilities.

Other obsersers and interested parties have also expressed opinions about thc
superintendent's role. .1-ticker ( 1988) concludes that f-ir the past two decades manual
work has been declining and know ledge work has been increasing. AS a con-
sequence, he ch.dlenged school hoards and superintendents to change their man-
agement procedures in order to incorporate shared decision-making rather than
managing by telling stall what to do. Responsiseness to this challenge. Tucker
stated. is pre\ alent in American corporations todas and is A basic premise
underpinning the restructuring of schools.

Looking ahead to superintendents roles ft r the twents -first century, Lstes
( MK) speculated about possibilities for change in both school sstein organization
and in the executise leader's role. In so doing, he cited organizational changes:
successful schools will become decentralized units: principals and teachers w ill
work collegially to meet challenges: goal setting, personnel selection, allocation of
resources and staff des elopment will nose from central office to the school. Lstes
suggested further that superintendents will require 'professional skill in exercising
influence over these administratise components: the principal, the work struct UR%
the school culture, technolog and student outoIlles' (p. 281. Fstes' less, of nes.,
roles are alreads being realized in prattice.

.1drint,n rth (t,r.

While personal attrihrtes including 'iudgment. personahts harActer. 1,pen
mindedne, ph;,siCa' And mental health, poise. intelligence. sense of humor, voice.
and cultural bat kgro.and' lust. been devilled importaiil in admiinstrator selection
!Miklos. 198s. r. `41.1d10 yr superintendent selection base identified other
tactors. Criteria %messed as reles ant and related to the position of superintendent
base been functionalls oriented understanding how the school hoard operates.
and how the board and superintendent relate: management ot the budget and
1111.1110,11 resources: and deseloping relationships with parent and community groups
Pow ell, 1984. Robertson, Wink. these factors appear rudels

Miklos 191.041 i'etes that admunstranse work is percciscd as hung inulndinwn-
sional in us nature and scope. requiring that multiple selection criteria should he
empliwcd 1,4- the select,on of. superintendents.

Women and miniqns group members percels e barriers that place hunts on
their inclusion iii selemon pools (Martin. 1)8I1. And A study by I-rasher and
I rasher t Mu', led these researchers to conclude that gender operated to women..
disad..Actage in superintendent screening and seiection. On a broad scale, political
factors. such js the selection u ommittee's consers.mse or liberal attitudes. tna
influence the final deciston to select Morris. l'./M11). And the cultural context of the
distru I mas also be a strong Lic tor m selection more on Ons in the next section).

areer patterns has e been studied Ree hapter 21 and (iaertner ( l')cin iden-
tified t 1/4% U1,15 Anil% mobile path, to cut( ring thr ,uperintendunc )ne path to
the top cv.4c uitiS e position came his ss the set ond.irs principal pi witiou that
ss as fed in turn bs the assistant seciindars principal position preceded bs scroful-
a! \ curriculum ...tipei%.!'1,..11 MR! a%sislant clunientars principal p -alum.. A .imilar
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route has been identified by Burnham (1989). The second path was such that
secondary curriculum supervisory positions led to administrator of instruction, to
assistant superintendent, then to superintendent. The position of assistant super-
intendent was likely to be used by incumbents as an assessment position and for
gaining entry to the superintendency. Cunningham and Hentges (1982) reported
that during the period of 1971-82, the percentage of individuals moving to the
superintendency through the teacher/principal route decreased, while those moving
from teacher/principal/central office increased.

Other factors such as academic qualifications may enhance selection desirability.
[folding higher degrees or doctorates, seems an importart secondary factor for
the superintendent position (Fuqua, 1983) and the specific doctoral program may
he an important aspect. Age is another consideration, in that the earlier that career
goals are defined and an administrator career initiated, the faster the likely rate of
upward mobility, and the greater the probability of obtaining a sunerintendency
in a large district (Craig, 1982). Career planning then seems to correlate with
attaining the superintendent position, a! do other internal factors such as career
aspirations. Johnson ( 197(.l) reported that twice as many men as women aspired to
be superintendents, and certainl, inure than that percentage of superintendents on
the job are men (see also C.hapter 2). Farmer's (1981) study of female principals
indicated that most of this sample identified their position of principal as their
ultimate occupational goal. However, females with greater intentions and readi-
ness to seek the superintendency seemed to position themselves in the right place
at tne right time.

While planning. aspnanons, and positioning enhanced tpporttalities tOr
selection, chance factors such as an unsolicited job offer seemed to be important
to w omen aspiring to become superintendents (lackson. Phil). Support and
sponsorship from the 'good ole hos' was seen as important to male aspirants
Fuqua, 19831 and us absence was seen by women as a negative factor for ad-

s ancement (Pacheco. 1982). Ads ancenwnt ma% also be tied to the type and size
of an indisiduars first teaching and administratise appointments. tints logieallx
those who wish to be superintendents of large districts should gain initial
employment and administratke experience in such districts (( raig. l9M2).

Iii toncluding this brief sketdi of the research literature related to adsance-
went and selec lit in to the superintendency position. Miklos' I MS) assessment of
the literature is shared. He stated that few areas of research on the processes of
administrator selection and careers Fuse been explored intmsisely. Most of the
resvarch ha, been earned out in doctoral programs and reported in dissertations.
Although these make a Allahle contribution, dissertations tend to contribute to
thc know ledge base in an ad hoc way. l'he do not necessarilx contribute ss-
teinaticall% to the coherent desekipment id an established body of research in

gisen area. 'such a goal Inv, he reached through 'pridessional restart h
Miklos has suggested, although in our stew this is a moot point.

Mtklos also commented on the research mettrdologies used. A number of
studies !lase been interpretat se. employing small samples of incumbents in
partRidar adminisnatist. positions with distinctise characteristics, thus limiting
the gencralwahd0 of results in a posnis mit sense. NotwIthstanding.
rut ommeml. tit 'descrIptIse slit1es {If V. ider porilliations and in-depth case
studies.' and (h) gliaht.111%c naturalistic studies that would 'penetrate the depths

li N ire i to ills v\pctimed pt. t,plk (p 101. A inoalust
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qualitative study. not intended in the first instance to study selection. provided
the data for the next section.

Recent Voices from the Field

A series of small related studies (Curcio, I992; I lall and I hiford. 1992: I lord,
P.)92) investigated the ulnerability of the school district CI.0. Interest III the
yulnerability issue was stimidated by multiple reports of current Yacancies in the
superintendency across the nation in rural as well as urban districts ( Blackledge.
P)92; Hall and Difford, P)92). The Hord study focussed particularly on the pos-
sible relationship between superintendent preparation, success or lack of it on the
job, and J tendency toward a premature departure from the position. Believing
that observations of the superintendent's role and analysis of its condition by
vs idely knowledgeable. broadly experienced, and politically astute indisiduals would
c(intribute meaningfully to understanding the phenomenon of interest. twelye
persist], were selected for the characteristics identified above for the study (I lord.
l992). Light had been in the superintendency. Ihe superintendency-experienced
respondents had ouen succesful chiefexeeutises, most had also experienced trou-
bled terms in the office. Seven had or were in the process of exiting the super-
intendency. [Ise of the subjects had messed from district executise administration
to superintendent preparation and/or continuing development, at higher education
of other (enters sers lug the des elopment of leadership. TWo or' the subjects were
wiimen: ten were imicim. All wtre Anglo. All had been nominated as reputationally

about educatiolial leadership and the superintendency: all hase records of
publishing and presentations at recognized national and International conferences.
l'hey were 'stewed knowing and, to a great degree. having experienced the
ti n ph, -Lnd traion.as, of superiiitciidiiig.

'superintendent preparation. as It:scaled by these informants. was a non-issue%
success or niin-suecess and subsequent exiting appeared to be related to 'proper'
selection of indisiduals for the particular supei intendency or district. A summary
of the findings !Aloes,.

.i.4ori of the Roll

I he subjects of the studv solunteered that indis iduals are draw II to the super-
intendene because' there are ego needs of the mdis ulual that die superintendent
leadership position tultills; they think the y. will he able 'to change the face of the
world in one district through their spirit of retisrm. 1 loss es er. the siren song or
potential superintendents is not unadorned egomania. they said, but altruism and
an appeal to the part of the ego tht !weds to serse thc organization. making a
to:unbutton to the profession. I here 1, the opportunity to make an impact. to
make a &Beretta'. and this is exciting to persons contemplating the superintend-

I hcv rcallv %sant to he %%here 'the at tom is . there's no place in America
that has ill(qC aglo in than die uperinteikknc Ani Mier part of the eon insols e-
merit respi indents seemed to agree. is based tql .1111hltion And %dr ci11( And

seculig Eint'sdi as a leader allitmg
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Preparation fok the Job

The respondents reported that the superintendent is a person who is constantly
seeking and searching out new- talent, and des eloping the capacities of-others, as
well as themselses. According to all intiumiants. there is say little useful pre-
sers ice preparation as it is currently conducted for the superintendent's job. Most
of the education 'for the job is on the job'. .1 he most important aspect of super-
intendent development, then, does not come from coursework. 'The y. has e been
socialized .hrough the job more than formally educated to he successfill ti iday. as
superintendents'. It's experience, and 'from my point if lew . they need to go up
through the ranks, through the steps and not miss any step so they don't get
blind-sided'. Those steps should include building work Ischooh, and central office

sonic central office staff work in addition to line work because line officials
don't has e an appreciation of staff work.

hose who become better prepared ti-ir the superintene.ency are those w ho
has e had administratise and leadership experience, at lower ks els and has e reflected
on those experiences, so 'that they learn from their own experience'. Reflecting
requires time and introspection. and frequently . someone to stimulate or guide
such introspection. The consistently clear assessment aiming the respondents,
including those MI() are currently engaged in superintendent preparation. is that
unisersities' certification programs are not preparing people for the real joh. The
issues raised by this assessment has e been addressed in Chapter 3. Superintendents
must learn to do the job ss hile they 're doing it, thus, they must be kir heeome self-
directed learners in order to become more successfill.

S110114. nd,

I s ola superintendent's success is reJ els mg a consistent nialtirits soft liom
the hoa.il at each board meeting. consistently from one meeting to the next. In
addiri in, if the hoard extends the executise's ii tutu at t and he or she keeps the Joh,
am too spells success. Some might feel ',uk-essrul. !losses Cr. If they. 'didn't keep
their Joh . . if they are doing thing, the kilos\ ay.; light and ilk: 'ooard piesenis
lots of opposition . and they resign .. mliii don't tonsider th.it tiles has;
been suit -essfur.

Some respondents asserted that board appros ii. mplsing ..uttess, ii oire
place mig it he different from elsewhere. Iii,ard appros al and slit ..ess, hit & xamplc.
might he measured differently in large iirban centers that. ir smaller J.:murk-mit
areas. Anothei \sr. of .101-crentiating suetess si as offt'red bs onc resr,ondOlt ho
identified a three-1(4d typology of board's preferences tor ant expectations or kii<
superintendent. expectation for a things go along smoiJihly . this
rti,011 Is ski( expettations for a dt U. Ip. r ut nes., pri,g1 HUN ICad in highei
stores, this person is silt essful:. and expet tan, ins It +I a ;WHO do ii, iii''. hanges gut
made. success is at hand, I roni the fort going a sr,4,14.1 mak 1, bet ss cun

prcfertMci's and superintendent apalulmes low. ails iii. rease, tic e \cultly cs
potential hit sutt es,, and at some point us hkels to be a funciton of the selet toni
( Mena and pr emph.t.

Respondents expressed 1 health% tesp,t I. rot the latent pw.,, ot the hoard
Nearls es cis pens, reported ,roubling si ith ular board munillt. is

f;
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that, for the most part. had resulted in the premature departure of the super-
intendent frequently this occurrence was based on the superintendent's own
analysis of the situation and his/her decision to leave.

'lenure is the likely casualty when the board and superintendent hold different
expectations for the requirements of the role. If the superintendent tries to by-pass
the system to do what he or she thinks 'is right' despite the board's wishes,
trouble usually follows in its train. Some new superintendents hase been 'quite
surprised when they fuse assumed the initiative and actually tried to run the
schools'. They find out what that can really mean in personal terms if they are not
in harmony with the board. Expanding on these concerns, respondents spoke
to the lacr. of Clearly defined boundaries between board policy -making (the
'appropriate rok of the board) and the board's interest in the daily micro-
management of the C trict (the superintendent's domain).

Boards that tend to regard themsels es as representatives of the 'school or-
gain/atioli to the community' rather than as representatises of the 'community to
the board' make it possible to plan strategically what needs to be done to identifv
and address distnct priorities. Board members should, as one sery seasoned
respondent repotted. be strategic leaders focussing on tomorrow, next month,
next year. and mans don't 'hase 1 clue bout what being a strategic leader means'.
And that makes it a risky business for the superintendent to attempt t, act
strategically. ss Inch is \shot superintendents must do by planning now for Ilse to
ten years into the future. The superintendent will get 'his head handed to him'
figuratively speaking. if he/she is es idently out ot step with the board.

Is selection 'good for forever and what are superintendents' expectations
about being selected' Mans go into the big cities 'with .1 trnssionarS mentalus
into an unpossibk. lob. to see how long the\ can sur is e and how 111.111s kids the\
can help. Flies know thes will not ss in the War. but the\ might ss m some battles

Ind the salars and perks ar notlimg to sneeze at'. No matter ss har 'tit" the
(Ltrt, it's not fore\ er.

ri;

esplanation offered his inform lilts It r the failure Of some superintendents to
remain scLurels in position is .1 'matter of the sallies of equity, excellence, and
efficiency' that s jet s its institutions to support. Communities must he
concerned about all thote since they are not mutually exclusise. 'We expect our
schools and leaders to ads, .1 le all three'. But board members arc typically elected
to school hoards on the basis of onc of those three and they select superintendents
on That same basis, so intOrnunts suggested.

When a member takes his:her piaci: on a school ',turd, he/she 1, either pushing
excellence. equits, or effictent . and most of their behas kir can be referenced
hack to that. I he uperintendent has to try and understaml where members are
..omine from and help them to be successfill iii Icahililt.t their agenda so the
superintendent in turn can be slit Cessful in achies mug the district's agenda. the
superintendent identifies with an agenda that is seemingly at odds with the board's,
then it mannesr as a problem Whet, the superintendent's platform gets olit III
harmons ith the s alms expressed hi,. the matorns of board members. then It is
leads !Ink tm, t the other hand. It is know n for some superintendents

to mos .. the boaid into alignment ss lib their hew s and to ar ept a M.S.. .14,,t'lld.1
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It's not that a superintendent collies in and sells his or her program; it's that
a superintendent comes in and leads board members through a process of des el-
oping a vision and helps them to commit to it in a shared x When asked, one
respondent affirmed that 'probably 20 per cent of the superintendent incumbents
can be successful with this kind of model'.

A practicing superintendent respondent considered there was a deeper under-
lying factor causing soine of these problems. name's changes in the make-up of
the district. As a community becomes more multiculturalmd less homogeneous.
community standards (or values, as suggested earher) become more diffuse. or
come into conflict with each other. This makes It difficult to respond to commun-
ity issues and concerns from he point of view ot the majority, while also demo-
cratically protecting minority rights and eEsuring their siews are represented. The
superintendent gets out of sync with some segment of the community, makes a
decision that upsets sonic of the community and this sub-group decides it needs
someone else. 'It's not usually that you really made some big bad mistake; you
just nus.e a dumb political mistake. You made that mistake because you're not
able to read all the ins and outs of the community: you don't have enough time
to studs it'. This respondent suggested that for superintendents in large districts,
they need a oeiolo-Astg or political analyst on hoard to help read and pros ide
feedback on all of the politics concerning what's going on.

In short, it ppears that a superintendent will not be successful Ti .1 district
sx here selection has not 6)rseen and taken into account the coping mechanisms
needed to interact successfully With a board with whom hc/she is at odds, or deal
effectisely with the pressures, tensions and challenges of a rapidly changing
society and its attendant value systems.

The Hord studs reported that the selex non or appropriate mdisiduals to fit
particular districts was a primary factor in . superintendent's success or lack of
success. Success was defined as compkiting a iontract while maintaining harmonious
relationships ss ith the hoard and community. It is becoming increasingly wif-
e\ ulent that changing district demographic. drise an increasing cultural disersity.
ii 111,1,' V coiliinuiiitic and sensitisc responses are required from the superintendent .
hus. ual and sociological factors hase become important selection factors.
we shall see in Me next section when initiating and conducting a search and

selection procedure for a superintendent.

Screening or Searching and Selecting

III ICI III. of csonomis ,;h0.4.111 mid Nos 1.d deselopmem. as M. cll as educational
improxement, the most important decision a hoard can make in representing the
soininunio, IS in the selection of a saloyl supermn ndent. Burnett I I'00.4! reported
that the 'iigher the board's satisfaction s ith the selection process, the higher the
satisf.:( n with the performance of the person selected. According to a minimally
recogninid omsultant, there appear to he two well-represented pri4 edures that
culininate in superintendent selection: 'me is a screening process; the other is a
scarc h for appropriate :andidates.

In the %act:fling prt,cess. the lob position cc ith its bac kground requirements
of candidates 611- felk's Mit tra1111114 experieme and needed attributes is ads emsed
iii 110s spalvtls alld Mai Illunnals. ITidis Id11.1I5 '04111111 their applu mons.
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and. from Otis pool, the board, and perhaps an expanded committee of commun-
ity representatives, selects several persons to attend for interviews. Based on the
interviews, a final selection is made and a new superintendent is appointed.

"[he search strategy is more comprehensive but highly focussed and is thus
more complex. It may be conducted by a consulting firm or by a school board or
citizens' committee. Gis en the idea of looking (searching) broadk for candidates,
the search is more likely to he contracted out by the board to a professional
consultant(s). An initial procedure is to agree on the definition of the sequence of
steps to be taken with an accompanying timeline.

Firq Step

A first step in the search process is to identit the characteristics of the super-
intendent that the board and community Nalue and most wain Consultants, meeting
with hoard members as Well as those representatis es of the district's professional
and local community groups designated by the board, assemble a formalized
position description and statement of qualifications for prospectise c.indidates.
l'his document sers es as the basis for the subsequent des elopment of brochures
and advertisements to be used in the search, as well as pros iding a set of criteria
fin- screening and inters iew mg applk ants.

At open meetings w ith groups mentioned abose. ti-equentb, at night for
\inium attendance of members, answers to seSeral questions are sought.

typicalls. these are:

(i!, What arc the strength, td- the districC
II, What arc the areas that need to and can be improsed?

(1111 What art' the personal and professiinlal characrenstics that are desirable
our superintendent7

and hat are con 55 rihng to pay for an execunst of
kind and caliber St q: ss ant -;

1 V, 1 23:111.4 al hill gea 1 a onsulung gri kip's rek cut ex pencil( e.
ss hcn working ss ith business. industr . the ht ARI arid other cominin)irs mem-
bers. I irst was that the pets supullIftlident, ss hen appointed. be able to inamtain
the existing standards of exccilettc-.! in the district evidenced hy its high number
of merit scholar winners. SA I. 'scores. etc. Ibis es.tleciation is vs ith respect to an
ffluent distrk t ontaimng a lot of corporate internationa) headquarters. how es cr.
the district hi, a if per ((Ili Nat k strident p.pulation and als .) the lin.;:k.st chopout
tate in the state. I. bus, the second akin(' to t..rierg.... fri tin tlr: discussion ard
MeutiIngs kVA vim hoard. tommunit\ anti consultants was the need for a

miendem ho ould pr.,% Ilk for more equity arid ,Ills.Ertet' the .1(1110eMellt los cis
of the large mworits -opulation iii lte schools.

In short, w ithou compromising the top perhrmance lectls. this district
requited:

an instructional leader ss ith a demonstrated abilits improse student
at hies einem ,

managcr. familiar ith strategic planning. vs ho on appoint
mem v. Hutd des clop .1 Ell " Oh A ! 1.,r ditrili. and
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who would know how to back it up and move the district forward step
by step toward the achievement of the plan and the realization of the
vision: and

(iii) a good community relations person who would build bridges and estab-
lish harmonious relationships between very diverse elements within the
community.

In contrast to the three areas identified above, another district requiring a
iutional search had a singular issue tOr a superintendent in mind: instructional
excellence. The district did not want a superintendent with a conspicuous high
profile in the community or going to a lot of meetings: they wanted their super-
intendent to be on site making sure that the number of merit scholars would
continue to increase. This .....cond example comprises a small, very affluent dis-
trict, with some disersity and 21 per cent minority population, but here the
minority is middle class, The superintendent doesn't have to be out pulling people
together: they're already 'of a like mind' that instruction and college prep is the
ticket.

Ond

lac the consultant engaged to conduct the search places advertisemeilts and listings
of the vacancy in general media and professional bulletins and journals. Following
this lic/she aggiessisels, scck out and contai.is qualified Landidatcs cncouraging
them to apply for the position. Because all those individuals who meet the search
criteria arc not likely to be looking for a job, in a nationwide search the search
consultant or team will actively seek and identify persons who match the skills
and attributes of interest, and then lobby them to apply for the position.

lhird :Step

Ihiring this screening and esaluation stage. the search team res iews applicants'
profiles, looking at credentials and checking references. Attention is focussed on
sec-uring matches between what the district wants and what the applicants can
provide. In the search experience cited above. for example, where the district was
looking for a combination of instructional leader, strategic planner. manager and
community relations-oriented person. superintendent in a nearhy state was in-
terested in the lob. I le is an instructional leader and expert planner. but his human
and community relations skills are sonless hat short, l'he search Want concluded
that his sts le and manner in dealing with community members would not be well
receis ed bs the board and community. Ehe search team therefore considered
another raudttlate who know s instriwtion well. is a strateCie planiwr, and knows
lo,ss to ins ob.c the community. Although he is caring. con-el ned, and compas-
sionate, he has lug worked w ith a large minorit!, population. 1k has not had the
prior sorts of experience that would allow him to demonstrate his ability to turn
a SI per cent low achieving minority district around. Consequently, the board
would hase been taking a risk if thes hired him es en though he has thc three
,,,,,,htfts :ht.) bsIre
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Fourth Step

After screening is completed, the search team reports to the board in confidence
with a list of recommended candidates and the reasons for its recommendations.
The keys to making recommendations are first, finding out what the board and
community want, and second, thoroughly insestigating the background and per-
sonality of prospectise candidates in order to ascertain if there is a good candidate/
board match. The extent to which the search team identifies and understands the
explicit and more subtly implied factors required by the board of their super-
intendent, the higher the likelihood of a good match and hence superintendent
Nticcess.

I he search team assists the board in inters iewing candidates through Its recom-
mendatnin of interview procedures, preparation of questions for board member
use in inters iewsmd making scheduling and other .. -angements that become
necessary. On occasion . the team may also ads ise the board on how to make a
productise skit to gain further insights from the home communities of short-
listed candidate,.

Since no tandidate 'walks on stater' and es ers body 'has ss arts', the team
orks ssith the board in tonsidering compromise positions. If there is Illore than

one sacancy at the executise level (for example. that of assistant superintendent),
then a ..olution might be to des clop a cooperative approach to the superintend-
ency where a (Caul of se% eral persons is hired to represent all of the district's
requirements,

While there are a number of sanatnins, the steps describ,d ab,)se pat
those ads ised h) the American Association of School Adnumstrators (1)79 and
ItPi3). Boards of educatiim were found bs Burnett (198fi) to he most satisfied
when preliminary planning was done. and %%hen inters iew data were supplemented
with additional information in the selection process. I hese at-mines appeared to
he more often used hs districts emplos mg a Search team.

Considerations, Questions, Implications

In this chapter some explorators research on superintendent selettion and related
issues has been examined. Studies identified the fink non, if the superintendent v
in different tontexts As important considerations ss lien selecting superintendents.
rther anables that appear to impact selet Inin are gender, academic qualifications,

age, tareer planning and aspirations. Career patterns leading to selectitm as a
superintendent were r2ported. The selection committee's political persuasion. the
community's cultural context and support of 'the good ok boys' were additional
anables identified III the literature.

Fhe second section of the chapter focussed nor findings from 3 retent studs
inquiring into thc phenomenon of supei intendents exiting their districts andior
the superintendents with reks ante to superintendent selection. It tnrther con-
firms mime of the resort', res less ed hapters 2 and 3. While this studs. reseakd
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that superintendents viewed themselves as change agents, they found little prepa-
ration for their job in formalized course work. Study, reflection and self-analysis
on the lob appear to be the tour de force to the superintendency. A major stress
of the job revoked around superintendent/board relationships and the congruence
or lack of common views and expectations of the job as perceived by the board
and its superintendent. Thus, selection old superintendent who is a strong fit with
hoard and community preferences Wa a clear message from this stud,.

Filially, in the third section, an illustrative example of the recent experience
of a search team's efforts to enhance and facilitate superintendent selection was
presented to add further perspectives to the infrequently documented process of
selecting supe-intendents. Five steps were identified in the search and selection
process. Again, the message of selection was. make certain that the executive and
board/community are a good match in terms of the superintendent's competen-
des and the community's needs and expectations.

From the preceding discussions, several questions come to mind. Clearly, an
urgent theme emerging from this chapter is the :ritical need to match potential
superintendent's strengths with district expectations. To identify transient district
needs, one practicing superintendent suggested the use of a sociologist, or perhaps
a political scientist to continumisly monitor the district's social environment in
order to 'keep a finger on the pulse' to detect and report changes in demographics,
cultural beliefs and salues so that appropriate responses and actions might be taken
bY the superintendent and the board. As alluded to prey iously, in preparing a
search for a district's selection of superintendent, a search team meets with and
interviews a wide array of professional and community members to identify their
beliefs and values concerning what the district educational system and its chief
executis e should be about.

It would appear that each of the two approaches described at the start of this
chapter for identifying community salues as Well as candidates whose salue sets
match them, is based on obsers anon, nniter,iews, inference, checking hypotheses
and reaching some reasonably defensible conclusi.ms. In a quest for precision in
the selection process, are there rigorous means for adding objective data to decision-
making,: Are there ir struments that can be use& One idea with some merit is the
us(' of the sis domains of per6,rmance identified .1, crucial to effective leadership
at the executise's les el, and which pros ick the framework fur the I )11.:AS described

in detail in (:hapter (a. The over-arching domains include:

)onmin 1 General educati,m
I )(imam 2 Instructional leadership
hUnalli Adt111111.atalls e leaden ship

)omain 4 tluman relations
liomain 5 Personal capabilities
I )(MUM perspedis es

If these (14 'mains represent Inst o impetencs areas plus general education
a particular Has or, and have been carefully identified and empirically verified as
areas significant to desdoping the leadership capacities of superintendents. then,
ideally, superintendents should be (lest:4,1)yd in and able to demonstrate degrees
of competence across all these areas. In practice. this is not .1 realistic expectation
since the complexity of the role and the social situations in which it is undertaken

N2
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are so complex and varied that it becooles impossible for an individual to be
completely knowledgeable and competent in all of its facets over the whole of a
career span. Further, some districts will have ditTerential needs for superintendents
to exhibit strengths in some areas more so than in others. Because of the temporal
nature of the superintendency in time and place, certain contexts will demand
particular competencies at a given time. If instrumentation is devised, based on the
six leadership domains for superintendents, and used objectively to identify
particular superintendent strengths and competencies allied to district needs, then
the probability of making the match is likely to be more successful than currently
appears to be the case.

A second notion that has not emerged as a theme to date, nor been mentioned
so far in this discussion on selection, is what the Mdividual executive superintendent,
him/herself, values and wants professionally from an appointment. 'Fhe focus of
this text has been on a community's preferences and how meeting community
priorities will enhance a successful superintendency from the board's point of
view. What about the candidates? They. in turn, must take cognizance of com-
munity wishes and whether they match with their own values and self-perceived
strengths. "Fhey must also consider how they want to administer a district in the
light of their own educational philosophy and ideals. Is the match good from a

andidate %. point of sew as w el!? Could the six domains and/or the three categories
of values (efficiency. equity. excellence. previously mentioned in the second part
of this chapter) be used for further self-analysis and decision-making for the iintial
job application and subsequent job acceptance?

.1.he foregoing considerations are compensatory ways of thinking, assuming
the community knows its values in a broad sense at least and what it currently
wants and/or expects. It doesn't speak to what the community should be thinking
about and aspiring to for children's and young people's education for today.
tonwrrow and in the futute. What is really needed is a sisuniarV to cry stalh/e a
xariety of views and suggest alternative futures. Arc there ways to select individuals
capable of ens isioning, cc ho are able to articulate and communicate to the com
munity tomorrow's needs and how the education system can vs ork to produce the
outcomes needed? Across an contexts this universal requirement should he a
factor for selection to be visionary.

Understandably, the comniViiity w ill selett someone to meet their immediate
needs and interests, to help improve on what they do now; but it is incumbent
on the superintendent to take efforts in a measured, patient, practical way to make
the comrnunity open and receptise to ideas and to help it think about its future
and the future schooling needs of its children. With cultural sensins ity. the super-
intendent enables the community to become aware of what exists right now and
also what it cottld or might become. .the superintendent is selected as someone
who can introduce new ideas and inters me on behalf of the community as the
community's own teacher one of the three roles of superintendents eloquentb,
articulated bs Cuban (19M5).

[or futures-oriented scenario building, ( uban's three roles help to describe
and account for the tensions between the manager-superintendent who 'keeps
tires out' %%Ink meeting the communit s needs; the politician-superintendent s ho
'puts out the fires that inesitably erupt' while keeping himself at the job: and the
teacher-superintendent s ho 'starts tires' is\ sisoming and preparing the comm

tu meet future needs. This visionary firebrand tells the community, this is
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what you will need and want Put your faith in me as w e change for a better
tuture

The search committee may find this three-role model useful as they formulate
search and selection protocols for a new executive leader. Such a leader is likely
to view the world and the district as in a state of flux. lieraclitus advised us many
years ago: the district will be in a state of becoinig; its status will always be an
approximation of what it can ultimately become, but to which it never actually
arrives in the drive for self improvement. Such a leader takes the community's
'fixed targets' or immediate needs, and moves the system to an 'ends in view'
inindset linked to a sision of some ideal state of the future or alternative futures.
fhe leader then assists the district in collective decision-making, leading to decisions
that move boards and their communities to realizing a future that is not too far
remmed from what was enisaged.

Quite a task tbr the search and selection process.

S4
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Diagnosis, Self-prescription and
Treatment

David S.G. Carter and Ben M. Harris

Assessment center methods have demonstrated, over four decades, that they
are powerful tools for providing scientifically based, validated data for making
outcome-oriented personnel decisions. Tensions exist, however, between the use
of conventional assessment center methods for the purposes of selection, screen-
ing and induction of candidates as distinct from diagnosis for professional growth.

It has become increasingly obvious, as methods and procedures have been
refined, that in spite of the benefits to be gained from their use, there is a high cost
to pay for the power embedded in the methods. This becomes evident in the
protracted labor-intensive procedures that are applied to cJmplete an assessment
of a candidate. The severity of constraints appears to be causing personnel man-
agers in business and industry to think again about the cost effectiveness of
assessment centers per se as they exist in their current form and operation.

Starting with a consideration of present conceptual difficulties and tensions
regarding the assessment of school system executives using assessment center
methods, this chapter appraises selected assessment models. Tensions between the
concurrent use of data for summative and formative personnel decisions are then
explored. We subsequently provide an alternative approach to assessment using
highly focussed techniques to gain specific performance data for action planning
that is described and illustrated in some detail. '1 he chapter concludes with a
number of considerations concerning assessment and its relation to planning for
professional growth that occurs within the framework of a specific model, namely,
the Diagnostic Executive Competency Assessment System DECAS. Further
considerations of professional development planning and the utilization of learning
models to put plans into effect, extending on ideas introduced in this chapter are
considered further in Chapter 7.

Identifying Leaderly Behaviors

Current theory and research in educational administration focuses primarily on
the interaction of leader traits or styles with situational variables and their eftects
on performance in held settings. This effort to date has not been particularly
fruitad in discovering what type of leader fits what type of situation. Further, the
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emphasis has been on 'building les el leadership With i espect to the district
superintendent, specifically what the leadership role is and what desirable person-
ality traits, technical skills and professional competencies are needed within
the context of a set of situational variables, is not def.ditis ely known, in spite
of elaborate claims by commercial purveyors of instruments, programs and
modules.

In a cognate area, industrial psychologists have, over a number of years,
conceptualized the study of leadership within more interpersonal and system-
oriented paradigms (McCleary and Ogawa. 1985). A body of research findings is
now available for the guidance and information of staff developers, findings that
also appear to have some promising applications to educational administration.
Studies in industrial psychology, in contrast to those in education, have stressed
the executive levels of leadership and tended to deal with broadly generic styles
and functions.

Recent research sponsored by the University of Texas, under the auspices of
the American Association of School Administrators (A ASA ), and assisted by funds
provided by the Meadows Foundation. has made significant progress toward
defining the skills and competencies superintendents require in order to be effective
in their districts. Initial recourse to the relevant literature in the formative phases
of this project proved to be inconclusive. Consequently, a nationwide survey of
superintendents was undertaken in a series of preliminary exploratory studies
(Sclafani. 1987; Collier, 1987; Burnham. 1989) and summarized in Chapter 2.
Investigations were initiated to ascertain if there were generic skills and/or
performance areas clearly associated with effectiv e educational leadership in the
superintendency. Outcomes from this research did identify skills and performance
areas but these were not found to be generally transferable across different Con-
texts. Sclafani (1987) reported that, on the basis of some key demographic vari-
ables including school district location, size and community characteristics,
superintendents with quite different skill repertoires and competencies. specialized
local knowledgemd who possibly gossessed unique personality traits as well,
were apparently effective in exercising different arrays of leadership behaviors.
Hoyle et al. (1985) reported a common set of broadly-defined behaviors related to
leadership. which seem to enable success in most administrative roles, but also
determined that there are specific skills in es idence peculiar to the various types
of superintendencies that exist. Early studies, however, utilized such a broadly
defined mixture of skills, knowledge domains and general competencies that many
of their findings, while self-evident, have limited utility for other researchers and
staff developers.

Erom these and related findings, the difficulties inherent in importance as well
as complexity in developing an operational diagnostic assessment model of use to
senior executives is readily apparent. Difficulties are especially acute when the
model is required to cater for ongoing professional development in an open ended

oer the couNe of an executive's career. Burnham (1989) reports that 'exem-
plary' superintendents move into their TN. itions over short spans of time with
only limited experience in teaching and school administration. AASA's Executive
Committee has launched a major efThrt, the National Executive Development
Centel , on the assumption that the need fOr continuing professional development
implies a diagnostic assessment process with highly individualized opportunities
for on-the-job des elopment of new competencies (A ASA, 1989). The National
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Policy Board (1989) simultaneously proposes much more elaborate pre-ser ice
preparation programs w ith substantial implications for clearly defined and diag-
nosed assessment processes

Assessment Models

A considerable body of knowledge no% exists regarding the nature and leadership
roles of school principals. Since they provide a large portion of the talent pool for
the selection and preparation of superintendents and other school executives there
seems to be an appealing logic. if professional leadership development is considered
to be a continuous process, for linking and coordinating parallel programs across
the principalship and the superintendency (see Chapter 1). It remains problematic,
however. given some fundamental differences in the extra role requirements of
superintendents. 1.6-,i-vis principals; the special contributions of supervisory
experience in school districts (Burnham, 1989; Little, 1980); and the particular
requirements and opportunities available to superintendents for their ongoing
professional development.

From a program integration point of iew an appropriate assessment model
tends toward the well-known 'industrial assessment' center approach embodied in
the National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) Assessment
Centers (see also Chapter 7). Such an assessment center typically employs a set of
standardized procedures, ins olving multiple activities undertaken by potential or
practicing administrators, to esaluate their performance in validated skills areas.
The assessment activities conventionally include at least one simulation among
other things incorporating decision-making skills. A manpower intensive process
of observing, scoring, judging and interpreting assessed performance leads as a
rule to summative decisions.

NASSP centers assess across twelse skill dimensions, claimed to be necessary
for success as a principal (McCleary and Ogawa. I985; Hersey, 1989)..Fhe purpose
of the assessment process is primarily for the screening and induction of princi-
pals. Special problems occur, discussed !...er in this chapter, when data such as
these are also used formatively for diagnosis in a professional development inode.

-I he relationship of I loyle's Task Areas and the NASSI' skills with respect to
the NEDC's Leadership Domains are show n in Figure 6.1.

Wendel and Sy bouts (1988), drawing on the experience gained with assess-
ment centers by business and industry, gos ern ment and the military in the post
Second World War period. conclude that assessment centers using the form and
ifliSIHS operandi of the NASSP approach possess great potential for improving the
way administrans e applicants are screened. They are. how es er. inure cautious in
advocating this particular approach for diagnostic purposes. noting:

The assessment method has also been used for diagnostic purposes . . .

If participants (sic undergoing diagnosis) were round to be weak in a
dimension. some form of des eiopmental recommendation could then be
suggested. Whik. this use of the method has been employed. there is not
yet sufficient experience or data collected to determine the degree of
ellectis eness of assessment center methods as diagnostic tools. (ibid.)
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Figure 6.1- Relationship of Hoayle's task areas, NASSP skills and NEDC leadership
domains

Hoyie's task areas

1 Establishes and maintains a positive and
open learning environment

2 f3Jilds strong local, state and national
support for education

3 Develops and delivers an effective curriculum
4 Develops and implements effective

models/modes of instructional delivery
5 Creates programs of continuous improvement,

including evaluation of both staff and program
effectiveness

6 Manages and is responsible for all school
finance Issues

7 Skillfully manages school system operations
and facilitie-

8 Conduct iiizes research as a basis
of probl .1 solving and program p1anning
administration

NASSP skills

1 Problem analysis
2 Judgment
3 Organizational ability perspectives
4 Decisiveness
5 Leadership
6 Sensitivity
7 Stress tolerance
8 Oral communication
9 Written communication

10 Range of interest
11 Personal motivation
12 Educational values

Leadership domains

I Liberal education
II Instruction
III General
IV Hun ,.n relations
V Personal capabilities
VI Multi-cultural

The assessment center process de eloped by Bolton (1%8) and his co-workers
at the University of Washington has more diagnostic design features and may in
the end prove to he more effective overall.

AASA has opted for a professional development approach, using formatise
assessment procedures in accordance with the mission statement of its newly
formed and still evolving National Executive I )evelopment Center (see Chapter
HO. This is summarized as follows:

The mission of the AASA National Executise Development Center (NEI )C)
is to provide a process for guiding the professional des elopment of school execu-
tises. The mission is achieved through programs and activities that will assist
participants to:

* become aware (ii their personal and protessional knowledge, attributes
and skills:
de clop personal Mlle- sequctlicd professional des elopmcnt plans:
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pursue personal and professional standards of excellence and improve
working relationships;
establish self-directed support networks for mentoring, coaching and peer
counselling;
select institutes and seminars through NASE. NEDC, and other resources
to further assist their continuing development. (A ASA , 1989)

The model proposed is designed to assess leadership behaviors and associated
knowledge, skills and competencies of school system executives related directly to
the performance areas of the superintendency. Assessment is assumed to be
conducted for the purpose of structuring professional development plans for guiding
the ongoing professional growth of senior school system executives. The diagnostic
process is illustrated in Figure 6.2. In an effort to operationalize and test notions
about diagnostic assessment as promoted by A ASA's National Executive
Development Center Ack isory Committee, a set of perthrmance domains were
outlined and an operational model formulated.

The AASA's National Executive Development Center system draws heavily
on the research of Hoyle et al. (1985), Harris (1986), Sclafani (1987), and Bolton
(1988); as well as previous studies by Evans, Palmer and I larris (1975) and BaileY
(1985); and focussing on the supervisory perthrmances of central office personnel.
Additionally. the general literature in the fields of administration, leadership and
supervision of instruction was scrutinized for the identification of domains of
performance and tasks that appear crucial to effective leadership at the executive's
level. The design and instrumentation of the diagnostic assessment system is based
upon the creation of a taxonomy of identified tasks and com7etencies and derived
from a set of leadership goals referenced to successful school leaders including
superintendents (AASA, 1982, pp. 1-5).

1 he set of fundamental tasks and competencies referred to above is cat-
egorized into performance domains, defined as task areas, and further specified
behav iorallv as tasks. sub-task and competencies. This scheme has been trans-
lated int:: die necessary instrumentation to support the operational testing, since
1987. of the Diagnostic Executive Competency Assessment System (DEC AS)
using a battery of diagnostiv techniques ithin a completely formative
self-actualizing framework and philosophy. The actual diagnostic process requires
approximately ten hours and operates using a workshop format accommodating
from fifteen to fi fty executiv es.

As a prelude to discussing the Texas interpretation of AASA's preferred
approach to executive assessment, represented in its National Executive Devel-
opment Center, some considerations regarding the use of assessment data for
formative and summative decision-making are discussed in the next section.

Surnmative Versus Formative Assessment Center
Decision-making

1.atent psychological and practical problems quickly suthce when an assessment
process employs the same criteria and data forms for making both formative and

dcuth,n.... I he mode of rc.,pon,c nd rcji.tisc bchav ior of the irdi-
idual is likek to he altered as a function of his/her perceked use of the data by
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decision-makers_ Consequently atypical beha% tor will contaminate data dertved
initially for formative/diagnostic purposes, when the same data may also be used
summatively, albeit at a later date say three years hence when a contract conies
up for renewal. Time is considered to be an insulator in this context with indi-
vidual psychological concerns being reduced. it is argued, when the summative
use of performance data is projected to a relatively remote point in the future. The
uncertainty of the time frame, however, may well be a further complicating
factor.

When only very specific and fragmentary facets of a total repertoire of skills
and knowledge are being assessed, the anxiety regarding possible summative uses
is diminished. By contrast, assessments utilized for dual purposes tend to be
broad-gauge and hence more immediately threatening. The assessee's degree of
concern is likely to intensify with increasing proximity between the use of his/her
personal data at the time of its collection, and its deferred summative
When summative uses are clearly intended, assessors making independent and
objective obser ations and judgments are required. Self-estimates or negotiated
decisions, while possible. are of limited value in most settings. Yet for enhancing
professional executive performance, with its enormous scope and complexity,
reliance on self-estimates is not only desirable, it is essential. Concern for objectivity
continues to be important in the form of a better introspective analysis.

The foregoing argument assumes of course that the threats to an effective
diagnostic assessment process arc overwhelming unless the summative uses of the
data are clearly foresworn anc: made abundantly clear (Harris, 1986).

At a practical level, highly specific diagnostic data, which inherently only
represents a small and highly focussed sample of behavior within a total per-
formance, is unlikely to be of much use to decision-makers for the type of global
decisions required for selection, induction, screening or the promotion of candidates.
[his necessarily reduces the utility of such data in isolation for making dichotomous
personnel decisions, unless a very comprehensive and highly specific diagnosis has
occurred. The latter is usually unavailable within the assessment center approach
in its conventionally accepted forms.

Obverse considerations also apply. The more gneral and global evaluation
data required for making summanve personnel decisions, positive as well as negative
(i.e., being perceived as advantageous or disadvantageous by individuals and/or
the organization), are similarly inadequate due to their inherent, broadly based
nature and comprehenske scope. This restricts their utility for formative purposes
because of a lack of focussed diagnostic power.

Because of the tension existing between the collection and use of data for
joint formative and summative purposes. and the underlying assumptions expli-
cated above, the project team at the University of Texas at Austin developed the
DEC AS diagnostic procedure primarily for use by seinor school system execu-
tives within the superordinate AASA Executive Assessment Center framework. It
employs assessment center methods and procedures to generate diagnostic data
for the purpose of executive prokssional development over a career span of in-
determinate length. The development of a diagnostic profile in a specific area of
kiwwledge. skills and competencies using personally derived multiple data sets.
bewmes the precursor to developing a personal growth and action plan. Assess-
ment is conducted primarily through executk es completing o procedure before,

ithin ond h dl 55 ng a diagnostic workshop. 'I he procedure -an he iterated as

1 0 't)
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needed by executis es across self-selected leadership domains according to indi-
viduals' present and future professional development needs and aspirations.

The DECAS Rationale

AASA philosophy and approach has been relined, and a comprehensive system,
incorporating diagnosis and pl:ofessional deelopment planning, has been devel-
oped and calidated.

After describing the form and function of this system, the remainder of the
chapter will address certain characteristics of the diagnostic instruments that have
been dec eloped, their individual and collective purposesind their integration into

diagnostic workshop employing an assessment center approach for formatke,
as distinct from summative, purposes.

The DECAS is based upon a diagnostic design with associated instrumenta-
tion, which, unlike the more generally recognized assessment center approaches
utilized for selection, screening and promotion, is not designed for nuking
summative personnel decisions. The latter usc would be anathema to the nature
and purpose of the DECAS. This is an important point of departure for the
DECAS when compared with other assessment center approaches for example.
that of the NASSP (1 lersey. 19821.

Design of the comprehensive system incorporates survey and diagnostic
instruments together with technique, of sell-analysis, utilizing simulations to
stimulate rigorous introspection. These are integrated and sequenced so that the
executive ino\es from an initial broadly-based composite profile of his/her task
capabilities through a number of hierarchical levels of increasing specificity over
the course of a ten-hour diagnostic workshop. During this process, increasing
precision together with a narrowing of scope and sharpening of focus upon
specific task,. sub-tasks and competencies within a self-selected task area occurs
(Figure (.3).

Performance Criteria Utilized in Instrumentation

All instruments utilized be,ond the pre-diagnostic surc.ey phase Of. the w oikshop
are based on task areas within a particular leadership domain, circumscribed by a
set of performance criteria, framed in behavioral terms as specific competencies.
An illustration of thi, is presented below for the Instructional I.eadership
(set' also Appendix):

DOMAIN 2: INS I klj( 11ONAI. 1 I 1DI:ltillP

.1 ASK AREA 2: S I /MING INSTRUC.I ION

Task 2.2.1 I he executive maintains adequate staffing les els while
anticipating future dianges in staffing needs

Sub-Task 2.2.1.1 Monitors to maintain staff adequacy
2.2.1.1.1 Analyzes staffing patterns to determine the smut., quo

regarding class size. qualifications. and mis-assignments.

9,
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Domains

2 Instructional Leadership.
-3 General Administration Leadership

'-tetperso-a L eadesri
Personai Capani ties

6 Multi colfora Perspectives

Tasks

, , itiaroct,es dna appries a uraed policy framework
2 Deve OnS a format-ye personnel evaluation System

d s,n marive evaivation system tor personriei
2 5.4 Coordinates a system of evaluation of instructional programs.

St odies information from evaluation reports to identity p,oritres

Competencies

Task areas

2 1 InStruLfioriai RaTioirig

2 2 Staffing for Instrumon
2 3 Organizing for lnstructron
2 4 Human Resoufte Development
2.5 Evaluating Instruction.

4 2 Dnn'OnY'd!nS t,ougn cqmparirsons cit evaluation data whether students are
mai:h no rikpecteu eve;t, of accomphments

4 3 '2 gr,y d testing pfocram mat regularly assesses student progress Witt-i
ni,tr imams that oraprie input for program evaluat.on

:1, grad eva. ,ar.on
' 4 -t-,r4eS Agn the evaioarion process that all program resource materials and

mi. Too.. dre eth,, eqa no- d scr mir atory and edicatonally Sound

Sub tasks

2 5 4 1 Develops a comprehensive plan
2 5 4 2 Provides for economical and feasrbie procedures, instruments,

and soutces
2.5.4.3 Coordinates systematic gathering, analyzing and using data.
2 5 4 4 Artanges for dissemination, review and for ow utr actrons
2 5 4 5 Ana'yzes and interprets data
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.1.1 Analyzes staffing patterns to project anticipated retirements,
leasers and non-renewals.

2.2.1.1.3 Confers with administrator and instructional specialists
regarding shortages and other discrepancies.

Sub-Task 2.2.1.2 Assesses needs for staffing changes
2.2.1.2.1 Reviews proposals for additions and change- in staffing

patterns.
2.2.1.2.2 Determines special staffing needs for new instructional

programs.
2.2.1.2.3 Recommends goals for meeting needs for minority and

special teach( rs in scarce supply.
2.2.1.2.4 Projects staffing requirements for long-range planning.

Reduction of a domain to a set of perfornunce criteria, using a task-based
approach is accomplished initially by reference to the specific literature f-;.11- a gis en
task area. Usually the literature does not help in a direct sense with respect to
illustrating processes such as staffing, for example. but advice on what to do, such
as manpower planning. selecting staff. screening and the like, is abundant.
Establishing construct alidity is achieved Els subjecting selected criteria, like those
abose. to the scrutins of experts using a repmational sampling method and also
accessing the professional wisdom of practitioners. Well over WO senior execu-
tives superintendents. assistailts and directors have participated in DLCAS
workshops and report that the performance criteria 'make sense' to them under
operational conditions. In fact, instruments clerked from these performance cri-
teria are being systematically salidated in use by securing reports of both the
importance of criteria and estimates of practitioner capabilits from peers and in-
dividuals themsels es.

Instrumentation

I OW different instruments are utilized in the DEC A") based on the performance
cnteiu being explftated in seseral domains. The stirs ey phase of the system may
use die deices such as Educational Administrator Effectis (mess Profile (EAEP)
instrument (A ASA. 198.4 and 1988) as an optional introduction to self-appraisal.
The sun ey priicess is gis en sonic substantial focus, however, when an executive
assessee makes a domain selection, and completes a Task Analysis Inventory (TA1)
for that singh: selected domain. rhe task inventory is a forced-choice instrument
and is completed as a self-report and also by selected peers or colleagues. The
analysis Of the data generated is profiled to reflect patterns of perceived capability
in certain task areas. The formal workshop allows for a review of huh idual task
profiles and the selection of a single task area for further diagnostic analysis.

.1-hree instruments are employed for focussed data gathering:

The Competency Analysis Inventory (CAI) is a forced-choice instrument
containing all competency statements within a single task area. Execu-
tive assessers complete these individually and analyze their ow n
self-report data.

/ask I (s) are tests of knowledge in a multiple-choice
format. A single qui/ is designed lir each task within a task area.
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Executive assessecs complete as many quizzes as they wish or have time
for during the workshop. Once the instrument is completed, self-scoring
takes place so that almost immediately feedback is available to work-
shop participants.
The Competency Selkstimate (('SE) instrument is a simple device calling
for overall estimates of capacity to perform each sub task within a single
task area. These self-estimates are repeated only after being utilized in
the diagnostic analysis process.

SimulationF.

Simulations and leaderless discussion are strategically placed between the indi-
vidualb,, conducted paper and pencil diagnostic activities. Their location is shown
in the workshop flow chart presented as Figure 6.4. The social simulations are not
intended to assist directly in assessing each executive's performance, since their
diagnostic power is limited. They do have a motivational y alue within the workshop
setting. however, in assisting participants to become reflective about their own
position in the context of shared meanings with activities such as school district
in-basket, problem-solving and a simulated school board meeting. Out of a
common scenario in a real time setting, problem-solving and decision alternatives
are slanted toward the application of knowledge and rehearsal of skills within a
self-selected area at the task and sub-task les el.

Executives are organized into groups of five to ses en people who have chosen
to undertake their diagnosis within the same task area. They therefore share
common frames and interests as they complete the simulated activities and discuss
their reasoning behind the decisions they have effected under 'safe' conditions.

he simulations' unique contribution to the value of the workshop lie in their
stimulating participants to make critical assessments of their own capabilities as
they compare and contrast their percepts with those of colleagues.

The simulations, in-basket. discussion, and role-playing draw upon accu-
mulated personal experience, i.e., the .t knowledge referred to earlier, for the
purpose of sell-analysis and introspection at ...he task and sub-task level. They also
demand sharing with others, through the medium of leaderless discussion, certain
proposed actions drawing consciously on executives' tacit knowledge. Each
proposed course of action is caluated with the benefit of hindsight, and in the
light of decision alternatives proposed by peers within the small group setting.

Operation of the Diagnostic Workshop

Central to the construction of an executive's diagnostic profile, within a self-selected
domain, is the assessment workshop. Diagnoses of executive knowledge, skills
and competencies are derived from self-estimates, tests of knowledge, forced-
choice analyses and simulations, each of which has been referred to earlier. Analyses
of diagnostic data utilize special techniques to specify accomplishment and needs
for professional development at the sub-task level. These techniques are described
later in the chapter.

Reference to figure 6.4 illustrates the flow of LA ents in order to accomplish
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F,gore 6 4. Deagnosne steps tot growth plannIng
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a diagnosis as a precursor to growth planning. ln the deyelopmental phase of the
project this procedure frequently. though not necessarily. commenced with the
use of the Educational Administrator Ftfectk eness Profile (I- A f P) with each
executke selecting One donuin for detailed treatment later in the workshop.
Domain selection is follow ed by completion of the appropriate task inventory by
the executk e as s eli as selected peers in ack Mice of workshop participation. For
this to occur instruments requiring completion are distributed and returned by
inail in the weeks prior to the athent of a scheduled workshop.

On arrk al at a V. orkshop site a *profile repol pl esclited to Cal ll eXeCUth e.
summarizing the computer analysis of the task inventories preYiously submitted.
Competency self-estimates are completed on-site by executkeS, and an in-basket
exercise is conducted in small groups. 'life competency analysis imentory is
subsequently written up resulting in a forced-choice profile.

A second workshop simulation then occurs that incorporates role play and
k-aderless discussion of issues, concerns and imeractions. The scenario is a school
board meeting alluded to above, in which agenda items are related to the selected
task area. As previously indicated, participants are grouped according to the task
area in which they hae chosen to work.

ard the etad ot the workshop, quii/es are administered that are precisely
focussed on the self-,elected task arca to illuminate the knowledge base of the
exek time. Each quiz tests knowledge related to a single task. I lence. there are
so en qtiiiics in die Staffing fOr instruction task area. tOr example. Again. executk es

lii
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exercise free choice: they select the task of most interest to them and may complete
only one quiz or as many as are preferred and time allows. Clearly, the more
quizzes that are completed the more comprehenske the diagnosis that eventuates.
All quizzes are self-scored for privacy and to pros ide immediate feedback to
individuals.

Analysis is conducted by N. isual inspection of three data sets Ow fuse been
generated by individuals undergoing the diagnostic process at this point. .1hese
are fully discussed in the next section.

Diagnostic Analysis Process

In concert, the quizzes. together with the competency self-estimates and compe-
tency profile data, pros ide three different databases derived from different in-
struments using different methods and presenting different perspectis es on the
competencies and pereeked capabilities of individuals to function at the task and
sub-task levels. The databases retain their separate identities but are consolidated
into a personal. composite and clinical profile facilitating visual inspection by
indis idual workshop participants. Neither database in itself is likely to be com-
pletely diagnostically salid. hut each one presents a separate perspective on the
same phenomena (i.e., knowledge, skills and competencies) that is presumed to
possess its own unique character imbued with some validity. These data difET from
the 'usual- ratings such as opinion polls especially where the perspective may be
unknown or not made abundantly clear.

A search for congruence between data sets ensues in order to extract meaning
from patterns occurring within them. The analysis is done indis idually and per-
sonally by each executive with certain guidelines pros ided and embodied in the
material itself. Ultimately the executive arrives at databased decisions concerning
personal areas of strength and needs for professional development. It is the latter.
howeser. that logically assume priorik t-or the production of a Professional
Development Program plan (PDP) following from the diagnosis.

Congruence Analysis

Is a multi% ariate analysis technique first des eloped by Ls ans. Palmer and
I lams 1975) and simplified for use in teacher assessment by I larris and I fill
(1982). It is based on the notion that, with complex human performance. no single
sariable is in itself a good predictor of a multiple array of behas iors constituting
the more complex performance per $e. Virtually any truly important aspect of
performance by sehotil exectins es Is an exceedingly cinnples sy nthesis of know-
ledge and skill(s).

1 he underlying assumption of congruence analysis is that if one can obtain
three or loin independent estimates of a larger holistic performance. in which the
indix idual performance estimates themsels es differ from each other according to
their wur, method amd/or substance. then their congruence can he the basis for
inferring s liditv. GIs en that each data set has sonw salidity with strong agree-
ment or congruence between at least Iss o data sets, and preferably all of them,

can he inferred cs ith sufficient import to complete a diagnosis.
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Figure 6 5 An illustration of the search principle
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A = Accomplishments
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NK = Knowledge Need
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LI = Uncertainty
H = High
M = Medrrn
I Low

Through cognitive processing of the data,and the search for congruent pat-
terns within it using performance estimate guidelines and designators provided in
the workshop material, the executive completes a personal diagnosis of accom-
plishments and areas of need. A hypothetical set of data is pros uled in t-igure 6.5
to illustrate the search principle.

With reference to Figure 6.5 the two most self-es ident diagnoses that can be
derived are represented by data sets high-high-high and low-low-low. These highly
congruent patterns suggest 'accomplishments' and 'needs' respectively. but many
patterns reflect little or no congruence. I here are tweaty-seven possible patterns
and many combinations offer no logical basis lot inferring any diagnosis except
'uncertainty (Harris, l9X6). There are, howeser, a variety of patterns that might
logically be utilized diagnostically. For instance, a 'high' estimate on knowledge
combined with 'low' estimates on the other two instruments focussing on skills
and their applications on-the-job, can he inferred cIS a 'need for training' diagnosis.

Professional Development Program Planning

l'he 0.1M:hiding altis ilk's ill the I *CAS workshop use the completed self-diagnosis
as the basis for initiating a Professional Des elopment Plan (P1 )P1. Executives are
guided through a re% iew of their diagnostic data in which prioritized decisions ale
made by them, together with the identification of human and material resources
needed to support a PI W. To be achies able it has to bc based on a realizable tinic
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frame of target accomplishment dates. A suitable supportive infrastructure has still
to be developed at the state and national level, but a start has been made with the
further development of AASA's National Executive Development Center using a
consortium of six pilot sites spread geographically around the nation. Each site is
responsible for developing a particular domain of leadership behavior based on the
task analysis approach delineated earlier in the chapter, with the exception of the
General Education Domain (which is qualitatively different). The responsibility of
each pilot site for developing a specific leadership domain within A ASA's
over-arching NEDC framework is described in Chapter 10 (q.v.).

For the Future

Materials have still to be developed to widen the choice of task areas available to
executiN es for self-diagnosis. So far, in Texas, two task areas in the Instructional
Leadership Domain, and one in the Human Relations Domain have been com-
pleted and validated. This is a priority area for further development and validation
of new materials although the workshop procedures appear to have stabilized. The
next phase of the research involves the application of new information technolo-
gies to make the system widely accessible, irrespective of location and context.
Research is also needed to test and validate different forms of follow-up training
using coaching and mentoring, independent self-study, and peer group support
networks imolving high technology applications where appropriate. Alternatixe
approaches here are considered further in the next chapter.

It is expected that the outcome of this work will contribute significantly to
the improvement of public education, the intrinsic satisfa :tion of school executives
and the enhancement of the profession.
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Chapter 7

Assessment-based Models for
Learning and Growth

Judith G. Loredo, Ben M. Harris, and
David S.C. Carter

For a number of years AASA has been working toward developing a process ler
guiding the professional des elopment of school execut is es. making it both portable
and accessible to executis es in the field via a decentralized network of centers, and
subsumed under the direction of a National Executive De\ elopment Center. The
Diagnostic Executive Competency Analysis System (DFCAS). described formally
in the last chapter. is a response to the need expressed by AASA for a professional
guidance system with tbcussed diagnostic power, upon which a systematic
approach to action planning with realistic growth targets for individual executives
could be based. In the pre\ ions chapter the emphasis was mainly on the diagnostic
aspects of the system together with its rationale.

In this chapter we shall consider further the 'output' side of this particular
approach to professional guidance and des elopment and how it might be applied
in practice. This aspect is necessarily speculativ e because a much needed infra-
structure to support current initiatives is still emerging. A further problem allied
to the portability criterion lies in the application of new information technology
to appropriate models of learning and growth and making these accessible through
a network of sites that are themselves still evols ing and not yet stable. Progress
has been made. howeser. and it is the purpose of this chapter to capture the
essence of this by indicating a range of possibilities from which selections can be
MAC.

It Would be a mistake to think that AASA's Loncerns la v exvlusiv ely with the
field-based executis e when the organization. like UCLA. has a ital interest in the
selection and initial preparation of school system level executiv es too. It has been
stated very clearly there is a need to radically restructure the selection and pre-sers ice
preparation programs for administrator training (Wendel and Sybouts. ITN, using
more inductively-based learning approaches but also needing to base programs on
sound and justifiable theoretical principles. 'Hie issues these considerations raise
are comprehensively treated in Chapter 8.

I lowever, it seemed appropriate to outline a curriculum process model for
professional learning and growth, conceptualized out of the work of the Meadows
Project Team at the Link ersity of Texas at Austin. This appeared to have a certain
s uri ens f i those being formalb, prepared to enter the profession of educational
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administration, as well as those who prepare them to undertake leadership roles
at a senior level. The model proposed is generic in nature and can also under-
pin the theoretical bases of in-service professional activities intended to guide
the further development of leadership competencies with already established
practitioners.

After a consideration of assessment center approaches and their modification
to align with AASA's philosophy, the chapter will attend to some specific learn-
ing models with implications fOr use in an evolving NEDC network of sites.
There is no reason why the approaches described cannot be applied within a
continuous change curriculum model covering both pre- and in-service levels of
administrator development, and it is with this that the chapter concludes.

Assessment Center Methods

Th ,. origin of the assessment center concept is accredited to German psychologists
in the 193i is who used it to select militarv officers. It was reinterpreted in the USA
and used for similar purposes by the Office of Strategic Services during World
War 2. The concept spread to business and industry and conscquend th; growth
of assessment centers has mushroomed in applications to this area of endeavor.
l'he use of assessment centers in education is a relative latecomer to the scene.
Most readers would be familiar with the National Association of Secondary School
Principals Assessment Centers (fiersey , 1982 and 1989) that commenced operation
in 1975.

The methods used have become progressively more sophisticated and refined,
but the conventional modus operandi is to administer standardized sets of proce-
dures and activities in order to evaluate individuals for selection, placement and
promotion. These appear to have been successful in providing reasonably accurate
information on three important aspects of leader behavior. namely motis atik in,
communication skills and personahty factors (Walker. 1989).

A common approach is to use simulations like leaderless group activities,
stress exercises and in-basket tasks as described in the preceding chapter. Participants
are obsersed bs a team of-trained observ ers, usually on a ratio of one observer to
two or sometimes duet, subjects, making it a %cry labor intensise enterprise. The
defining characteristics of an assessment center. minimally, are:

(A) the use of multiple assessment techniques, at least one of which is
simulation, must he employed:

(b) specifically trained multiple assessors must be used, with collective
judgments made based on pooled information across assessors and
techniques:

(c) an oseraP es aluation of helms ior must be made by the assessoi
rerun( ed in time from )1, se r salmon of the behas ior:

Id) assessors agree on the es aluation of the dimensions and any ()serail
ev aluation that is made.

In the National Association of-Secondary School Principals Assessment Center
there are twelve behas ior dimensions. They are: problem analysis, judgment.
orgain.!ational abilo Lido ship. ,ensitiv ity, stress tolerance, oral
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communication, written communication, range of interest, personal mods ation
and educational values. Criterion measures used as indicators of competence in
these areas include the tbllowing examples:

Judgment skill in identifying educational needs and setting priorities;
ability to reach logical conclusions and make high quality decisions based on
available information; ability to critically evaluate written communication.

Sensitivit y ability to perceive the needs, concerns and personal problems
of others; skill in resolving conflicts: tact in dealing with persons from dif-
ferent backgrounds, ability to deal effectively with people from different
backgrounds; ability to deal effectively with people concerning emotional
issues; knowing what information to communicate and to whom.

Leadership ability to get others ins olved in sois ing problems; ability to
recognize when a group requires direction, to effectively interact with a group
and to guide them to accomplish a task.

What do we know about assessment centers? According to Brd), 1989) ",
know that overall assessment center performance is strongly related to job per-
formance. We have also come to a better understanding concerning ihe relationships
of dimensions to overall performance and assessment exercises to dimensions.
This makes it possible to select or design exercises appropriate to the dimensions
we wish to evaluate.

A large repertoire of assessment exercises is as ailable including not only
variations on the traditional in-baskets and leaderless group discussions but
completely new designs as well. Sonic of the latter include oral fact finding,
simulated appraisal interviews, evaluations of fictitious subordinates after viewing
videotapes of their job behavior, planning and scheduling, and so on. creativity
has been given full scope in tailoring assessment to specific purposes.

Nowadays it is possible to train assessors much more efficiently than hitherto.
This capability has been provided by the ads ent of cheap and easy videinaping.
It has allowed those being trained to see the Same behavior that expert assessors
has e iewed, and to compare their reports and ratings with good models.

On the output side we have learned repeatedly that organizations adapt much
more readily than one might has e thought possible to the application of assess-
ment center methods and techniques in personnel matters. Assessment center
methods na doubt will continue to be refined and to evolve into a process that
will itself r-flect still further improvements and refinements in the method, its
results, and its applications.

If the assessment center method becomes more widely used in educational
settings and acknowledged as an accepted approach to assisting ill the selection of
administrators, its influence will possibly expand to other related areas across the
whole domain of school administration. Assessment center 'content' will un-
doubtedly be incorporated into administrati r preparation programs and instruc-
tional methodology will, at least in some instances, parallel and complement that
which is reflected in assessment center approaches. Placement sen ices and certi-
fication of administrators are other cognate areas that may ultimately be influenced
by assessment center methods.
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NEDC approach to assessment, however, is quite different from that of
NASSP's assessment centers in both its philosophy and method of operation.
First, NFDC, unlike the NASSP assessment center, is not in the business of
screening and selecting individuals for administrative positions. The National
Executive Development Center is designed primarily for school system adminis-
trators with substantial experience who wish to increase their personal self-
awareness, develop attributes, increase their professional knowledge and enhance
and refine their skills. The emphasis of the NEDC is on professional growth
stemming from a preliminary diagnosis of executives' strengths and weaknesses,
and, from this, developing personalized professional development plans. While
drawing its inspiration from traditional assessment center techniques. DECAS,
for example, is ideologically well removed from the summative ideology and
externally applied frames of the former. This becomes apparent in the formative
use made of the personnel data obtained for self-energized and ongoing senior
executive development, deemed to take place in an open-ended system in which
the indiv idual generates and maintains absolute control over his/her data and its
subsequent use as a guide for action.

Personal development growth plans are self-directed in contrast to other-
directed staff development activities which seem to be characteristic of many
contemporary programs. In other words, initial engagement with the process and
subsequent participation is based on an individual's personal commitment, not on
another person's or group's nomination of a prospective 'client'. Individuals set
their own pace of learning with time-sequenced activities, integrated with
benchmarks, to help them fulfill the obligations of their PDPs in meeting the
personal goals they have established for themselves.

By this means NEDC facilitates the pursuit of personal and professional
standards of excellence through (a) self-directed support networks of mentor,
coaches and peer counsellors, and, (b) activities and resources made available
through a variety ofdelivery systems and referenced to individual needs. Examples
of the latter include providing no ;el modes of access to institutes and seminars
provided by NASE. NEDC, universities and colleges, and professional organ-
izations. The means of delivery is considered further later in the chapter.

Professional Development Program Planning

The purpose of diagnostic assessment is to assist executives to identify those skills
and competencies they consider require further development or refinement. The
approach adopted by the NEI X: operates on the premise that leadership behas ior
for instructional excellence can be resolsed into discrete components enabling all
accurate and meaningful assessment of strengths and weaknesses to be developed.
Thus, steimning from an initial diagnosis a professional growth plan can be
formulated around personal goals, consisting of activities and resources focussed
explicitly on identified areas of weakness and/or professional needs which the
assessee considers are in need of further development. Ultimately, the underlying
purpose of this activity is to promote and activate the development of educa-
tninal leadership in an ongoing and continuous manner, in which assessment, in
order to achieve this outcome. clearly has to be formative in both its nature and
application.
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Research, as well as experience, indicates that, for the formative processes to
be effective, the system for developing executives must have validated diagnostic
power. In practical terms this means measuring performance in on-the-job behaviors
and in sufficient detail to clearly separate an individual's strengths from his/her
professional needs tbr further development in selected areas. From the acquisi-
tion of these baseline data the design and prescription of individualized training
programs addressing practitioner needs and aspirations can be meaningfidly
constructed.

The Professional Development Program (PDP) Plan

Toward the end of the diagnostic workshop executis es use their diagnostic pro-
files to des elop a plan of action, which, when followed, leads to the acquisition
or development of new competencies related to pres iously diagnosed needs. This
process, while confirming strengths, encourages the executive to focus on specific
tasks and sub-tasks w here performance appears to be weak (see the diagnostic
workshop procedures described in Chapter 6 for more details on this). Assistance
is given to participants in idenffiVing optimal actk Ines for grow th opportunities.
The planning process also requires the selection of a mentor who will assist the
executke in completing the plan. specifying realistic target dates and negotiating
timc commitments in order to achiese development goals.

The Proces, of PI)P Planniv

As previously mentioned, the purpose of the diagnostic assessment component is
to assist participants m identifying skills where professional growth is needed. The
system is designed around the premise that leadership for instructional excellence
can be specified as discrete behaviors in the first instance, so that an accurate and
meaningful profile of one's strengths and needs in a specific area may be devel-
oped. Based on the diagnosis, a professional development program can then be
de eloped in which activities and resources are brought to bear to meet profes-
sional needs for improsement in toe self-selected area.

It should be kept in mind that the entire focus of th operation ultimately is
to promote the deelopment and continuous improvement of executive leadership
in school systems in a formative way. Further. a growing body of research and
experience tells us that in order to be effective in the formative process, systems
for developing executives must be able to diagnose their knowledge, skills and
competencies s ahdly and with precision. This means measuring performance in
terms of actual 'on-the-job behaviors and in sufficient detail to clearly differen-
tiate strengths from needs. l'rom these baseline data the design and implementation
of training programs that meaningfully address the individual needs of executives
may then he fornmlated.

To guide and inform the processes of PIA' planning all instruinent has been
des eloped at the Texas pilot site for use in the concluding phase of the diagnostic
workshop described in Chapter 6.

The planning process follows a sequence as ibllows:
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Step I Prioritization: Select several diagnoses, choosing from among
diagnosed needs for improvement and assign a priority ranking to each;

Step 2 Decision: Res iew performance criteria for selected diagnoses at
the task, sub-task and competency levels. Choose a single sub-task for
further planning;

Step 3 Action Record: List all competencies related to the selected
sub-task; describe activities and resources to be employed; and designate
dates for completion of each actiYity;

Step 4 Mentoring Arrangements: Identify a mentor, confer with men-
tor and reach agreements on meeting and working together.

This four-stage process has been designed specifically for use in the DEGAS
workshop where it serves to direct executis es toward personal decision-making
consequent to the diagnosis. The instrument also sers es as a record of workshop
events.

A critical component of the planning process is the identification of profes-
sional development rem iurces that can be made as ailable to executives as they plan
and implement their programs for impros ement. As an executive proceeds through
the system, the process assists him/her to identif; specific sub-tasks and com-
petencies that need strengthening. At that point, the system must have the capacity
to suggest suitable human and material resources that can be accessed by the
executive as an improvement program is des eloped. This requires a search and
retrieval system for identifying materials relating to each competency and a delivery
system for making identified resources available to executiv es as they implement
their plans.

In the case of Texas. for example. this is operationalized via the LEAD Center
Resources Bank which is a major resource in its own right as well as a source of
information. inspiration and ideas for PDP planning. The Center utilizes a data-
base in which consultant!- seminars, presentations. audio-visual materials, software.
self-paced modules, books and other professional publications are itemized. The
Bank is usable in its present state. but es en greater utility can be achiesed when
each resource is indexed and cross referenced to the competency statements in the
I )ECAS. Retrieval of resources matched to competency statements is of inestimable
value to the formulation of the PDP plans. It is anticipated that eventually an
executise w ill b: able to access the Bank through remote terminals in order to
identify as ailable training resources related to specific competencies that are in
turn referenced to diagnosed competencies and ultimately linked to needs for
further training and development.

GIs en the comprehensive nature of the system. des eloped as materials are
matched to the competency statements, it is not unlikely that gaps will occur
where resources are simply not available. rhis implies that a continuing search for
needed materials will become a necessary part of the N operations. Education
Service Centers could play an important role here. They could be inv olsed not
only in the development of training programs but also serve as resource centers
fOr existing materials. LSCs already serse as media centers for school districts in
their region. All centers have media collections and distribution systems that has e
operated since their inception. It is envisaged that the potential of this existing
system for NE-DC use would he expanded to include resource materials foi
professional training.
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Alternative Training Models

Three training models have been postulated by the .1-exas project team. Field
comparisons across the models to ascertain their efficacy should be conducted at
a later date, although it seems reasonable to assume that all three are likely to be
effective in varying degree tbr some executives in specific circumstances. Accord-
ingly, perfecting materials and procedures and determining their efficacy and
operational limitations become the foci for evaluation of the models' effectkeness,
against the criteria of meaningfulness, practicality and affordability as well as
efficiency and effectiveness.

The three basic training models developed thus far include:

(i) The Self-directed Study Model
(ii) Fhe Directed Study Group Mode!
(iii) 1 he Continuous Development Model

I hen rationales and basic features are outlined in the fiillowing sections.

Self-direaed Study Alodel

Professional development needs are raised initially by individual executives working
singly when they review and reassess their own professional growth planning
needs. This model has the potential to be widely used because of its inherent
informality and flexibility. The underlying rationale for its use is that many exec-
utives are self-directing, intrinsically motivated and can recognize and articulate
their needs without external assistance. F laving done this, the assumption is that
they are able to organize and facilitate their own learning in significant and unique
ways.

The basic features of this model incorporate those minimum requirements
and expectations needed to maintain the integrity of this approach to self-
deselopment. lndk iduals are encouraged to initiate a %army of activities selected
and sequenced in accordance with their preferred learning style. In NEDC settings.
commitment is needed from individual executives to rem An actively engaged
with this model for a reasonable developmental and grow di period of say two
years.

The basic structure and organization of this model is loosely defined and is
guided by the individuars needs and interests. The executives are empowered to
develop their own professional program plans as well as to select and sequence
activities in which they need and/or wish to participate. The individual evaluates
his/her own progress toward the achievement of professional growth targets and
personally determines the need for reassessment.

Suggested professional development program activities could incoiporate
mentoring. independent research and reading, viewing video tapes, attending
conferences and visiting school sites. The model when implemented as intended
requires the formal completion of a Professional Development Plan and timely
and ready access to training resources on individual demand. It also establishes the
means for scheduling, organizing and directing periodic reviews ofeach executise's
pnigress toward completion of the professional development plan. ON er a career
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span, the exec uns e is encouraged to return to the diagnostic assessment process
periodically at will as a part of a continuous process of learning, growth and
development.

The Directed Snidy Group Mode!

vine derivation of this model at the Texas pilot site is based on experiences gained
through working with an ongoing group of thirty superintendents and college
professors (CSP Fellows). In this model, after initial individual diagnosis, groups
comprisnig individuals with similar professional development needs are formed.
Its distinguishing feature is the formation and maintenance of a small group in
which synergistic processes are used to effect learning. It allows for collectise
decision-making hut in ways that are sensitive to and can accommodate the needs
of individuals within the group as well as the group as a whole.

Group maintenance is crucial to support ongoing individual development in
this model. An important consideration for planners when operationalizing it, is
that training activities need to be designed with sufficient breadth to accommodate
individual differences while taking maximum advantage of group norms and
dynamics. Ihe model allows for a facilitator t be selected. for example. from
I-ducat-ion Service Centers, business and industry. and the unisersities. who would
participate in and enhance the actis ities of a functioning group-oriented approach
to professirmal development.

In the directed study group model the professioul development program
would be characterized by the following sorts of activities: networking, group
discussion, special group activities such as research projects, material development

,

material evaluation, materials refinement, and monthly scheduled meetings for
sharing experiences, review and planning mutually suppoitive activities.

Th, (ominuols, Projessionai 1)evelopment Model

.1 his pattern of organization pros ides for small group activities, independent
self-study and mentoring. Periodic meetings for sharing with individuals is also
possible as well as conterencing with project and/or school staff. Evaluation of the
prolessir mal griis di process is accomplishd through the use of structured instru-
ments such as questionnaires. Protocols accommodate the selection of one or
more scholars/practitioners, individuals from business and industry, to assist in-
ch% iduals and the group with their training and in meeting their needs for leader-
ship development.

This model is something of a hybrid from the other two and features a highly
individualized approach to professional des elopment, based in this case on the
preliminary DECAS workshop outcomes and guided formally and explicitly by
the Professional Dtvelopment Program plan. The latter is evoked by following
the four-stage planning sequence previously listed above. The model uses a broad
range of experiential alternatives. selected eclectically and pragmatically, that
allow for the formation of groups for sonic specific training purposes. used in
conjunction with separate or individualized activities where and when these
arc deemed necessar y. As in ihe Self-directed Model. mentoring coaching and
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netwo .ftng are regarded as essential components for its successful operation, but
more structure and organization is embedded in the latter approach in order to
optimize the effectiveness of sequenced dais ities in a needs-specific way.

The model in operation is id.mtined by its requirement for diagnosis to be the
precursor and primary focus tbr guiding professional development. Here activities
organized on a group basis are harmonized with the needs focus of Mdividuals
within the group. This implies that group arrangements would have to be suffi-
ciently flexible to facilitate t!.e meeting of precisely defined indicidual needs as
well as sufficiently structured to accommodate the group's aspirations and processes
for directed study.

Professional development activities are typified by the use of computer software
programs, courseware study materials, audio visual tapes, books, visits to schools,
mentoring conferences, projects on-the-job as well as group review, attending
workshops or seminars and special workshops tailored to meet individual needs.
The list is illustrative rather than comprehensive.

For the systematic development of leadership competencies regardless of
location and context, the models prey iously described, when used discretely or in
combination, are likely to have more power and efficacy if they are supported by.
.ind integrated with, new learning technologies. An illustrative sample of these,
together with their potential, is addressed in the following section.

Innovative Learning Technologies

h is now self-evident that a significant shift has occurred in the United States from
an industrial-based economy to a technological-based economy in a global
information society. As a consequence of this shift now, and in the foreseeable
future, one thing is clear information and the ability to access it is power.
Those who can access information, use information, transform information and
create information will be distinctly ads antaged on all the indices of success that
accrue to a comp!ex technological society. Those who cannot create and trans-
form information will be dependent on those who can. The significance of the
latent power embodied in accessing and using information in education has been
developing at least over the course of the last decade, and the point is now well
recognizeu if not (yet) comprehensis ely addressed by the public education system.

Under this scenario the kind of leadership needed for the l990's and beyond,
that guides us to the New Learning Society. is currently the subject of intense
debate. Among other things receptivity to the notion that virtually anything can
be learned for any reason irtually any topic at any location has to become
embedded in the public consciousness. Not only does the new information tech-
nology make this assertion possible. but as far as our schools are concerned.
advances in technology in conjunction with an associated range of skills needed
to manage information, presents us with some quite rev olutionary learning
imperatis es.

An educational response to this situation requires a close examination of the
nature of that type of leadership requ:red to meet the challenges presented by new
information-rich ens tronments. Stearn ( Pttiti) has pointed out that new technologies
construct a totally new environment, and that this radically alters the way we use
our ,enses 'lid thus the was ss e act and react to things. If %se accept this premise.
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then the restructuring that necessarily occurs as a consequence of introducing new
technology alters our entire lives, as it is intended to.

In the context of professional development it is necessary to distinguish
between that technology specifically designed for use in learning tasks and the use
of technology to enhance, manage and at times make learning possible. Both of
these conceptions concerning the application of technology to the enhancement of
learr.i.q.; and its delivery are germane to operationalizing the NEDC. The use
of innovative technology fin- maintaining communication, monitoring progress
and delivering training at the point of need is given special attention in each of the
models described in the preceding section. The infrastructure and means for util-
izing at least a few technologies such as ii teractive video for special training
purposes is a vital assumption underpinning the use of the models in remote
locations. A wide variety of telecommunications systems will necessarily be re-
quired in a fully developed NEDC. These have the capacity to be used as tools

ith which to teach and to provide for communication between adult learners
who are widely displaced geographically and possibly isolated too. Experiences
gained in the use and evaluation of these systems, by executives, also constitutes
an important knowledge base for them since they will have to consider the effective
use of related technologies in the schools. Some possibilities for new information
technologies and their professional applications are summarized below.

Computer-based Assessment This application utilizes the concept of an
assessment center where individuals undergo intensive evaluation of their admin-
istrative skills. Computer networks can provide a variety of self-administered
exercises in order to ascertain skill les els. provide insights into administrative
styles and create databases for monitoring progress based on individualized per-
sonal deelopment plans. Although some assessment techniques, for instance
in-basket and structured role play, will continue to be used in live settings, it is
anticipated that computer-based assessment will become an important if not
essential aspect for optimizing time and effort by participants in NEDC processes
where they are isolated and/or geographically dispersed.

Database Access It is envisaged that a variety of databases will be accessed
using the personal computer as a remote terminal. In addition to existing biblio-
graphic sources, such as ERIC or Psychological Abstracts. participants will he
able to query databases such as LEAD Centers' resource banks to locate materials
and/or to access the regional sers ice centers for locating, ordering and receiving
print and non-print materials.

Management DataBase Once these are established they would rely
heavily on computer access for management of assessment data, word processing,
personnel and participant files, budget information. tras el and meeting schedules,
etc. Flaying remote access to this sort of information from terminals (subject to
cons entional security procedures) would be needed to operate efficiently.

Television/Teleconferencing Current technology provides im tele-
conferencing for both small and large conferences utilizing telephone-based
conkrence calls. It would be of particular utility in its application to the Continu-
ous Professional Deelopment Model previously described in this chapter.

A wide variet,' of s 'deo materials are available for use both for communica-
tions applications anil !Or skills development activities. Some materials are already
as ailahle And others will no doubt be created. Possibilitks lor resource des elopment
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include locally-produced video tapes of guest speakers and panel discussions, video
tapes demonstrating managerial skills and the provision of remote access to na-
tional and international conference presentations.

Existing telecast and narrowcast programs (such as those produced by PBS
for business executives) have a potential for use by executives in order to gain an
understanding of contemporary issues for the purpose of consciousness raising.
and alternatively for use as a formal training medium.

Facsimile Document Exchange Each participating executive acquires
access to a facsimile machine for the purpose of transmitting and receiving print
material. Hard copies can then be used to create document files for rapid dis-
semination when timely print or graphics mater;als need to be sent to mentors.
significant others or the members of an operating study group.

Computer-based Document Exchange -2.This application enables par-
ticipating executives to send and receive documents to and from multiple desti-
nations, including print as well as data files.

Computer-based Instruction Utilization of CBI allows participants to
retrieve and use software designed to provide new knowledge and information to
learners and the acquisition and practice of specific skills as needed. Some of this
software 'night be downloaded for local use while other packages are intended for
interactise use with a host computer. It is anticipated that CBI would be aug-
mented with video tape and laser disks for developing the higher order thinking
skills of problem finding and problem solving.

Electronic Mail Existing facilities allow fm transmission of daily memo-
randa, letters and other print-based communication by this medium including
electronic bulletin boards, and a range of other facilities aailable on international
networks such as Compuserve and Internet.

Future ['se (1. Tedino/ogy

"Fhe practical application of currently available technologies requires some creative
thinking ;Dout how and where the initial preparation and further development of
school sy.teill executives might occur. Simpl stated. nes information technologies
must be utilized creatively for maximum success in realizing more individualiztd
approaches to the professional development of administrators. Just as society can
no longer entertain the notion of excellence with respect to student teaching and
learning using obsolete technology, it can no longer accept inadequate delivery
mechanisms for the preparation of those executives tasked with leading the nation's
public education systems. In order to meet this requirement, new technologies
have to be intelligently applied using appropriate models to both individualized
and team learning processes and contexts.

In a fast moving high technology euvironment, projections will require
modification in the light of further advances and increasing sophistication in the
application of technology (especially remote access) to executive professional
development. Further consideration in this area might include sonle, any, or all of
the following:

Video Conferencing Two-way video conferencing, using digitally coded
signals distributed os er telephone lines in order to accommodate transactions
between four to six distant sites, could be utilized for group instruction.

Satellite Video Conferences Programs developed for national audieno.s
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as well as special purpose conferences could be held. Programs may take the form
of a traditional presentation followed by question and answer using phone return
to regional programs that capitalize on existing interactive systems.

Computer-based Network Using a personal computer with a phone
modem link to a computer-based network, participants would be able to extend
their knowledge base in much the same way as they do now by attending con-
ferences or holding staff meetings. New digital distribution systems and computer
peripherals, such as CD-ROM, magnify the ability of executives to extend the
limits of their intellectual capacities.

The conceptualization of executive development within a geographic net-
work of institutions and nationally distributed learning centers, places a heavy
reliance on communication and interactive technologies in order to service both
individual needs and the coordination of etiOrt in team situations. It is also necessary
in order to:

(a) use effective tools to plan, develop, conduct and manage comprehensive
executive professional development., and.

fht help individuals learn about existing and emergent telecommunications/
information processing systems so that current and future leaders may
invest wisely in technology to improve the effectiveness of schools and
school systems.

A Process-Oriented Continuous Change Model

The educational response to pressures for reform of administrator programs shows
a trend emerging toward more clinical, field-based inductis elv -oriented approaches.
This is much needed and admirable, but in the search for professionally-oriented
programs seeking to take advantage of professional wisdom there is a danger that
the pendulum may swing too far, rejecting theory altogether and losing sonic of
the better aspects of more traditional approaches to administrator preparation
in the press for reform and restructuring. There is an incipient danger here of
throwing out the same baby with the bathwater. Miskel I99()). citing Murphy
and Ilallinger I987), reports among other things a growing disenchantment with
the theory mos ement and increasing dissatisfaction with the university training
model. Before this is allowed to move too far, this is addressed in a number of
chapters in this book, since educational administration as an applied field of endeas or
doc, have a body of coherent professional knowledge that is a fruitful area of
enquiry and research in the university tradition.

In an environment of refOrm it is important to establish in the public con-
sciousness that educational administration is a profession, and as such, is under-
pinned by a dynamic and revisionary knowledge base, specialized high order skills
and clearly recognizable professional practices and behaviors. The utilization of
these occurs ethically in the enactment of leadership responsibilities. No less
important to any concept of executive development is the implicit obligation of
school system administrators themselv es to take sonie personal responsibility for
the upgrading of their profession.

Stemming from these sorts of c(unsiderations. in order to unify practice
with theory across pre- and in-service levels of professional preparation and
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Figure 7.1. Cortent spiral
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development, Texas researchers developed a professional curriculum process model
for the design of administrator preparation programs and their implementation.
Its purpose is to give form and structure to more individualized approaches to
developing leadership competencies in conjunction with the professional knowledge
base, to legitimize a specialized curriculum in ways capable of withstanding
professional scrutiny, and to operationalize the model over the whole of an ex-
ecutive's career span from initial preparation and induction to exit and/or retirement
from the profession. The model, in its essential form, is described below. It is

based on the notion that professional preparation. learning and development takes
place in three dimensions, namely, tonkni (professional knowledge), learmag
processes and learning contexts, It is also believed that a generic model should allow
these to be combined in various ways to meet the individual needs, strengths and
weaknesses of those participating in the courses and programs des eloped from the
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Figure 72 Experiential spiral
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Continuous Change Model. (When following the description. frequent reference
liould be made to Figures 7.1. 7.2 and 7.3).

While claims are made for the model's utility as an in-sers ice device. f(ir the
purposes of exposition, the following description relates mainly to pre-ser\ ice
preparation programs. In the first instance the development of a model prepara-
tion program for school ex;:eutives is theoretically conceived in terms of dual
spirals presented diagrammatically in Figures 7.1. 7.2 and 7.3 (q.v.).

A content spiral (1-igure 7.1) is utilized to guide the continuous development
of executives with respect to leadership skills and competencies, concepts,
understandings, and values. I he content strands are subject to change via addi-
tions and modifications to the strands. because of the revisionary nature of the
proflissional knowledge base previously alluded to, An experiential spiral (Figure
7.21 parallels the content spiral and guides the selection or teaching methods and
karning experiences related in turn to content. Six content strands are defined as
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Figure 7 3 Interaction betvi,een content and experlentlal strands
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tasks, capabilities, and perAasive issues challenging school leaders at the senior
executive level. The appendix presents one example of a completed set of per-
formance descriptors in the instructional leadership domain.

The special challenge presented to professors of educational administration in
colleges of education concerned with pre-service preparation, and mentors at the
in-service level, is to identify specific skills, competencies, concepts and values of
prime importance at various stages of career development for executives in a range
of positions across different contexts. A third component in the model recognizes
that learning contexts consist of a set of experiential strands. The latter are defined
as 'distinctive forms of experience structured for effecting learning'. Each strand
represents a kind of experience which logically has a special contribution to make
in facilitating context-related learning of one type or another.

The conceptual model has to be fully tested to confirm the efficacy of various
teaching-learning configurations represented by the spirals, although it has been
operationalized in the Cooperative Superintendency Program at the University of
Texas at Austin and is described as a case study in Chapter 8. l'o illustrate the
point, a configuration could include vertical problem solving teams. diagnostic
assessment of performance capabilities. formal and intimnal mentoring and tech-
nological applications to self-instruction and distance learning. It needs to be kept
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in mind here that the spirals focus on administrator initial preparation programs
linked to and also encorr-- ssing a career development sequence of indeterminate
length, in which continuous professional development is taken to be desirable and
essential to leadership success.

The internal and external forces that inevitably interact with and shape the
character of the training programs also influence the executives themselves as they
progress in their careers. The model is designed to be responsive to change and
infinitely flexible to both accommodate and direct the forces of change. The clear
and careful specification of strands of content and experience serve to offer strength,
continuity and robustness to the program. Whims, fads, mandates, and political
and economic movement may, on occasion, be detrimental to the longer term
needs of society. Recognizing this, the Continuous Change Model is designed to
allow for the flexible adaptation of context, content and process to changing
requirements for leadership. It also filters certain pressures and forces evident in
the turbulence of modern educational environments that may be passing phenomena
and diversionary, and thus potentially wasteful of energy and resources.

Inter-actions between the two spirals, shown as double-tipped arrows in figure
7.3 show the dynamic nature of the conceptual model presented here. Interaction
between the spirals and internal and external forces is also shown in the figure.
Just as the content strands and the experiential strands provick stability in repre-
senting enduring factors associated with leadership behavior on the one hand, and
adult learning on the other, so, too, the spirals offer flexibility in their mutual
interaction with each other and with the needs of individual executives. To translate
the model into practice, formally structured graduate seminars can become a vehicle
for learning, drawing on one strand for concepts related to power and another for
concepts related to communications. These can be focussed quite differently for
library research, assignments and individual presentations. It can thus be seen that
there is inherent flexibility in the design of the model for a variety of interpretations
resulting in different program alternatives, yet maintaining the basic integrity of
the merarching design.

A variety of context variables will inevitably set limits, influence changes,
and restrict alternatives in the practical operation of administrator prepara0
programs. I he capacity of the model needs to be checked for its
accommodate to both externally and internally induced forces of change and its
responsiveness to changed and changing circumstances in ways that, while avoiding
conformity, maintain continuity and cumulation in learning sequences.

Conclusion

The theme of this chapter has been on learning for professional development and
growth for the purpose of developing leadership competencies. This is conceived
to take place at entry to the profession and continues in an ongoing way. For this
to be realized on a grand scale, structured learning opportunities have to be made
readily accessible to senior executives and presented in a form that takes into
account the 'pressure cooker' world of superintendents. The application of
ncw information technologies in conjunction with appropriate learning models
referenced to personal contexts and preferred learning styles may assist greatly in
this respect. Necessarily they must be quickly brought to bear with increasing
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power in e:.:7cting the ideal of a continuous professional development and guid-
ance system that can be made available to all senior executives in the public education
sector.

Effective leadership development is most likely to occur when individual
strengths and weaknesses are identified and programs tailored to individual needs
in a highly focussed way. Assessment center methods provide one means for
conducting diagnoses in powerful ways. This approach requires some modifica-
tion, however, in order to mos e diagnoses to internal frames of reference in
which self-energized executives, with assistance, generate their own formative
data to Loastruce profiles of personal strengths and weaknesses. These data can
then be used for personal decision-making for professional growth and action
planning. It is a fundamental philosophy underpinning this approach that individual
executives maintain confidentiality and control ov er their own data, reflecting as
it does sensitiv e individual performances in easily identifiable areas of professional
knowledge and competence. Further, in linking this philosor y and related theory
to practical decision-making in order to develop professional curricula and shorter
in-service programs, the last section of this chapter described the Continuous
Change Model. 1 his process model is tentative in nature and requires further
alidation in operation, but it is a first step toward connecting practice with

theory as a basis for program development in a justifiable way.
Issues were also raised in this chapter concerning the problematic nature of

leadership training and development and enhancing capacities in this area. The
argument presented was that this should commence with initial selection, training
and induction to the profession. Some of the issues raised in regard to this and the
essential characteristics of pre-service preparation programs are taken up at greater
length in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8

Enter the Neophyte: Preparing
Administrators for Leadership Roles

Judith G. Loredo and David S.C. Carter

The impending retirement of large numbers of school administrators, who will
hae to be replaced during the remaining years of this century. focusses attention
on selection and recruitment issues and the extra demands this will place on
already scarce educational resources. The replacement of experienced superintend-
ents and senior central office executives, together with the significance of their
roles for improving standards of excellence in education, provides imperatives for
upgrading methods of administrator selection and preparation for leadership roles
within the profession.

Important aspects of screening, selection and preparation of neophyte admin-
istrators are addressed in this chapter. Also some issues are raised by the fact that
40 per cent of US school administrators are likely to retire by as early as 1995.
Finally, the provision of a model illustrative of the type or program that has to
evolve to integrate more closely the realm of theory with the realities of practice
is described. This exemplar has implications for university field-based professional
schools preparation programs and can be adapted to a number of different
contexts.

Imperatives for Change in Graduate Preparation Programs

In a groundswell of rising public discontent, persistent and strident calls for the
reform of administrator preparation abound. In concerns they appear to emanate
from higher education institutions, state departments of education, professional
associations and governors, as well as private individuals and significant others
within the profession of educational administration itself. The pervasiveness of a
general dissatisfaction with the status quo is captured in numerous reports, posi-
tion papers, monographs and public statements, beginning in the late 1970s and
culminating in 1983 when ,4 Nation at Risk was p ,blished (Firestone, 1990). A
number of reports appeared in quick succession including, significantly, the report
of the National Commi!-sion on Excellence in Educational Administration in 1987,
and latterly the 1989 report of the National Policy Board for Educational Admin-
istration entitled Improving the Preparation of School Administrators: An Agenda fin
Reform. In sum, they point to the fact that inadequacies exist in the ideology and
orgamiation of unisersity curricula designed to prepare school system leaders
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Perceived deficiencies have now reached critical proportions if the 'oices from the
community of interest are to be believed. The American Associatith: of Colleges
of Teacher Education (AACTE) notes 'Dramatic changes are needed in programs
to prepare school administrators if they are to lead their schools and faculties
rather than just manage them' (1988).

This theme is echoed by Hoyle (1989a and 1989b) who raises criticisms of
preparation programs fbr school system administrators because the former are
frequently fragmented. unfocussed and lacking a carefully sequenced curriculum.
Rather than being a clearly articulated systematic program of studies, the prepara-
tion process is characterized as a hit or miss agglomeration of courses and insti-
tutions, which tend to be selected haphazardly by potential school administrators.

It is c'aimed that the university ethos is itself part of the problem (Clifford
and Guthrie. 1988). Schools of education led by some high status universities,
short change practitioners and yet infrequently produce research findings useful
for the guidance of policy makers and practitioners. This tends to occur because
of the high priority emphasis placed on canons of research and scholarship, using
social and behavioral paradigms, subscribed to by elite universities. They provide
the model for others seeking higher status to emulate. While the pursuit of
knowledge is commendable and in keeping with the fundamental purpose of a
university, within professional schools such as education, an overemphasis on
high status discipline-based knowledge at the expense of other considerations has
generally served to alienate professional executives and their organizations in the
public schools from the universities. On the face of it, this is because senior school
system executk es, whose concerns lie in the field of practice, consider their
professional and practical needs are not being met by academe.

The news, however, is not totally bad. Practicing administrators do not all
subscribe to the views circulated by the critics of university-based administrator
preparation programs, although their voices are subdued. A 1987 study by the
National Center for Education Information, cited by Hoyle (1989a), noted that
'... one in four superintendents and principals said that their university prepara-
non was "excellent"; some 50 per cent said that it was "pretty good": only 1 per
cent of the superintendents and 2 per cent of the principals described their
preparation as "poor" (p. 376). These findings are supported by Cunningham
and Ilentges (1982), although they also noted that superintendents in their study
were critical of some specific courses they had encountered, as well as highlighting
deficiencies in the area of field experience they considered important to integrating
theory with practice.

Notwithstanding. the fundamental criticism of administrator preparation
remains in the discrepancy between what potential administrators learn in formal
unikersity-based graduate programs and what they need to function successfully
in the field (Griffiths. Stout and Forsyth, 1988). In short, administrators claim
they are inadequately prepared for the realities of work in the pressure cooker
world of the superintendency. Adding fuel to the fire, professional associations
such as the American Association of School Administrators (A ASA) and the
National Policy Board for Educational Administration (NPIWA). are becoming
increasingly articulate and strident in voicing their concerns. Leaders are convinced
that practitioners within the profession itself must have an increasing say and a
larger role to play in defining standards, as well as contributing to the design and
implementation of preparation programs that seek to put the standards into effect.
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Under the rubric of educational reform significant others have called for the
restructuring of the school as a workplace (National Governor's Association, 1986).

While the discussions in supporting research have focussed primarily on the
school site, any adjustments made to teacher and principal roles also have im-
plications tbr the roles of superintendents and other school system central office
staff. For administrator preparation to remain aligned with the redefinition of
roles and associated educational restructuring, fundamental changes to administrator
preparation assumes something of the importance of a survival imperative. Re-
sponsiveness of graduate preparation programs to dynamic educational environ-
ments requires continuous evaluation and feedback between the content, context
and processes of programs. and changing protessional requirements drawn from
the world of practice. In reconceptualizing professional work roles, practitioners
and scholars alike share a widely-held belief that the time-honored practices for
preparing and selecting individuals for these roles in school systems are inadequate
(March. 1977; National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1987: Pitner,
1982). The National Commission on Excellence in Educational Administration
(Hawley, 1988) has stated that administrator preparation programs should be
modelled upon professional, as distinct from academic, schools to include com-
ponents of theoretical knowledge, applied research and supervised practice in clinical
settings. Administrator preparation, ideally, should become a sequenced and
mentored path directed toward helping prospective administrators internalize
practice/theory relationships, be accomplished in blocks of full-time study, be
organized across cohorts to develop collegiality and shared professional values,
and be a joint responsibility of the university and the profession. The Commission
also argues that cooperation between universities and school agencies is essential to
develop relevant and meaningful learning experiences, and to select administrators
from a talent pool of high quality candidates. Together. these recommendations
represent a radical departure from current practices evidenced in the preparation
of school administrators located in many graduate schools of educational
ad m inistrat ion.

The 1987 Report of the Commission proposed five strands around which
curricula concerned with administrator preparation should be organized. These
are:

(i) The study of administration
(u) .1.he study of the technical core of educational administration and the

acquisition of N. ital skills
(iii) The application of research findings and methods NI problems
(iv) Supervised practice
( I >emonstration of competence

They pro% ide at least one legitimate organizing framework as a starting point
for the total restructuring of administrator preparation curricula. The days of
'disjointed incrementalism.. i.e., of tinkering around with programs in a piecemeal
fashion. k redundant to the needs of present and future school system executives.
This theme of what needs to be done is visited again later in the chapter, after
speculating further about perceived deficiencies with the current situation as
reflected In the contemporary literature and xoiced hy prominent people.
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The Two Cultures of Theory and Practice: Once More Into ...
The increased public vocalization of work-related concerns by professional groups
and associations, and their willingness to become more involved in debate over
matters of controversy surrounding administration preparation and induction, is
a relatively recent phenomenon. The public mood for widespread reform is
self-evident, is reflected in the bills of many state legislatures and made tangible
through the inception of Leadership in Educational Administration Development
(LEAD) projects within the states. Their raison d'etre with federal support has been
to initiate and develop creative approaches to the improvement of preparation
programs as well as to the ongoing education and further professional develop-
ment of executives over the whole of their careers.

Closer examination of the public critique levied by professional administra-
tors and academics and driven by community concerns quickly confirms that all
is not well. Disagreement occurs, however, over the specific causes for perceived
inadequacies, as well as the means for correcting deficiencies and the sort of
initiati es required to generally improve the system. Given, at source, the normative
nature of the educame enterprise, values conflicts expressed in the public's concern
for educational reform (not least in the preparation of potential administrators for
leadership roles) are to be expected, and this can be regarded as a healthy sign in
the working through of democratic principles.

Within academia itself, divisions about developing an appropriate theoretical
focus versus the development of professional skills and competencies also occur.
It should be noted that the waters are very muddied around the links between
theory and practice in many professional schools, not only in departments of
educational administration and educational leadership. In law faculties, for example.
a tension exists between educating students in the law (which is predominantly an
academic function), and preparation for the practice of law (which is vocational and
professional in its orientation). In this example the academic and professional
functions appear to be discrete, but are by no means mutually exclusive at the
level of practice. 'I'he legal profession itself assumes a major role in the induction
and further credentialling of newly qualified lawyers, but there is also considerable
internal debate about what the role of the university actually is. and ought to be,
concerning the adequate pros ision of competent lawyers to meet societal needs.

Guthrie and Clifford (1989) regard the ambivalent role played by elite schools
of education in research-oriented universities as a significant contributory factor to
the current lack lustre situation in educational administrator preparation (see also
the report of the National Policy Board (or Educational Administration, 1989). It
is contended that the coping stiategies of select schools of education, in their bid
for survival, have been less than successful even dysfunctional. The strategies
that Guthrie and ClifThrd identify are (i) a search for legitimacy as a social science;
(ii) academic intensification: and (iii) interdisciplinary appeasement. and each strategy
is appraised below.

Edwational Administration as Nodal .titienct.

In the search for scientific legitimacy and access to high status, discipline-based
k now ledge-elite institutit ns. it is claimed seek to employ social scientists as
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members of faculty. Where appointments have been accompanied by an academ-
ic's general lack of experience in the schools and with administration in a school
system, a general disaffection with academic performances in educational fields by
practitioners has tended to occur. From a universit y' perspective the appoimment
has resulted in the increased research of scholars rather than practitioners' pro-
ductivity and the policy, therefore, is regarded as being successful.

From a professional point of view, one of the identifying features of a
profession qua profession, is a dynamic and revisionary core of knowledge and
expertise. Whether this lies in regarding education as a branch of social science and
its attendant paradigms. or whether education is a quite distinct and distinctise
field of endeavor in its own right remains a moot point between academics and
educators.

Unlike medicine, law, engineering and other high status professions, in
educational administration there has be.m little or no attempt to systematically
build theory into practice, to generate 'grounded theory' or develop a theory of
practice (praxis). Clearly. it is both naive and misguided to try and sustain the
argument that abstract disciplined knowledge can be called upon directly to guide
practical decisions under operational conditions. In the practice of educational
administration it was never intended that substantive knowledge acquired in
preparatory courses would 'tell me what to do' in this or that set of circumstances,
although the search for recipes underpinned by a technicist rationality is not easily
abandoned. 'lite realities and the agaries of human nature are, however, far too
complex for this 'idea' to be realizable (or even tenable) across the board.

For a number of professions. empirical obsersations form the building blocks
of theory which in turn helps to shape practice. to provide the context for practice.
and. if authentic. to gise meaning to practice. This is its proper and legitimate role
in the des elopment and exercise of professional knowledge. 'Fhere is nothing so
practical as a good theory (Dewey. 19291 and there is evidence to show that
superintendents and principals belies e that research can make contributions to the
profession of educational administration as esidenced by this book.

blfetbifitation

Guthrie and ClitThrd (ibid.) also note that an es en !Imre widely practiced strategy,
related to the search for legitimacy in prestigious departments and schools, is the
adoption of a scholarly orientation realized through a theoretical emphasis allied
with the employment of abstract empit icism as the main means for advancing the
frontiers of knowledge.

The form this elitism takes, as a rule, is the adoption of research and teaching
styles of the academic, in contrast to the practice and service-oriented styles of
professional clinically-based practitioners. A scholark orientation tends to he
confirmed bs way of the PhD degree being seen as the sine qua non of academic
achievement and research training and accorded higiier status oser the EdD with
its professional orientation. It is noteworthy and reflects professional concerns,
that the National Polio, Hoard for Educational Administration (NPHEA) in its
proposed 'Agenda tor Retorm recommended that the EdD be a prerequisite to
national certification and state licensure for full-time administrators who are placed
in LlmaigL ot a st.hool or si.hool system. I Ins stance is clearly oiunter to the
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prevailing orthodoxy of academically-oriented departments and schools of educa-
tion in many universities and colleges. Note though, Murphy and Hallinger (1989)
caution that newer inductive approaches to administrator preparation should
integrate these with the best of traditional approaches, rather than simply rejecting
the latter. They also point to the need to ensure that programs are based on
justifiable theoretical bases.

Hoyle (1989a) has come down in favor of the abandonment of the present
university-based, research-oriented preparation model that produces PhD degrees
altogether. He has advocat ,1 the adoption of a professional-studies model that is
at the same time more intellectually demanding and m practical and would lead
eventually to the award of the EdD. According to I loyle, while the EdD ranks
in status with the MD, DDS, and JD, none of these enjoys the same public esteem
and prestige as the PhD and this is the very qualification and values set elite
schools of education seek in prospective candidates when appointing new staff.

Interdisciplinary Appeasement

This strategy manifests when schoois of education in their search for status and
legitimacy become subservient to other disciplines and departments. The form
commonly taken is a joint interdisciplinary appointment to the field of education
and a discipline area. The justification for this is that such appointments act as
bridges between the areas of disciplined knowledge and their application to school
settings. In this way they add intellectual substance to the practice of education.

The strategy, however, tends to work against itself because of some inhe-
rent problems such as the academic being required to fulfil the norms of two
departments, in which the claim to knowledge of each and the attendant reward
systems may be quite different. Also, when the appropriate conditions prevail,
scholars tend to Jly themselves with the parent discipline(s). Frequently it is here
that the core identity of the scholar is vested rather than lying in a field of pro-
fessional knowledge. In this regard Guthrie and Clifford (1989) assert:

When joint appointments fail, the loss to education may extend beyond
the personal interests and research energies of faculty members who return
to the cognate disciplines. The failures of joint appointments can seem to
certify the low status of education . . . (p. 381)

With the broad sweep of the field now in slew it is es ident that tw o cultures
have been created with different value sets, reward systems and incompatible
perspectives. In the field of practice, effective leadership is acknowledged and
rewarded accordingly. Academic recognition, however, is based on achieving
excellence in standards of scholarship and research productivity the main indices
of which are one's ability to attract re arch funds and publish in highly regarded
research journals. Current tensions then are related to the incompatibility of the
two cultures as they try to coexist within the same institution.

While there are common concerns for the preparation of future school system
leaders, there appears to be little chance of building a common culture that rec-
onciles the practice-theory dichotomy within existing institutional structures and
constraints. The old assumptions upon which the delivery of education was based
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have already passed us by, and the same can be said for the selection, preparation
and induction of our future school system leaders. Simply to maintain the status
quo is to regress in this situation. Reconciliation of the two cultures is a problem
requiring our immediate attention together with the provision of adequate resources
in order to put this into effect. In dealing with extant problems, a reconcept-
ualization of administrator preparation is required, that extends well beyond current
piecemeal tinkering with graduate administrator preparation programs in order to
accommodate them to existing structures and institutional arrangements.

An Agenda for Reform

With increasing broadly-based recognition arid articulation of the philosophical
and structural problems of administrator preparation, constructive recommenda-
tions are beginning to emerge. The fact that many of these appear to be based on
re% iews of a fragmented literature, rational analysis and conventional wisdom
attests to the extent of the disaffection for the status quo; for the pervasiveness of
the problems which have been identified; and because of deficits in the available
empirical data. A synthesis of the views of scholar-practitioners and recomrnen-
dations are now addressed.

In its report entitled School Leadership Preparation, A Prelate for Action (1988).
AACTE recommends that programs in educational administration he modelled
after 'professional programs' rather than replicate the liberal arts approach to
graduate education. Further, that faculty, before appointment, have acquired
demonstrable leadership and/or teaching experience in schools. Themes such as
these are featured in the recent literature in which a general preference for a
professional studies model leaning toward the exemplars of law, medicine and
other high status professions is recurrent. Sonie caution is needed in extrapolating
too far. A comprehensive exploration of alternative frameworks is needed within
the professional studies conceptual framework. Among other considerations this
is in order to avoid premature closure around a 'classical' approach derived from
conceptions of an Ideal' professional preparation seen over the fence to be occurring
in other areas. Such a %iewpoint is likely to derive from a deficiency model of
educational administration compared to the ideal of a profession typified by law
or medicine. This perspectk e is quite different fiom that of a profession of
educational administration developed on its own terms, from its own frames to
meet its own needs.

As well as the need to integrate academic study with professional practice, a
number of concerns that have been voiced center on the selection and screening
of potential administrators; on funding since the scale and pace of reform is likely
to be expensive and require the injection of new money in addition to current
expenditures; and, as mentioned elsewhere in this book on the derivation of a set
of national standards for the profession. There also appears to be a preference for
an FAD as the terminal award on completion of an initial graduate qualification,
and a rejection of the Phi ) in education in those programs that attend primarily
to the preparation of school leaders. To address these concerns seriously requires

fundaniental reirrientation to the profession and paradoxically a strengthening
rather than a loosening of academic links. As the I lolmes Group rightly asserts
'no major occupational undertaking has achies ed professional status without an
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institutional connection to higher education' (Guthrie and Clifford, 1989, p.38(t).
In moving to a more desirable state of atThirs it is advocated that the connection
to higher education be seen as secondary to the education of practitioners. Faculty
members in schools of education must also come to understand the culture of
schooling if this is to happen.

Thompson (19891 suggests that the education department of major research
universities. in particular, should refocus their priorities. Professional education
programs for school administrators and teachers, according to him, need to be
placed on a par with research efforts and be perceived by scholars as such. Like
AACTE Thompson rejects the model of the arts and sciences in which research
is elevated to a position of supremacy, and which cannot be allowed to continue
to dominate if po)fessional education is to be allowed to flourish in the manner
desired by professionals.

Necessarily, the preparation of future leaders should encompass knowledge
about, and appreciation oficademic research, including becoming intelligent and
critical consumers of the research literature, and appraising its relevance and
considered application to the solution of practical problems. Being critical in the
sense advocated here means also being able to reject research findings if the
methodology is weak, the data inadequate, or the conclusions unwarranted or not
supported by the ev idence. 1)ev eloping critical faculties does not require that
programs be oriented primarily to the pursuit of academic inquiry. I lov le (1989a).
with his vision regarding the preparation of superintendents for the twenty-first
century, also addresses this theme. He recommends that the present university-
based, research-oriented, preparation model leading to the award of Phl) degrees
should be abandoned entirely in favor of a professional studies model that is more
intellectually challenging as well as being more practical in its nature and scope.
An alternative path needs to be available for research training in which ultirnatelv
PhD degrees would be awarded after the completion of programs of study in
educational administration that are inure specialized and research-oriented than the
FAD with an essentially clinical focus.

Hoyle also contends that new partnerships and coalitions among faculty
members across related disciplines must be tUrnied. Classes and clinical experiences
should be team taught, involving professors of education and educational
administration as well as in the social sciences, the humanities and general man-
agement, and by leading superintendents who could also serve in a dual role as
clinical professors. "Fhis combination of expertise and experience could emphasize.
as well as exemplify. the do elopment if certain intellectual and academic bases
for informed school management.

A relevant professional preparation includes the pros ision of creative learning
situations with a process orientation. Extensive empiricism, including the provision
of opportunities for students to ckinduct systematic observations and to engage in
participatory learning experiences in a number of jointly super \ ised field settings,
with ample opportunity for individual reflection and shared experiences with peers,
is the ideal. In the process of initial preparation. becoming at ease with information
technologv and its application is a \ nal set of skills for the school system executive
to acquire. The use of intuition and creativity should be given equal emphasis
with the use of rational models of dclision-iiiaking. As s1/4 ell. siitiui sys(cill
estAllils es of the future require the most creativ e minds on Campus as mentors.
1 Ines the revs ard s stem foi pm olessois ul education, rurrentk based almost
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exclusively on research publications, is no longer tenable. Under a professional
studies rubric, rewards accrue according to how the quality of one's work in
developing school leaders, and of being identified with the sort of executive one
turns out. Scholars who model creative, intuitive and entrepreneurial leadership
are needed to realize this ideal.

Current university admissions criteria require strengthening in order to attract
potential leaders of the highest caliber. The model being suggested is that faculty,
in concert with an advisory committee of practicing administrators, should justify
the knowledge base to be taught and administrative skills to be acquired and
refined; construct verifiable performance indicators; and determine the minimum
criteria for admission to, placement in. and completion of, the program. In this
regard traditional admissions criteria might be operationalized within the concept
of the 'assessment center' (see Chapter 7).

As mentioned elsewhere in this book, the derivation of a set of national
standards for the profession is another area of evident need. When formulated and
set at an appropriate level they could exercise enough leverage to upgrade the
curricula of schools of education striving to adopt national standards. According
to Clifford and Guthrie (1988) enforceable national standards for certification would
leav e individual schools of education little choice but to alter their course otTerings
and instruction. To be effective this strategy would require a sensitive combination
of pressure and support on the part of implementers (McLaughlin, 1990).

Effective implementation of the new model requires the support of increased
funding and the injection of resources, both human and material, into reform
efforts. It is clear that the interdisciplinary and clinical components of the pro-
fessional studies model will make it more expensive than traditional preparation
programs. Policy makers must realize, or be brought to understand, that an
investment outlook is needed because high-quality schooling is inextricably linked
to the economic, cultural, and social well-being of society. The health of a state's
university system is logically contingent upon that of the public school system.

Structural change of the proportions advocated here will not come easily.
Hie research 'industry remains well-founded, well-connected and entrenched.
Initiating significant change increases workloads, creates anxiety and stress, and
may induce a backlash if it does not appear to be working well. Change facilitators
need to be ready to cope with resistive factors so as to realize the implementation
of the professional studies model, with some bold and ncw perspectives applied
to the preparation programs of school leaders that are both visionary and com-
pensatory. The Cooperative Superintendency Program (CSP) at the University of
Texas at Austin exemplifies these considerations and is the focus of the next
section.

Administrator Preparation Program in Texas

Texans have become increasingly aware that their prosperity and societal well-
being lie largely in their educational system. The key to its success is effective
leadership, as well as being part of the larger state retiym movement (Murphy,
1991). The Cooperative Superintendency Program located at the University of
Texas Department of Educational Administration at Austin is a response to earlier
national and state inveratis es to restructure preparation programs for school
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system administrators. As is evident from national trends, the need for effective
preparation programs is intensified by the knowledge that a large number of
superintendents in Texas will approach retirement in the next live to ten years.

In deeloping an appropriate model, faculty at the University of Texas
reviewed research describing what superintendent work activity entails. They also
conducted further independent research to verify the knowledge and skills iden-
tified by Hoyle, English and Steffy (1985), and similarly, the National Association
of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) identification of skills required of school
administrators in order to be effective (Collier, 1987; Sclafani. 1987). Faculty used
these data, together with the essential components tbr administrator preparation
identified by the National Commission on Excellence in Educational Administration
(1987), as the basis for considering graduate program redevelopment. As a starting
point in the process of reforming the school executive curriculum four major
components were addressed:

(i) the knowledge base and administratise skills required of school man-
agers and leaders were identified, using the available research on the
superintendency;
a situational re% less of the (then; formal course offerings and re,ources
Wa, conducted. This w as in order to determine in which units the
application of relevant research findings and methods to the solution of
school problems might he most appropriately applied;

(iii) the optimal location of supervised practice actisities was reviewed and
revised and integrated into the University's doctoral program; and

(Is 1 considerations regarding the assessment of school executis es' compet-
ence within the res ised frameworks were addressed.

The .School L.vceutive Leadership PrcTram

lo gise it its full title the Cooperative Superintendency Is xecutis e I eadership
Pi ograni is a faLtilo., response to criticisms emanating from community concerns
in Texas about weak program conceptualization, lax recruitment/selection/admis-
sions procedures. poorly articulated program structure, and abstract content
divorced from the world of practice. The success with which the CSP initiative
has corrected perceived deficiencies is reflected in the national recognition accorded
to it by AASA, in 1987, as an exemplary program for administrator preparation.
Its uniqueness lies in the cooperative approach adopteCi between a council of Texas
superintendents for public schooling, the Texas Education Agency, and the
Department of Educational Administration at the Unisersity of Texas at Austin.
A major feature of the design is its ads anced professional 'resident-in-training'
component. Since its original inception, the design has been refined and its pro-
gram elements reneweeover ten cycles of cooperation by the partnership. I.atterly
this has also included graduating tellows from presious cycles.

The purpose of the Cooperative Superintendency Program is to identify a

prospectisc pool of applit ants from a national talent search. and to screen c.indi-
dates using assessment center methods and the application or other scientifically.-
based rigorous selection criteria for entry to the prog rani . Aker successfulF.
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completing a program of intensive study and research involving the application of
innovative learning activities, combined with a lengthy internship in a manage-
ment position, fellows are awarded a PhD degree. They then return to the
profession of educational administration with expectations that they will rapidly
rise to senior executive positions in the superintendency or as central office staff.

Mindful of the previous discussion concerning the upgrading of admissions
standards to preparation programs for potential administrators, the remainder of
this chapter describes the selection processes and summarizes the main features of
the Cooperative Superintendency Program, with which the fellows (i.e., successful
candidates in the selection and screening process) are engaged over a two-year
cycle from selection to graduation. The purpose of detailing the program is to
exemplify how the national agenda for restructuring and reform might be realized
in practice. 'Elie Cooperative Superink,,dency Program is, of course, but one
interpretation of the national agenda, providing an example of an innovative
program in operation, which may possibly serve as a model for other colleges of
education considering their own program reforms. It also models the translation
and articulation of theory with practice under a professional studies rubric.

The CSP is completed over a twenty-four month period during which
university-based coursework and a..sessment, field research and an internship are
integrated with each other in order to develop successful and effective educational
leaders. Vital components of the program are the establishment of long-term
relationships between participants and experienced mentors from the university,
education and business communities, and the development of a research-based
plan for recurrent learning and professional growth.

Screening and Selection of Candidates

The key to a continually successful program is the selection of promising educational
leaders in the first instance. The talent search for CSP candidates is vigorous.
Initially, candidates are urged to nominate themsely es by completing a standard
application form. External nomination is not necessary and has no weight in the
selection process. Nominations are encouraged irrespective of race, ethnicity and
gender and these considerations apply overall in open competition.

More than fioo nominators within the state and some from interstate, who are
in position to identify prospectk e talented school leaders, are requested to solicit
promising candidates and make recommendations to faculty concerning specific
indk Awls. Prospectke candidates are then approached directly and ins ited to apply
for entry to the program. Nominators are requested not to screen out prospective
applicants because of their assumed non-availability.

A talent search commences in the year preceding the cornmencement of a
new CSP cycle and the identification of finalists is usually completed by early
March. They come to Austin for an appraisal seminar in mid-April after which
the successful fellows are formally notified, and commence their two-year program
in _June.

After acknowledgement of an application, the applicant is requested to com-
pile and submit a candidacy portfolio and is supplied with %cry specific guidelines
in order to accomplish this task. The purpose of the portfolio is to allow for initial
screening and provide baseline data for the assessment of prospective fellows.
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A completed portfolio contains vital information about the candidate in addition
to generating personal perspectives derived from a number of different sources.
The contents of a candidacy portfolio are listed below:

A professional/personal curriculum vitae, sufficiently comprehensive to
portray the nature of the candidate's administrative career to date, and
illustrative of his/her professional development. This goes beyond the
simple statement of position and title held. The candidate is also asked to
list professional certificates and provide specific information about recent
self-development and/or professional development endeavors.
Complete records of undergraduate and graduate courses taken.
Professional referees: The names and address of three-five professional
referees are required, together with the context in which each has been
able to observe the candidate. At least one should be a university professor
who can make a disinterested appraisal of the candidate's performance as
a student, and at least two should be in a position to comment about the
candidate's administrative performance. These reports are received
unsighted by the candidate and treated confidentially by appraisers.
Confirmation of Graduate School Admission Status to the University of
Texati at Austin is a prerequisite to entry t,) the CooperatiYe Superintend-
ency Progranl. Documentary ey idence that admission to the Graduate
St.hool has been granted is also required.
Evidence of administrative perfornhince and developmental growth in the
form of newspaper clippings. citations or awards. printed letters ofcom-
mendation. employee sheetsunhors14 of published articles and reports,
speeches, evaluation reports and miscellaneous materials produced under
the candidate's leadership for use by others. The content, form and man-
ner in which these data are presented is deliberately left open-ended to
allow for creative interpretation and presentation.
A w ritten self-portrait for the benefit of the selection panels, providing
each with a personal profile in which the candidate reflects on his/her
personal accomplishments and achievements, strengths and weaknesses
and an assessment of discrepancy needs when confronted with the pros-
pect of being selected as a fellow. Profile components are provided to
assist the candidate in achieving this task, but it is up to individuals to
build the portfolio and provide eYidence ti, support their own self-appraisal.

'ow process Seledini; a 1:e1lou.

Once a portfolio is receRed and checked for completeness, referees are approached
for their evaluations that are then added to the documentation. Cardidacy portfolios
are circulated to multiple panelists who assess each applicant independently.
CollectiY ely each assessment panel determines a 'finalist' or 'non-finalist alloca-
tion. Candidates who fall into the latter category are informed of this shortly after
the decision is made. There is no formal quota on the number of finalists ss ho
qualify. hut numbers are limited in order to maintain the integrity of the program
and the resources needed to support it.

Finalists participate in the whole day appraisal seminar in mid-April. Here
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assessment center methods are used for selection purposes and include in-basket
simulations, presentations on a previously prepared topic, panel interviews and
paper-and-pencil tests. Multiple assessors are used throughout the appraisal
procedure.

Data obtained from the appraisal seminar together w:th that contained in the
candidacy portfolio are examined summatively by a selection panel consisting of
from five-ten members. lndkidual panelists evaluate each candidate's personal
data independently and present his/her _judgments to the panel as a whole. The
panels are convened for sessions lasting several days. Panel consensus is the general
rule adopted for final selection; majority choice tends to be the exception and only
occurs in extenuating circumstances. Again unsuccessful finalists are notified
immediately and the nomination of successful candidates follows suit. For each
cycle the number chosen is usually in the order of ten-fifteen fellows.

Operation of HI( Cooperative Superintendency Program

After completing the comprehensive screening and selection process previously
described aboe, all fellows admitted to the program initially undertake additional
and varied diagnostic assessment activities. This is in order to determine each
fellow's strengths and weaknesses with respect to leadership skills, competencies
and the extent of his/her substantive professional knowledge. A combination of
leadership assessment instruments drawn from business and industryts well as
instruments that thcus on the professional skills of school instructional leadership,
are employed in this diagnosis. Data derived from these appraisals are used
formatively for developing indisidualized professional growth plans for fellows.
Personal appraisal data greatly assist in the early formulation of an array of pro-
fessional experiences of different scope and intensity for each CSP fellow.

Out of the individual growth plans a group plan is constructed to guide
further interactive learning actisities throughout the remainder of the semester.
By this means fellows analyre their personal strengths and weaknesses and learn
how to work cooperatively with others in the des elopment and implementation
of a plan to achiese mutually shared educational ends.

The cadre of fellows in each new cycle spend the first two semesters as a
group in a 'block-of-time' core program. In this way indis iduals are exposed to
theory and research by means ofan innoy atisc, holistic and comprehenske program
of study and disciplined inquiry. Using personal and group data, a variety of
learning opportunities are made as ailahle to fellows over the duration of the
program in which each can acquire knowledge. skills and competencies matched
to his/her needs, interests, background and unique composition of strengths and
weaknesses. The program is underscored by a research-based spiral curriculum
conceptualized at the University of Texas. 'lite curriculum is organized around
competencies and skills. identified and ordered into domains that provide a
conceptual framework for leadership: the rationale for this is described in Chapter
7 where it is presented in a generic professional growth context.

There is a logic in the utilization of a research-based professional develop-
ment model for use mer an executise career span, suitably modified as a curric-
ulum frames\ (irk for preparation programs. A clear ads antage of this is that it
em-ourages I closer articulation of the w ork of the profession w ith that of the
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university. Lack of this feature in many programs has been previously alluded to
in this chapter and it is a constant source of dissatisfaction with administrator
preparation programs as they are currently structured.

During the first two semesters, every effort is made to ensure that theoretical
knowledge is combined with 'real world' experiences. In the following two
semesters, fellows move from theoretical to practical settings where they gain
field-based experiences of several different types. Activities planned for each fellow
are tailored to specific areas of need identified through the assessment process and
requiring further attention.

Program content is drawn from a variety of disciplines in the liberal arts and
social sciences, including their applied forms. Only infrequently are doctoral stu-
dents in education exposed to the theory, concepts and empirical bases of the
various disciplines subsumed under these headings. In the complex world of the
superintendency, the intelligent use of knowledge drawn upon eclectically from a
range of disciplines and applied to school and school community problems is of
fundamental importance to the execwion of effective leadership. While universities
are especially suited to induct students to the coded forms of knowledge embodied
in the disciplines, they are less able on their own to provide opportunities for the
application of research findings to the solution of school problems, or to make
adequate provision for supervised clinical practice in field settings.

Internship placements are an important aspect of the experiential learning
opportunities provided by the Program. While enrolled as a CSP fellow, an
indisidual may spend one-two years as an intern in the Texas Education Agency,
Texas Association of School Administrators, or in a number of Independent School
District central offices or Education Service Centers. concurrent with their
attendance at formal classes. Presently fellows receive an annual salary of S25,5(10.

In addition to existing faculty, practitioner-scholars, identified as outstanding
superintendents in Texas, join with professors to conduct seminars and classes on
topics specifically related to their areas of expertise. A wealth of leaders from the
local, state and federal levels of gosernment, along with chief executive officers
from business and industry, regularly participate as guest lecturers on a variety of
subjects related to executive leadership. By this means, fellows are confronted
with a range of perspectives on a topic, issue or area of concern. This contrasts
with the perspectis es offered by a single academic, as is more generally the case
in traditional preparation programs. Additionally each fellow gains access to the
collective experience of four mentors each chosen from the fields of government.
industry, unisersity and public education. At least one of the mentors is involved
in the initial diagnostic process described earlier in the chapter. thus providing
feedback and support to each fellow from the onset of the program.

During the field experience and dissertation phases, mentors continue to play
a key role in the professional preparation and development of fellows via their
participation in Peer-Assisted Leadership (PAL). This strategy is modelled along
the lines of the program developed for principals by the Far West Laboratory. The
PAL program pairs students with practicing superintendents. Partner% learn how
to collect information about each other by shadowing and conducting reflective
interviews, thus PAL activities affhrd fellows the opportunity to become more
intelligent about their own leadership behas iors and those of a peer. PAL partici-
pants attend six training sessions and also engage in follow-up actis ities between
training meetings.
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Vertical Team Problem Solving provides a further structured pathway for
guiding fellows into the world of practice. The function of the vertical problem-
solving team is to allow its members to plan and implement school improvement
projects. It is a collaborative group comprising members of a school district that
include thc superintendent, central office administrator, a principal, a teacher, and
classified employee, and a school board member. Composition of the team ensures
that all levels of the school system are represented in discussions about school
problems.

Fellows and faculty members alike join vertical teams as facilitators. In order
to undertake this role, they receive specialized training during the first year of
their full-time residency. During the second year of the CSP they are afforded
opportunities to practice facilitator role behavior in vertical team problem-solving
modes in 'live' situations. Engagement with vertical team problem-solving processes
by fellows and university staff provides opportunities for training, support and
assistance in the development and implementation of school improvement plans.
The use of this strategy also serves to close the theory-practice gap by enabling
students and staff, as facilitators, to develop, practice and refine interpersonal skills
in communication and conflict resolution that are necessary adjuncts to effective
leadership.

The Cooperative Superintendency Program is about to commence its twelfth
cycle of operation. An index of its success is the high quality of graduating
fellows, now in senior executive positions, who maintain contact with the insti-
tution and each current cycle of fellows. Collectively they testify to the success of
the CSP publicly recognized by the American Association of School Administra-
tors (AASA). The program is kept constantly under review and modified each
cycle using the best available evaluation and research data. It is intended that this
will continue to make it responsive to changing educational circumstances and
professional requirements while going some way to meet the o%,erarching needs
of a complex. dynamic and democratic society.
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Chapter 9

Leadership for Learning
Learning for Leadership

David S.C. Carter

The work of the superintendency has changed considerably since the beginning of
this century. The early role of the superintendent was that of a single head of the
school system, whose primary function was to plan and manage technical opera-
tions. The current role is that of administrator who must deal with the complex
problems of the organization. at the same tinie meeting many diverse external
needs of the community and dealing with societal pressures, not least those requiring
the restructuring and reform of the education system per se. An increased press for
accountability, competency testing, performance management and a plethora of
new mandates has placed increasing and new demands on the already hard pressed
executive.

Looking at the changing role requirements and new demands placed on the
shoulders of those who are to spearhead necessary restructuring and reform, one
point is clear. We cannot develop or evaluate the new leadership required for th,:
next century by applying criteria which were developed for a time and place that
no longer exists. Hand in hand with the challenge of rethinking the superintend-
ency leadership role is a problem noted by both researchers and practitioners over
the last decade that the time-honored practices for preparing and selecting
individuals for these work roles in school systems is inadequate (Pitner, 1982:
National Commission on Excellence in Educational Administration, 1987).

This was both a theme taken up at great length in Chapter 8 and a focus for
the total reconceptualization and restructuring of administrator preparation.
describec hy the Cooperative Superintendency Program at the Univ ersity of
Texas at Austin, and also reported as a case study in that chapter.

In spite of ambiguities, contradictions and a general air of pessimism about
the seemingly poor performance of the public schools, one positive outcome from
our turbulent environment is that it presents a rare opportunity to be proactive.
AASA, taking advantage of this as a responsible professional organization, is
developing the enabling mechanisms to ensure that practicing school executives
who have completed university-based preparation, either recently or in the disti:nt
past. has e the resources available to diagnose their individual strengths and
weaknesses and construct a personal profile of these. The executive would then
develop a growth plan. identify resources and activities to be used in the treatment
phase or growth period and self-monitor and validate the professional development
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process and its outcomes. By this means it becomes possible to refine school
executives* diagnosed skills and capabilities in a highly focussed manner. The
National Executive Development Center (Chapter 10) is the keystone of this
renewed leadership effort focussing on current and emergent needs of the profes-
sion and especially those of the field-based practitioner. A speech presented to the
American Association of School Administrators by Estes (1988) made explicit
some of the underlying assumptions attendant to the formation of the NEDC and
its modus operandi as follows:

Our focus will be formative and developmental, procedures will be per-
sonalized based on the diagnosed needs of the individual, our effbrts will
address a core of executis es, not just the superintendent. That is, we will
recognize the importance of other members of the superintendents
administrative team and those of equivalent status in central education
agencies. and, we will address leadership through a world view that
is, we will look at a wide range of leadership skills, competencies, practices
and underlying foundations. We include here, for example. the generally
accepted dimensions of instructional leadership, general administration
and suggest that leadership must be informed by the liberal arts. (Estes.
P)88, p. 3)

The specific form adopted by the NEDC, which is evolving around the
operations of a number of pilot sites, is the subject of' the next chapter. In this
chapter the focus is on aspects of leadership including a summary of leadership
theories that seek to maintain the threads of continuity in the context of change.
leadership behaviors and leadership training models. A major assumption is that
the skills of leadership can be taught and competencies acquired and/or developed.
Tichy and Des anna (1986) and Bennis and Nanus (1985) are advocates of the
notion that leaders are made not born. .1 his view has also guided and informed
the work of the Meadows-funded project team at the University of Texas at
Austin. the conceptual work of which is presented later in this chapter.

Distinctions Between Management and Leadership

Given the tendency in the literature to confuse the term management with
leadership, it is necessary to clarify some fundamental semantic and conceptual
difficulties arising from the frequent interchange of the terms one with another.
Confusion surrounding this was raised initially in Chapter I. The problematic
nature of 'management' has been the subject of close study by scholars, practition-
ers and others seeking to categorize its components and understand its meaning
oser a lengthy period of time. According to Drucker (1974), leadership is distinctly
an American word. He captures the essence of this in the following statement:

. . . es cn within the American usage, management is not adequate as a
term. tbr institutions other than business do not speak of management or
managers as a rule. Unisersities or government agencies have adminis-
trators. as has e hospitals. Armed services has e commanders. Other
institutions speak of executives And so on. Yet all these institutions have
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in common the management function, the management task, and the
management work. All of them require management and in all of them
management is effective, the active organ. (p. 5)

Reaching into antiquity, management has been the sine qua non of all organiza-
tions, public or private (Cribben, 1972). The pyramids stand today in mute
testimony to the managerial acumen of the ancient Egyptians, while Socrates
discussed the subject of management with his students in the following terms:

Do not, therefore ... despise men skillful in managing a household; for
the conduct of private affairs differs from that of public concerns only in
magnitude; in other respects they are similar; but what is most to be
observed, is, that neither of them are managed without men; and that
private matters are not managed by one species of man, and public matters
by another; for those who conduct public business make use of men not
at all differing from those whom the managers of either private or public
affairs use judiciously, while those who do not know, vv ill err in the
management of both. (George, 1972, p. 17)

A contemporary definition of management circumscribes it as . composed
of those activities concerned with procuring, coordinating and deploying material
and the personnel needed to accomplish the goals of the organization (Ubben and
Hughes. 1987, p. 6). In more specific school-focussed terms Sergiovanni (1987)
asserts that it involves the allocation of financial and other resources; the planning
and implementing of organizational features; and the provision of actions.
arrangements and activ ides needed kir the school to reach its goals. Bennis and
Nanus (1985) aptly make the distinction between managers and leaders in the
t011owing terms:

To manage means to bring about, to accomplish, to have charge of or
responsibility for, to conduct. Leading is influencing. guiding in direction,
course, action, opinion. The distinction is crucial. Managers are people
who do things right and leaders are people who do the right thing.
(p. 21)

Leadership, according to Guthrie and Reed (1986), is considered to be a quality
that enables an individual within a given setting to motiv ate and inspire others to
adopt, achieve and maintain organizational and indiv idual goals, while Sergiovanni
(1987) considers that it entails defining the mission and purpose of the school,
identifying and setting goals, marshaling and directing human resources, solving
problems and making decisions creatively, and motivating staff. The National
Commission on Excellence in Education placed heas y emphasis on the need for
and role of leadership in eliciting community support for the proposed trans-
formation of American schools:

I :14

Principals and superintendents must play a crucial leadership role in
developing school and community support for the reforms we propose,
and School Boards must provide them with the professional development
and other support to carry out their leadership role etfictis ely. The
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Commission stresses the distinction between leadership skills involving
persuading, setting goals and developing community consensus behind
them, and managerial and supervisory skills. (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1987, p. 78)

The 1980s has placed a premium on leadership skills that go well beyond
management to encompass transformational leadership behaviors. In so doing
new challenges for the superintendency that are instrumental to the much needed
deep seated reform of our schools and school systems have been presented. A
visionary and futures orientation is a crucial element to be developed in the new
breed of school administrators and school system executives. Perhaps the most
widely accepted distinction between managers and leaders is that offered by Burns
(1978), where the former are regarded as transactors and the latter as transformers.
Whereas the manager negotiates fair exchanges or transactions with employees,
providing rewards or punishment in exchange for their effort, leaders transform
the organization in accordance with a vision of where it should be heading.

Transformational leaders, then, are people who exhibit leadership skills be-
yond those of managing the system in order to move the system toward achieving
its next stage of evolution. They help others share in their vision of where the
system should be heading to such an extent that it becomes th fused purpose of
the organization. In communicating this vision, both formal and informal channels
are used to provide up-to-date information on the status of the organization for
sharing, and for further use by participants.

To accomplish a mission based on a shared vision requires the conceptualization
of a desired alternative future, engaging in risk-taking behasiors to facilitate and
give effect to change in the desired direction(s), empoweritw others in this process
and communicating the vision to every level in the organization. Thus the idea
that one can use others in shared decision-making, and that their empowerment
to be effective in this area produces results, has opened up a new range of possi-
bilities for superintendents quick to see and utilize the possibilities this creates.

In this regard Hoyle (1989b) asserts that ... 'Administrators who cannot
project themselves into the future can only respond to the immediacy of the
present and cannot imagine an array of possible futures' (p. 252). He goes on to
list the skills required by administrators for the twenty-first century as:

the ability to view the big picture of the future;
the ability to cope with stress created by personal, societal, and techno-
logical change;
the ability to select, maintain, and pros ide growth for professional staff
and support personnel:
the ability to manage information systems;
the ability to be humane and create humanistic environments;
thc ability to relate and communicate with leaders in other agencies.

It is not enough. however, just to have a vision for the future; you have to
own it too, you hase to believe in it and you have to live it. Not only do great
school leaders have great vision, not only are they committed to it; they also have
a concern for, and a skill in creating a climate in which instructional and school
improNettlent can take place. This ability to crcate chtmte where there 1, openney,
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and trust is critical to success. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Sclafani (1987) surveyed
1000 superintendents around the country and separated the 100 most exceptional
from the others. The single difference on 144 items that distinguished the effective
superintendents from the others was their concern for climate.

At a personal level the transformational leader is concerned about individuals,
committed to the ongoing development of all players in the organization and,
thereby, to move each individual to realize his/her full potential. In spite of un-
certainties in the larger environment, the leader demonstrates a positive attitude
toward overcoming difficulties and steadfastly exhibits a well-developed values
set that motivates him/her to be a strong advocate for excellence in education,
pursuing an education of high quality for all students within the school district.
1 e transformational leader is a self-directed learner who seeks continually to
further improve him/herself both personally and professionally.

In reality it is relatively rare for an individual to be characterized wholly as
either a transactional or a transformational leader. Most ate likely to exhibit elements
of both in varying degree over time. This assertion is supported by the research
of Buck (1989), who showed that there were some leaders in her sample of super-
intendents who were considered to he 'movers and shakers' and others who were
functioning quite well within the stano quo. Indepth interview data also showed
that those exhibiting clear transformational leadership behaviors were not simply
content to superintend the status quo in situations where the organization, board
of trustees and local community wanted things to remain fairly constant from year
to year. When transformational leaders cannot promote and implement change
throughout their district, they will frequently seek another position elsewhere at
their own request.

Leadership Forces Promoting Excellence in Education

Excellence in education is a pervasise concern that has sersed to place the nation's
schools and school systems high on the public policy agenda. The phrase 'in
search of excellence is now widely known via the title of the book by Peters and
Waterman. In Search of Excellence: Lessons front America's Best Run Companies.

Gubernatorial elections has e been heavily oriented to education platforms in
a number of states drisen by a perceived dissatisfaction with existing conditions.
A renewed interest in quality and excellence in education has impacted a number
of early studies within the school effectiseness mos ement resulting in their extension
and refinement. But what do we mean by excellence in education and how can it
he characterized?

A con :ise yet comprehensive notion has been pr.)pounded by the National
Commission on I scellence in Education from the points of %kw a the learners.
the school or college and society at large:

At the level of the indis idual learner, it means pertOrming at the boundary
of Mdis idual akin m sas that test and push back personal limas. in
school and in the workplace. F xcellence characterizes a school or college
that sets high expectations and goals for all karners. then tries in every
way possible to help students reach thcm. Excelknce characterizes a
sot kis that has adopted these policies. tOr it will then he prepared through
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the education and skill of its people to responci to the challenges of a

rapidiy changing world. (National Commission on Excellence in Edu-
cation, 1983. p. 16)

Excellence is clearly concerned with the achievement ot outcomes at the
highest possible level and success in this area is not necessarily referenced back to
any individual person. Today it is becoming commonplace to speak of 'leadership
forces' since leadership need not, and perhap, should not, be focussed on a single
individual at least within school settings. Sergic anni (1984), drawing on the
school effectiveness literature, has identified five leadership forces that can be
arranged in a hierarchy. Each of the forces can be thought of as the means
available to administrators, supervisors and teachers to bring about or preserve
changes needed to improve schooling' (pp. 6 -12). They are:

Technical derived from sound management techniques. Examples
include the capacity to plan, organize, coordinate and schedule to ensure
optimum effectiveness.

Human derived from harnessing ;vailable social and interpersonal
resource,. Examples include building and maintaining morale, encour-
aging growth and creativity, providing needed support and using parti-
cipatory appreaches to decision-making.

Educational derived from expert knowledge about matters of educati.on
and schooling. Examples include the capacity to diagnose problems.
counsel teachers, provide supervision and develop curriculum.

Symbolic derived from focussing the attention of others on matters of
importance to the school. Examples include touring the school, visiting
classrooms, presiding at ceremonies, knowing students and providing a
unified vision.

Cultural derived from building a unique school culture. E.xamples
include the articulation of a unique school mission, socializing new
members, telling stories and maintaining myths. and the reYvarding of
those who reflect the culture.

The symbolic, rather than the behas ioral, aspects of leadership are key factors
in the' research indicating that leaders make little difference to organizational
effectis (mess when paying too much attention to the instrumental and behasioral
aspects of leadership and not enough to its symbolic and cultural aspects. A problem
of identifying, leadership in s,:hools stems from the limited conception that schools
are naturally rigid and thus leadership comes to he viewed narrowly as being
concerned with 'facts. as objectises, beim% ioral outcomes, and measurable effec-
t's eness. Schools in reality are rather adaptive and realize or infer their goals from
the direction(s) they take. The substantis e nature of leadership. in effect therefore,
is much more concerned with the social meanings that are embedded in the
organization's culture, and the chief aspects of this sort of symbolic leadership
include the notion of 'leadership seleetis it According to Sergio% anni. this nwans
eommunwating prwrities by the attention the leader pays to different things:
leadership conscioti .iw.,. iiis ols ing the leader's espousing and modeling of pen
poses, standards and beliefs, and leadership fidelity, involving the building of staff
loyalty to thc organization's norms and aspirations.
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Following Katz (1974), technical and human leadership forces are important
for routine competence but insufficient to achieve excellence. Their absence results
in ineffectiveness. Educational leadership forces are essential for routine compet-
ence and are linked to, but are not sufficient for, excellence. Deficiencies in this
dimension also result in ineffectiveness. Symbolic and cultural leadership forces
are essential to excellence but their absence may not affect routine competence.

Leadership Theories

Research on leadership has been conducted systematically since the turn of the
century. Through the decades of trying to understand what makes a person a
leader several theories have emerged about leadership. each of which has implica-
tions for the development and training of leaders.

Trait Theory of Leadership The first forty years of research focussed on
leadership as a set of character traits. The approach was one of identifying those
traits that were believed to be characteristic of good leaders and then selecting
leaders who had these traits. In essence, this exemplified the idea that leaders are
'born' not 'made'. It lay beyond training and education, at least in the short term,
to develop the desired character traits and their potential in this area lay unrealized
for leadership development.

Leadership as Specific Behaviors The trait theory of leadership was followed
by an opposing point of view within which behaviors associated with leadership
were isolated. Behaviors associated with leadership were considered to be reason-
ably consistent throughout most work environments and could in most cases, be
promoted and developed through training.

Theory of Leadership Styles A more sophisticated understanding of leader-
ship which evolved dealt with the concept of leadership style. focussing on the
interaction between the leader and the follower. A range of 'styles' was identified
in this theory. based on such factors as consideration of followers, initiating struc-
tures and autocratic vs. democratic decision-making. Attempts were made
initially to identify and then initiate training that would produce an optimum
leadership style. Again, the contemporary view was that an optimum style would
be appropriate for all situations.

Situational Leadership Following accumulated research findings, as prob-
lems with each of these theories became evident, a theory developed that was
more situational in nature. This theory holds that effective leadership varies from
situation to situation, and that what is viewed as effective leadership is contingent
upon the situation in which that leadership is effected. This theory has achieved
wide acceptability accounting as it does for greater complexity in explaining the
phenomenon than do earlier ones. Those who identify with this approach to
leadership have attempted to identify either the conditions under which certain
naits ot capahilitie, are effectise. or the kinds of behaviors that effectie leaders
would use under certain umditions. training is focussed partially on skills and
partially on the identification of which type of leadership is called for under what
contingencies. It is this last eleory that dominates current research on leadership

IX
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and is the focus of much leadership development in both the private and public
sectors.

Each of the theories listed above goes some way to helping us understand the
phenomenon which, in its totality, still remains as elusive as it eNer was. Each
theory and approach to understanding leadership behaviors, however, presents
only a partial picture and a partial explanation of leadership phenomena. What is
common to each theory is that leadership is regarded as a subset of human action.
encompassing the six views described above but, reaches beyond each of them. A
more comprehensive view of leadership is that it is more than the sum of its parts.
It embraces, for example, a moral involvement which means that actors do what
they do because they believe it is the right thing to do. This idea, according to
Greenfield (1991), is central to understanding the challenge of leadership in schools.
It is in sympathy with Terry's view, when he asserts:

.. it is grounded in traits, yet the required skills are not exhausted by
traits. It is sensitive to shifting situations, et it recognizes complexities
beyond situational theory's reach. It is shaped by roles and position, yet
it is greater than any organizational hierarchy. It is activated by power,
yet challenges the primacy of pow cr. It is dricen by vision, yet is not
satisfied with just any direction. It is ethical, yet always tempered by an
awareness of existence, ambiguities and unforeseen consequences. There-
fore leadership is a kind of social ethical practice. (Terry, 1988,
p. 15)

his aspect of the phenomenon is recognized and addressed in the first of the
six leadership domains initially described in Chapter 7. The six domains are tent-
ative in nature and the model advanced is open ended in order to allow for the
inclusion of other domains that may emerge at a later date, if further research and
conceptualization of the nature of leadership should warrant it.

The Superintendent as Instructional Leader

Gisen the literature on effectiv e schools, it seems that a superintendent must also
sustain a greater in ()Is ement in the district's instructional program (Wallace, 1987).
A voluminous literature exists concerning the topic of instructional leadership,
that is leadership toward educational achievement as it applies to the role of the
principal. This perspective was initially taken up in Chapter I and we return to
it again here seeking to clarify its nature, scope and efficacy, vis-a-vis the role of
the superintendent at the district level.

Much of the research to date has f'ocussed on the relationship between
principal's behaviors and student achievement, while very little has investigated
the relationship between the superintendent and student achievement. Cuban (1985)
obsers es that research has neglected the superintendent's ro l:. as instructional leader
noting '. the broader perspective ofdistrict administrators is often missing from
the researchers' analyses of effective schools' (p. 132). According to Bridges (1982).
'Irrespective of the variables adopted in studying the impact of the administrator,
there is a pronounced tendency to study the impact of the elementary school
principal and tt neglyct the impact of the superintendent' tp. 22).
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From a normative perspective. Schlechty and loslin (19M) maintain that 'the
superintendent is or should be the chief teacher in the school system the person
who defines problems and inspires 'others to solve them. Leadership, then, is more
important than managerial skill though managerial skill is not to be discounted'
(p. 159). If this view is accepted then the outcomes of schooling are unequivocally
the bottom line responsibility of the chief executive officer.

Cuban (1988) states that the leaders of today are sy mbolic leaders whose
instructional role is broadened through the shaping of the district's mission, estab-
lishing a district climate that signals a seriousness of purpose, and designing rit dais
and structures that infuse life into both the mission and the climate through the
exercise of good communication skills. I ie adds that in the 1980s the instructional
role of superintendents emerged cast in terms of what superintendents should do.
In other words, a newer and somewhat broader role emerged tiw the superintendent
where '.. . intentions and strategies become lesson plans and units of curriculum
invented to achieve desired ends ...' (p. 254). Thus a superintendent from this
point of view can be regarded as a teacher both in and out of the classroom
guiding staff and community to nes\ understandings and strategics for improve-
ment and renewal.

At a practical les el. in the past few years, there has been an expenditure of
a lot of effort on the part of professional associations, practicing superintendents.
and professors of educational administration to identify and delineate the com-
petencies and skills that .1re needed in order to be an effectRe superintendent (see
Appendix for example). Much of the work done in this area has involved iden-
tifying competencies and skills based on the perceptions of superintendents
themselves and includes the views of significant others. As these have been identified
and confirmed, further research suggests that inter alt.,' the skills of instructional
leadership required of superintendents should be validated against their role in
promoting school effectis eness.

Muller 1989) undertook to ins estigate the relationship of specified super-
intendent instructional leadership competencies and elementary principal effectise
instructional leadership helms iors to school ctIcCti \ Cries!, I le concluded, like
Peterson et al. (1987), that superintendents of efiectis e school districts were highly
involved in the instructional and curricular athirs of the school district. In a
related study, the findings of Stott (1991) showed that the superintendents regarded
instructional issues as important to the well-being of a district. It is also noteworthY
that the critical incidents most frequently described by superintendents were those
m which they were actively engaged in instructional leadership. and which they
considered largely to hay e CS entuated mm suLlessful Oat onies.

While public school superintendents are charged with instructkmal account-
ability. they have been historically unprepared to deal with past and contemporary
critical instructional problems. I lerman (1989) conducted a study into the dynam-
ics of this with a view to identifying the personally and situationally impacted
competencies and skills accruing to the superintendent's instructional leadership
role. She used a reputationally identified sample of forty-eight Texas school
superintendents who were interviewed in the field by a lean) 44' researchers. The
team employed a cooperatisely designed and field tested instrument structured to
capture the skills and strategies of the superintendents as they described critical
es ems draw n from their experiences.

From these data. responses that fell ss ithin tlie ambit ofan operational definition
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Table 9 1 Personal variables related to the Effective Schools Correlates

Correlate Personal Variable

Focus on Instruction

Focus on Eva!uat.on

Instructional Leadersh,u

High Expectations

Climate

Ma,ntains Academic Focus

Focuses on Measurement and Evaluation

Demonstrates Instructional Leaoership
Communicates High Expectations

Provides Climate

to be instructionall y. related were selected fOr systematic analysis of instructional
behaviors. Fis e hundred and eight behaviors derived from the data were sorted by
means of content analysis into twenty-four instructional competencies and five
instructional skill areas were deris ed. Attitudinal behas iors described by the
superintendents were sorted into five categories of personal variables each imping-
ing on instructional competencies and skills, while analysis of the contexts of
instructionally related questions were resolved to form ten situational ariables
which also impact on the previously identified competencies and skills.

Flic lifectis e Schools Correlates appeared as a strand throughout the inter-
s iews and analysis of data and their terminology is reflected in I lerman's findings.
She reported that one of the most striking derisatives of the instructional leadership
categories was the strong alignment with the correlates that occurred during the
construction of the personal variables. This feature is !....immarized in 'Fable 9.1.

From Herman's data, and reinforced by Wallace (1985), the profile of a skilled
and actively involved dynamic leader emerged. whose instructional acumen and
sense of the technical core function is a clear departure from the typical role that
is described in the literature. Going beyond the identified competencies, skills,
personal and situational sariables, there was alM) a sense of effectiseness and
self-efficacy in acting out the role.

While the model of the superintendent as an instructional leader is rather
uncommon in the recent literature, the findings oflierman are not withillif historical
precedent. This is captured by Cuban's (1988) expansion of his tridimensional role
model of the superintendent as a managerial, political and instructional leader. In
this regard he observed that the instructional role of the superintendent has once
again re-emerged as a central issue concerning w hat superintendents should do,
and guidance fOr this has become clearer in an emerging body of coherent research
concerning 'effective schools'.

P.,ralleling efforts to increase the instructional role for both teachers and
principals, the f.ocus has also expanded to include the district superintendent in
which Cuban obsers es that, 'Setting goals. establishing standards. selectiog and
supers ising staff. insuring constancy in curricula and teaching approaches have
become benchmarks of instructionally acme supernitendents (1988, p. 136).

Learning for Leadership

1111 Corsi, flirrary St.Cne

hi tilt: flux ofeducational change, much is going on in the public schools comerninc;
both s c training and the ads anced preparation 44 indisiduals tor leadership
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positions and leadership roles. Harris et al. (1992) note that as pressures continue
to mount for reforms and the restructuring of our schools, leadership behavior
comes under close scrutiny even more than the practices of teachers. See also
Giroux, 1992, for a critical theory perspective on this.

The pre-service preparation of leadership personnel continues to be a crucial
aspect of leadership training within the broader context of educational reform and
with the spotlight clearly focussed on school and school system administrators.
This has brought to light a number of problem areas currently being addressed in
which local school districts, professional associations and private interest groups
have all engaged in improving education through leadership training.

The graduate preparation of leadership personnel has been, and still tends to
be, somewhat mistakenly regarded as the unique responsibility of university
degree programs. It has not proved possible though for such programs to fully
serve the leadership training needs of elementary and secondary education in certain
respects. Even the finest pre-service programs for administrators and supervisors
are widely acknowledged to be preparatory at best, and, as is evident in other
parts of this book, criticisms by practitioners are commonly reported of many
existing approaches to graduate preparation. There does appear to be a wide and
growing agreement emerging under the influence of the University Council for
Educational Administration (UCLA), several professional associations, and the
National Policy Board for Educationdl Administration (NPBEA) that graduate
preparation rnust be up-graded and collaborative relationships improved upon.

As has frequently been mentioned in the earlier chapters of this book, many
graduate programs are primarily degree oriented, staffed by small faculty groups,
and poorly funded. Selective admissions criteria tend to be low and related to
academic criteria to the exclusion of other professionally relevant concerns.
Part-time study programs allow few opportunities for field study and intern ex-
periences (but see Chapter 8). These defects in graduate preparation in most
universities and colleges have long been recognized. As Murphy (1991) observes,

.. the reform movement has, in many ways, provided the momentum needed
for a reexamination of the structures, content and processes common to the
sc,.00ling of administrators (p. Foi), providing the impetus for most graduate
preparation programs to be dramatically restructured; not in this case to prepare
transactional 'coping' administrators. but to provide an entirely new breed who
can lead the nation's schools into a future conceived out of a shared vision.

Professional associations are increasing their involvement in leadership training.
A wide variety of different kinds of training actis ities are being made available to
members and non-members on a fee paying basis. Much of this activity appears
in well recognized and traditional forms, such as conference speakers, the pros I-
sion of short courses, workshops and seminars. While these types of training
activities have their limitations in promoting all round professional competency
development, they do provide the vehicles for generating an awareness of new
concepts. new information technology, emerging issuesind practices. Perhaps
their greatest aloe is in creating a mindset in the practitioner 'r more sustained
and meaningful training, building on initial consciousness ram ig activities. 'this
is Mit to devalue the intrinsic nature of the sorts of activities mentioned above
which, on other olcasions, might also be usefully employed as resources for more
sequentialls structured and longer term programs of leadership training.

LEA1) (:enter grants, to assist in establishing training organizations addressing
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the in-service training needs of administrators and supervisors, were provided out
of federal funds in the late l980s. Some of these centers became associated with
universities while others were organized in line with professional associations or
state departments of education.

The National Academy of School Executives (NASE). subsumed under the
American Association of School Administrators, has made regular provision for
numerous and wide ranging workshops and seminars to nicer the needs and
interests of school superintendents. While these training activities tend to be brief
and discontinuous, they do offer an extensive variety of topics ofcurrent interest
that collectively raise professional awareness. A similar program of workshops is
also available under the direction of the Association for Supervision and Curric-
ulum Development (ASCD). and referred to as the National Curriculum Studv
Institutes (NCSI). These provide for the current interests of school principals and
supervisors, rather than the explicit concerns (if superintendents.

The production of materials specifically for use in leadership training has
become a booming industry for private vendors, as well as becoming an area of
endeavor for various professional associations. The publication of tapes, study
guides. video-cassettes. and computer software now serve to augment the traditional
publications of some professional associations, and hence have the potential to
be used selectively in training programs. As a result of burgeoning growth in
both the number and variety of multi-media learning materials. their increasing
ay ailability through media centers and professional collections in large districts,
association headquarters and college libraries, there now exists a bank of artifacts
holding a vast potential for contributing to more innovatory approaches to leader-
ship training.

It is virtually impossible to gain a completely clear arid accurate view of the
current scene in leadership training in all its aspects and nuances. However, to the
informed and persistent observer, the impression to be gained is the availability of
plentiful. if not massive. quantities of both material and human resources, numerous
organizations and a range of media. These appear to have an almost casual and
incidental engagement with a receptive corps of educational leaders as they are
utilized at present. The problems of providing d better alignment of resources
with the needs and aspirations of exec-mi es are both strategic and logistical in
nature.

Hath 7)710 /01 Leaden hip In/tiling

On-the-joh leadership training continues to suffer from a e1". hillitcd 11,t2 of
the most promising of practices. The obstacles facing busy administrators and
super\ isors are not dissimilar to those faced by readier,. Demanding jobs, char-
acterized by fast pace. lea\ e neither time nor energy for extensive professional
development actis ities. Peterson ( I98-1) analyzed problems associated with the use
of an experiential learning model applied to the work of school principals. I le
showed that 'task bres ity% a ium-sequential variety- of demands on time, and
fragmentation of the work tlow are such that there is little opportunity for reflec-
tion. analysis. dialogue, or generalizing about one's n practices. Ihese sorts of
work practices in schools can higkalls be transposed to mime degree to ll kadership
personnel, and they may escplain. m part. their limited engagement with in-serv ice
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education evident in the professional lives of most administrators. The realities of
the situation suggest the need for models that have a much greater power of
engagement tbr developing leadership under such difficult work practices as those

referred to above.
Four basic model types, with a currency tOr on-thejob training in different

contexts, are summarized in the next section of this chapter. While they are
described separately for the purpose of exposition, different variations and com-
binations of two or more models are sometimes utilized in practice. The model
types are:

(i) independent study:
(ii) diagnostic-prescriptive analysis:
(iii) study groups; and
(i v ) mentoring/coaching/net work jug.

hideptliderit .titudy

l'his approach to the des elopment of leadership competencies tends to be widely
used on an informal basis. Within this model, individuals elect to read, attend
professional meetings, and even try out an occasional new technique or procedure.
'Hie more tbrmal use of independent studs ins oh es the selection of a goal or
objective and pursuing it via the more systematic allocation of time encompassed
by a planned program of readings and related actis ities designed to achieve intended
outcomes.

This type of on-the-job training draws its strengths from its loci on the
personal needs of individuals, providing for flexibility in the scheduling of the use
of time, and placing control of learning processes in the hands of those individuals
undertaking responsibility tbr their own ongoing prot-essional development. .rhe
model's robustness is due to its attention to personal needs, providing for the
flexible use of time, and allowing the individual to retain control of the nature,
substance and pacing of his/her own learning. .1-hese strengths at the same time
pros ide some serious limitations in undertaking this type ofapproach to executive
development, especially when utilized informally in the absence of carefully
structured action plans.

1)1,,,tiosth-Pri,, rf .11,0c1,

These rely on some sort of informal testing or assessment program to provide
feedback to the executive regarding his/her strengths, weaknesses and suggestions
ti remediation. 'Fhe use of diagnostic procedures can take many forms, ranging
from the elaborate assessnwnt center operations (Chapter 77) of the NASSP Assess-
ment Centers (Hersey. 1989) and the DECAS Executive Diagnostic Workshop
described in Chapter 6 and by Carter, Estes. Loredo. and 1 larris (1991). to the
simple self assessment inventories such as the Educational Administrator Effec-
ti.eness Profile (AASA. 1984 and 1988),

lrrespectise of the instrumentation or the process employed. diagnostic analysis
pros i(1ing feedback on strengths or weaknesses can be informatise and miitisational
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to those undertaking it when sensitively and appropriately applied. Realistic pre-
scriptions, following the preliminary diagnosis. tend not to be readily catered for
in practice. The strengths of these types of models lie in their focussed diagnostic
power using pre-structured instrunlentation and analytical processes as a precursor
to action planning. Their weakness lies in the fact that the 'client' is essentially
dependent on the assumptions. rationale, philosophy, and frames of those who
designed the diagnostic materials in the first place. Because of this, the intrinsic
motivation for initiating action for growth and improvement tends to be rather
binned.

Study Group Models

rile rather solitary features of the two model tpes described abose are avoided
ith the group study approach to professional development in which group

actk ity can take many forms. (;roups can also \ ary in size, task, length of time
hidi they are constituted, kind of leadership, activities employed and locale

(Harris, 1989). The inherent strengths to be found in stuck groups include further
professional socialization. the sharing of knowledge and experience, and the
multiplicity of activities which can be utilized because they are particularly amen-
able to group processes. While too much reliance tends to be placed on expository
methods such as lecture and discussion modes. study groups make excellent
chides for such things as quality circles, demonstrations, role-playing, buzz ses-

sions, brainstorming, simulations and laboratory training actis ities. Cooperatke
learning arrangements can also be utilized. so that a group study can have a
uniquely powerful effect on participants (Blake and Mouton, 1982).

The main weakness in this mode lies in the loss of a certain amount of
personal identity through being bound to thcb social norms of the group and some
attendant ambiguity os er meeting explicitk defined indisidual needs. Whilegroups
can doelop requisite knowledge, skills and attitudes, the transfer of these to the
social realities ofindk iduals working in spec ilk contexts and undertaking particular
roles are nto clearly pros ided fmr.

Coatiuth,!Mentoring .Vtu.orkiv

At present these are still somewhat ill-defined in practice. as well al in the reles ant
literature. Generally these terms are used to ctrcumscribe training arrangements in
which two tr more indk iduals team up to observe, discuss, share and provide
support And assistance to each other on sonic sort of a reciprocal basis. It is

notew orthy that pct.,- oadung has become popular in the last decade. This concept
embraces a modified form of clinical supers ision as the last phase in a training
program sequence.

Hie term rnentoritu is illmwadays used to refer to dyadic relationships between
protb.sionals w here chrect obsenation is not necessards ins olsed aS it is, tOr
instance. in coat hmg. Mentor relationships are almost alwas oltuitai . art:
but not nece,sat il pee/ -based, and the relattonship entered into by the dyadic pair
iim,is or TIM% not be a reciprocal one. I he purposes and associated actis mes of
mentoring are not ers ss a reported but seem to cater far a s1 ide ariety and
range of lternatk e interpret.mons
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Networking has much in common with both mentoring and coaching but
involves a wider array of participants. It may also involve the use of telephones
and assorted telecommunication devices over a range of distances. Mentoring, on
the other hand, relies heavily on face-to-face communication between individuals.

All of these approaches are subsumed under small scale group interaction
support models. Their effectiveness in promoting and facilitating training outcomes
is probably most likely to occur in the area of effecting transfer to on-the-job
situations, although these effects are not yet clearly understood. Given the relative
weaknesses of most models in effecting transfer of training to field situations it
seems that coaching, mentoring and networking are at least as deserving as any
other of the models, in the design and formulation of training programs.

What is now clear to the professor and the practising superintendent is that
if administrative positions are redesigned in terms of their work agendas, func-
tions and performance standards, then preparation and retooling of school man-
agers and future leaders should change and change quite dramatically. Initial learning
and continuous learning of a recurrent nature is now an integral part of the role
requirements for excellence in the superintendency. Schema for achieving the
necessary changes are developed in the sections that follow.

.4 Contintiou Pnfessional Development System

In an effifft to design a prototype operating model for executive training, the
Meadows Project Team at the University of Texas has been engaged in trialing
various combinations of all the models mentioned in the preceding section. These
have been synthesized into a flexible open system that seeks to capitalize on the
strengths of all the model types while minimizing their weaknesses. Under the
guidance of AASA's National Executive Development Center Ads isory Commit-
tee such a system is currently being tested with some encouraging signs. Figure
9.1 delineates the major components of the system as well as indicating a logical
flow of events.

Performance descriptors, volunteer leaders, and professional commitments
from individuals and organizations are all necessary prerequisites for the system's
functioning. The LEAD Resource Bank is designated in this figure as one concrete
example of an extant organization that can supply training materials and other
resources to individuals and groups.

In Figure 9.1, the large rectangle in bold borders represents an operating
system. Four sub-systems are shown with arrows indicating a sequence of es ents
for any given participant leader. Diagnostic assessment is followed by planning
for improvement. The sub-system labelled 'Experiential Delis ery System' rep-
resents any of a variety of training programs, utilizing the models described above.
I he last of the four sub-systems in the operating system is labelled 'Outcome
Review'. This component provides for either formal or informal review of training
experiences related to plans for improvement as a basis for making decisions for
another cycle of diagnostic assessment. preceding yet further professional des el-
opment of an ongoing nature. .this notion is central to the continuous nature of
this professional development systein.

Cons entionally. ,my identified need for an indis idual or group tends to be
responded to in an 1,1 hot fashion. usinv the 'nodel tspes described in the
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previous section. In the system currently being tested and described here, the
diagnostic assessment sub-system is designed to be responsive to a broad array of
potential needs. Under operational conditions the experiential delivery subsystem
must similarly respond. with the individual improvement plan providing the
necessary linkage between diagnosis and training. In this regard the networking-
rnentoring-coaching sub-system (figure 9.1) represents an organized effOrt to relate
associated processes to the operating system in order to facilitate improvement
planning, training experiences, and outcome re,iews. By these means the system
is able to keep the control of action planning and prioritization in the hands of
individual executives.

The learning approaches In st described in Chapter 8 provided more concrete
examples of the visualization of teneric learning models ()whiled in the pre% ions
section of this chapter. The application of state-of-the-art technology to specific
learning opportunities that can he related to executives' preferred learning styles
is a basic requirement for maximizing accessibility to practitioners in the field
regardless of their context and location.

I-01(1,1411.p Con"Prnalizatiou .1". th -\TDC

In the concluding part of this chapter we return zo the leadership domains introduced
in Chapter 7 and relate these to a particular conception of leadership developed out
of the collaborative research, development and training actis ities of the American
Association of School Administrators and a pilot site at the Um% ersity of 'lexas
at Austin. l'he relationship of leadership conceptualization to learning for leadership
is the basis for the Diagnostic Executive Competency Assessment System, DECAS.
comprehensively described and referenced in earlier chapters. The assumption is
clearly that leadership preparation and development is based on a diagnosis of
strengths and weaknesses leading to continuous, cyclic, ongoing and self-energized
des elopincnt of leadership competencies oer the course of an executis e's career
span. [hese take place within the substantive base of leadership domains. currently
belie% ed to be six in number. but with proc ision for ,ohers to be added at a later
date if ss arranted.

'the call for a reconceptualization of leadership with consideration of culture.
conflict, structure, and uncertainty is timely. An emphasis on leadei ship as it
affects teaching and karning echoes a basic mission of the association captured b
the AASA 'Leadership for Learning' programs. 'Fhe call for examination of the
relational aspects of leadership with emphasis on th,: perceptions and sense making
structures employed in fHlowership suggest a fruitful as enue ftir inpros ing the
practice and application of leadership.

Examination of the relational nature olleadership implies the need to envisage
school leadership within a brtiad conceptual framework that takes into account the
interrelatedness of district and site leadership forces. Issues concerning the co-
ordination and control of principal behas iors b!, district 1,..Lidership his beco
identified hs l'eterson (1)84) and Murphy and I lallinger i 1986) and also treated
%owes\ hat speculansely in the first chapter of this book.

Isso des elopmental thrusts lust. occurred in the conceptualization of an
iperational iess (1t leadership adopted by A ASA. .1 he first builds on scholarly

descriptions and operational patterns of leadership draw n froIll the df.ciplines if
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psychology. political science, sociology, philosophy, management science and
education with which to construct a framework for school leadership. This has
been on the premise that far more is known about conceptualizing leadership than
is being used to inform the art and craft of school leadership. Thus through
scholarly reflection and synthesis, scholar-practitioner dialog, and descriptive
research of superordinate and subordinate perceptions of effectise school leader-
ship, six domains have been used to provide a conceptual framework of school
leadership comprising liberal education, instrmtional leadership. interpersonal rela-
tions, general administration. personal capabilities and multicultural perspectis es.

Liberal education is regarded as the basis for recognizing the relation of the
cultural context to leadership in which the latter is embedded. Instructional leader-
ship is s less ed as a basis for identifying the relations between a technical core of
expertise to school leadership. Interpersonal relationships are regarded as funda-
mental to identifying certain human interactions as a function or leadership. General
administration is seen as a basis for identifying the relation of indisidual traits,
capabilities and characteristics to leadership. Finally, the domain of multicultural
perspectives has been added in recognition of the fact that leadership is exercised
within and in behalf of an ethnically complex and rich society requiring
iross-cultural insights, skills and sensitis ities, v..ithout which a conceptualization
of leadership would at best be only partial and necessarily incomplete. In the (Inal
chapter of this book responsibility for operationalizing and giving form to each of
these is reviewed.

While it is a widely shared belief that leadership makes a difference in the
operation of schools, there has been, until recently. little cons incing and compelling
research to lend credence to this assumption. Pitner and Ogawa (MI) hase
suggested that the educational system at both policy and operational levels tends
to function on the plausible belief that superintendents do in fact affect school
district perforinance. Further, Pitner and Ogawa note that superintendents attribute
this responsibility to themselves for improving instructional outcomes as a function
or their leadership.

In building the khow ledge bast- to understand v.I at outstanding executives
actually do in their work. as compared ss ith those ss ho are less effective. it has
been possible to reconceptuahze the intrinsically esoteric and elusive nature of
leadership so that it becomes more instrumental in princip'ed ways for the pur-
poses of improsing practice in the field, and for preparing our future school
system leaders. This has been both a recurrent theme and a guiding principle for
the work undertaken and reported in this book.
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Chapter 10

The Future: Mapping the Multisite
Executive Development Center

David S.G. Carter and Thomas E. Glass

In concluding this hook On the American superintendency, we have been through
ses cral iterations to NA ork to the best approximation we could in order to 'capture'
our work as It has noised. (tts en that the 12tX1 ) work at the Ljnisersity of Texas
at Austin is now hut one part of the work being conducted by 3 network of six
pilot sites the prototype of the National Executive Development Center the
persrii:cose presented in this solume tgins only a partial picture of the °serail
design for the future of a national center.

We felt it necessary, therefore, to add an epilogue to bring a Janus perspectise
to bear on the research and its products that we've achieved to date, and to
describe how this is likely to be developed in the immediate future, in a coordinated
ss ay. to realize the NEDC ideal. This chapter, therefore, presents our current
conceptions of the emergent plan .md strategies for a network of pilot sites. In so
doing, our orientation at this point becomes prospectise in nature, recognizing
that ss hen innosating on a large scale, things may adapt to changing and changed
circumstances and situations. The projections described in ti is chapter are those
existing at the time of going to pre.

Background and Rationale for an Executive
Development Center

It is now abundantly es ident. and has been so for A number of years and is a

lc( orrf:I thcine in this 110,ik, that OK Louiposition. nature and societal expecta-
thins oinccrning educational reform are in a great stage of flux. Turbuknce is a
feature (tithe educational environment in which the superintendent has to conduct
the distriet's routine operations as Well as ens kage. plan and lead the commun0
tow aril a shared siston of alternatise futures.

Out intensisc flurry of research and professional Jetts Hy user the last
tie cat. s or so some gams are beginning to emerge (Murphy and I lallinger, 1)89,

Prmi), The exponential rate of change becomes apparent not only in
tut hutilogit ad% mkt. but also ii the talk: Al V. ilk b . 1CtS ',it IS stig to meet its
historical but largely unrealized goal ot pros luting equal educational opportunns
1t all. I he tww iffiliistrial age in st. loth infitrmation is a maior winmodit

1.61,
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calls for a new kind of leadership. This does not mean that we have done poorly
in the past, but it does mean that what we are doing now needs to be improved
upon. In order to effect this we must restructure the workplace and reshape roles.
Education ultimately must be justifiable in its own right and on its own terms. but
as new imperatives emerge, such as the econoimc drise for mcreased productis it ,

innovation, and international competitiveness, it becomes self-evident that an
appropriate response is required from all les els of the educational system.

An examination of the implications of changing role requirements and
demands of superintendents reveals an important fact. We cannot develop or
es allure the new leadership required for the next century by applying criteria
which were des eloped for a time and place that no longer exists. Hand in hand
ss ith the challenge of rethinking the superintendency leadership role is a problem
noted by both researchers and practitioners oser the last decade, namely, that
time-honored practices for preparing and selecting individuals for existing work
roles in school systems are inadequate to meet current and projected societal needs
(March. 1977: National Commission on Excellence in Educational Administration,
Pni3, Plum- and Ogass a. 1'4;1). What is increasingly es ident to both the professor
and the practising superintendent is that, if we dramatically redesign administrative
positions in terms of their work agendas and role profiles. functions and per-
formance standards, then commensurate preparation and febot Iling of flame school
leaders ss ill also hase to change iii line with this.

An optimistic view of human nature in our turbulent educational and
sociopolitical ens ironments prompts us to be proactise and exercise control oser
future educational directions and outcomes. The American Association of School
Administrators (AASA). as a responsible professional organi,,ition. is stris ing to
des clop programs to ensure that practicimz senior school executis es has c the
necessar y. resources, human and material, and can take advantage of opportunities
with mitt or minimal disruption to daily routines to retool and refine their capa-
bilities. The strategy adopted by thc AASA for achieving this is outlined in the
subsequent sections if this chapter.

Ior a number of years AASA's National Exectitise Des elopment Center has
been addres,ing leadership across a broad front through an arra of leadership
skills, competencies. practices and underlying tOundatious. hi addition to including
the traditional aspects of instructional leadership and general adnumstration,
platform IN ak(% adipted that leadership must be guided and informed by the
liberal arts.

Members of the NED( netw ork has e net trpi irated leadership w ithin the
parameters of six broad domains ss hich are.

(Ieneral eduiation
* Instructional leadership

Adnumstratise leadership
* I human relation,
* Personal eapabilme

Multicultural perspectis es

N 1 I it is tit-rent Is fik cd ss ith its ng to define these domain- w ith siitin lent
Lints mid .rt( ;fit its tit r I him dies ;II I% ,111111,111c It ail lunit 7,4.1,1,111w

6 7
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Figure 10 1 Leadership Domains and Task Area
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and also guide. personal leadetship Lila% lot ignit: in. I his. it h
h the startiny point fil designing an effecti% 'self-energized' diagnostic stem
thm identities and confirms e \eclat% e strengths while concurrently pro% iding
diagnoses iit arC.I het C improcliwnt needed . and presenting construmc
kedback to the indi%idual in hirm that empower% him or hcr to take appropriate
action trther self-impro% ement. A sct of procedures for AChIC\11111 this has
been de% eloped and refined at the I exas pilot site and is de,,t nhed iii ( hapter,
mid 7
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The Mission: System Development

Developing competent and creative senior executises to lead schools in the twent y -
first century demands a new system for facilitating their continuing professional
development, along a career path of indeterminate length. In seeking to achieve
this an evident need has emerged fist- the development of an operating delivery
system for executive professional development both now and in the foreseeable
future. A National Executive Devel()pment Center network can meet this goal,
and be available to and serve a dynamic pool of some 511,11011 school system
executives.

To deselop competent, creatise school e \ecutiyes who will lead schools
into thc tw clay -first century by ey olvmg a system that can facilitate the
Yoluntar y. continuous and personalized des elopment of effectise educa-
tional leaders.

The system offers opportunities for diagnostic assessment and professional
des elopnient as yvell as being responsise to current and long-term needs. ln
addition, the system ens haged would sersc the general restructuring of higher
education programs for educational executis es and the upgrading of allied
administrator preparation programs.

The diagnostic and development process is unique in many way s because
it is:

* indis idualized:
* transportable to inan,
* flexible in response to a wide array of needs and interests:
* open-ended, assuring continuing opportunities for tareer-long improse-

ment: and
a. research based w ith a futures orientation.

Basic Design Assumptions

1,tcd heb tw are some of the basic characteristics of the ctintinuous professional
des elopment O. stem being esols ed. It is:

a developmental system rather than a summaoye, oecision-mak mg or
less ard system that is being des eloped. The assumpnim is that des elopmem
Is the most effectise approach to excellence in the leadership of %iur ,c.huuls:

a future-oriented, visionary system rather than a remedial. st.iC. nar-
rowly filcused system that Is being developed. I he assumption is that execut-
ive leadership in schools is extremely complex. changingind not fulls
understood. I knee. .1 des elopmental system must he change-oriented and
broadly conceised:

a pereonalfred system that is bong dcol,pd. Ilk ssumption is ihal
.11 oat ional to ii ,rs. rtl,a+,1,11 k.s. and afeer are ,a) nunienms OW OW
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system must allow for personal choice in both diagnostic and improvement
processes. A single instrument, procedure or set of experiences will not suf-
fice to promote development of executis es:

an executive corps, rather than the superintendent of schools, that is the
focus of the system being des eloped. The assumption is that executive level
leadership is nearly always a shared responsibility, especially in its more
complex and effectice forms. I eiiee, the s.,tent is designed with a restricted
range of senior executive positions and leadership roles in mind. The super-
intendency team in local districts, executives in state and federal agencies,
intermediate unit officers, and others in educational institutions responsible
for the executise functions represent the 'target audience':

leadership development, a diagnostic/feedback improsement process that
call be nude sstematic and bc facilitated t) an organized program of ,ers ices.

Self-selection. diagnosis, and profiling of feedback data are presumed to be
essential components of the system. Similrly, a professional development plan,
followed by self-improvement effOrts and alternatise training resources are
proximate goals for design considerations within this project. Finally, validation
of outcomes with provision for further cycles are specified in order to assure a
continuous ongoing process of professional growth and des elopment.

The Strategy: A Consortium of Pilot Development Sites

Six pilot sues has e been designated to act in concert as a consortium in order to
des clop a system fOr diagnostic assessment and continuing professional develop-
ment of school esecuti es. This infrastructure when fully evolved will encourage
the design. de%elopment. field testing and implementation process in order to
make it essentially .1 participators and collaboratise as well as a developmental
effOrt. Fa( h pilot site ls currently indis idually oriented to w orking toward an
integrated and comprehensise system of staff des el(ipment accessible super-
intendents and other senior les el school execum es.

Hie pilot sties that base been selected include:

* Ari7ona State University
* Association of Calthirma School Administrators/Umsersity of Pittsburgh
* low a State University
* New England School I kwelopnwnt C('uncil

Non them Illinois Unisersits/ Unisersitc of Alabama
he Unisersit!, of lesas at Austin

Materials and procedures Are currently being field tested, with performance
descriptors detailed fOr each domain and alidated against the reles aid literature.
expert opinion and professional wisdom (I larris and Wan, l9) 1). Deselopmental
materials are both tentatke and open ended. taking cogni/ance of alternatise
tuturc, in these tOrmatise stages oldes elopment. I he ,fflipreheiiise y stem aims
1,1 diagnose professional apaliames III an," of .as (It possibls more d :n.Ins as the
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system matures, in order to provide individuals with continuing professional
development experiences, based on personalized and thoughtful action planning.
the resources developed by pilot sites should augment those already widely avail-
able. Most importantly. the professional development program is designed to
access resources for upgrading and extending perthrmance, utilizing information
technology and resources such as the National Academy of School Executives
(NASE) workshops, Texas Leadership in Educational Administration Develop-
ment (1.1: AD's) Resource Bank. AASA's annual conterence and publications, and
extant college. business and government sources and programs.

.lhe delivery system for continuous professional development utilizes
mentoring, coaching and networking strategies to assure practicality and indi-
v idualization of professional development efthrts. Each pilot site will have primary
responsibility for (levelopmental work within the limas of a single domain (see
Figure 10.11.

A ASA has oversight of coordination communication dissemination and
diffusion activities concerned with planning and development of the NEDC, thus
ensuring that the needs and interests of the profession are addressed in a balanced
way across all domains. Overall management responsibility assures that dis-
sennilation and allied operations are pm in place in an orderly . economical and

InaIllIct.

The Overarching Goals

1 he project is also being gMded by a set of operational goals that apply to all pilot
sites. Figure 10.2 specifies nine goals organized under three phases of develop-
ment. Lich goal is related to one more pluses that are os erlapping rather than
being rigidly sequenced.

)t.,wrt ,zna 1)crelopnwnt Goal

The design and des elopment phase gives primary emphasis to goals I. 2 md
Goals 4. 5 and ( are also involved in this phase to a lesser extent.

I )esign and (1C5elnpment activ ines are already under ss a iii Stneral pilot sites.
and substantially advanced in the Texas pilot supported initialls hv the Meadows
Foundation and 1 1.A1 ) Project funding.

Tc,rith: arid rvalitatiori

Materials. instruments. procedures and operating sub-systems are being rigor-
ously tested, and further esaluated fin- salidity. utility. practicality and outcome
effekt(s). (itials 5 and 6 guide attention explicitly to testing for salidity and reli-
ability getwrally and field te,ting in particular. Veams at each pilot site plate a

'pet ial emphasis on field testing III order to assure system unlit!, and practicality.
Validation ifld field testing netessarils require the ilintemplation iifgoals 2 and 3.

/Ci
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Figure 10 2. Overarching goals for NEDC system development

Design and development
I Build and maintain a consortium of pilot sites for collaborative development of a

system for the continuing improvement of school executives in America
2 Develop performance criteria and related descriptors for each domain
3 Develop and adapt instruments, materials, and processes for use in each component

of a comprehensive system for executive development
4 Organize and make avadabie training materials and resources, providing for retrieval

technoiogy and continuous updating and review

Fie;d test and evaluation
5 Design and operate a comprehensive de' ve'y System 'or e a test ng and eva uating

of outn orouesse5 driu pioduuts
6 Test the applicability of NEDC materials and processes for mproving administrator

preparation programs

Implementation and dissemination
7 Develop mechanisms for monitoring, coord,nat ng and directing executive devebn

ment programs
6 Develop plans and materials for identifying arid training personnel to implement con-

tinuous executive development orog'ams
9 Disseminate and market a nationwide program to reack 50.000 executives

Implementation and Mseminatton

Developing mechanisms for monitoring and directing the NEDC Continuous
Professional Deselopment Program when in operation invok e training person-
nel, developing dissemination strategies, and utilizing marketing techniques. Goals
7. 8 and 9 focus attention on the main features of the development etThrts aimed
at reaching the target group of executis es. AASA is regarded as the agency
responsihle tOr os erseeing this phase of the project in toto. A special staff group
will es entually implement and disseminate strategies, processes and products
probabls under the direction of the N F.DC Ads isory Conunittee and the Exectake
Director.

Pilot Site Plans

Ilmtain 1 General Vdntation .eu. VrOand
Development Coumil

\e u. sift. plan
I he New I ngland Schotd I )evelqipment ouncil NESI )1-(.1 is capitalizing on its

prior work in the area of school executive assessment/development as well as the
academic richness of the region to undertake the lead role in the general elm-anon
domain. NESDR. plans to parallel the prior efforts in the corporate sector of
pro% Kling a hunianistis dimension to the continuous development of top executives.

NESI *C. throughout its neark fortv-fis e sears as a sdlliol studs council,
has been know n tOr its role in des elopment and delis ers. 14111i. regarded
bs superintendents in the region. It hilqs intbellit0 of the (-set tals es of state
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superintendent associations in New England as well as meetings of professors of
educational administration from throughout the region. The proposed activities,
however, will extend far beyond New England. Linkage with other pilot sites,
institutions of higher education outside New England and major corporate train-
ing centers throughout the country will be important to this effort.

Site focio
The complexities of managing es en relatis els, small school districts has e resulted
in almost t o decades ofattention being paid to knowing the law, building budgets,
long and short range planning techniques, human relations skills, managing change,
organizing work. All of these components ,lre important for the success of the
educational enterprise, and they consume the time and energies of most school
executis es.

lf, howeser. superintendents of schtiols are to fulfil their role of interpreting
the purposes and processes of education to the public domain and be eloquent
spokespersons for the schools of America, their technical skills must he informed
bs an understanding of the political, economic, social and ideological changes
sshich are influencing education today and will continue to an es en gi eater degree
in the future. To maintain congruity with anticipated changes in professional
knowledge and skills, the focus of the project team is on the humanities, logic and
ethics, the social/behas ioral sciences, the physical sciences and the relatisely nes\
world of information science.

General education is comprehensise and contrasts with the narrow focus of
most existing preparation programs concerned with school administration. The
former is more concerned with the skills of inquit ing, hypothesizing, problem
sols mg and saluing than with detailing specific and prescribed factual content.
This is not to des alue the protssional know ledge base, but rather to highlight the
iiften ignored process as well as substantise dimensions of knowledge. It is the
latter which is often embodied in the narrower . lew of cons entional executise
preparation. al tKulated Those. Froill all eplsreillokTical point of inv, the sub-
stanus e knowledge to be aiquired has tended to be selected nir its potential to
pros ide insights and cultural understanding and to directls assist administrators
dealing with current realities and Inture problems. I ike most things in education
the selection of knoss ledge in achies ing aims is intensely problematic in complex
arCa,, of elhkas or and should not be taken for granted.

1Von,nn

hi It A it /gall
I he Luis ersit of Texas at Austin has been engaged in preliminary design. des el-
opment and testing .ktisitii.s i kited t. . the NEI K. ploirst, under a grant from the
Meadows Foundation. I hese prehminars efforts has e subsequently provided the
underpinnings for a substantial portion of the o miprehcnsis e plan for an esecutise
des elopment ss stem. presented here.

Hie I kpartment Fducational Administration. the I MIN Association of
School Administrators and the I exas I [Al ) Center hase collaborated in pre-
hinmars efforts to define ,sectitise performance. identits research and training

igrams and explore assessment alternatis es. Initially under the umbrella lit the
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Meadows Foundation, the project team took responsibility for conducting a series
of studies to isolate and analyze the performance characteristics of school executives.
This enabled the domains which seemed to best capture executive leadership
performance to be identified in the first instance. The Texas site then began an
intensive effort directed toward explicating the Instructional Leadership domain in
detail.

Design and development work undertaken 1.), die project team includes
designing a diagnostic assessment process. des eloping a preliminary set of instru-
ments, and testing the diagnostic process in a workshop format. Computer-based
data processing techniques and simulation material% have 'milady been developed
and tested. 1 he Fexas site, operating with the support of the Meadows Foundation
and the Unis ersity of Texas at Austin, is extending field testing and instrument
development activities, concurrent with design and testing of a state-wide delivery
system.

Sire focus
The AASA/N El )C_ concept of a system for the continuous professional develop-
ment of school executives guides current and projected initiatives at the Texas
pilot site. Accomplishments of the project team to date include the identification
of leadership donuins and testing a task analysis approach for defining performance
criteria. A set of instruments has also been developed and tested for use in a
diagnostic process.

Professional development planning materials and procedures are being tested,
including the deselopment of plans for a computer-based storage and retrieval
system for the identification and recos ery of appropriate training materials. The
next steps invoke extending the system to include the design of a delivery system
that will provide a variety of experiential alternatives to executives seeking to
improve their current performance.

The Texas project team is seeking to have a truly comprehensive system in
operation to permit the earlv testing ,)f outcomes, determine cost/henetit ratios.
and offer guidance to the other pilot sites. Much development work will be done
at other sites for utilization at the Texas site in subsequent years. Notwithstanding
the foregoing. a comprehensis e system can be tested in the absence of other work
across the pilot sites, utilizing a limited set of performance criteria, a fully devel-
oped diagnostic process and a number of delivery components (product% and
processes) to facilitate professional des elopment of exccutises.

Domain 3 .4dmini.:trative Leader,hip

lou,a .titate I 111Perctfy citc

As a member of a consortium of umum s ersities and agens it's in s >1 . ed iii dv il> p-
ment actis ides for the National Executive Development Center of the American
Association of School Administrators. Iowa State University's College of Educa-
tion has assumed responsibility for the Adminktratise !readership I )omain. Prior
to being selected as .1 pilot site. professors at 1St; illege of I'ducation bac e
done a great deal of des clopmental work in thc areas of: employee performa.we
es aluation. ii c Innate/culture: and m ) strategic, opcl,monal planning. NI,t onk
arc furdwr elfTts ht.:mg made to design. des clop. test and alulate assessment and

I CN
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training materials in these three areas; but efforts are also being made to design,
develop, test and validate assessment and training materials in six additional areas.

This project is conceived as a cooperative protracted effort during which time
ISU will closely coordinate its activities with those of the other pilot sites. ISU
expects to utilize appropriate materials developed by the other sites, and the project
team will make its materials available to the other pilot sites once they have been
tested and validated.

Site focus
The focus of ISU's project is to develop the processes and artifacts required to
diagnose and develop the human, technical and conceptual skills of school executives
in nine areas. The nine areas are: (i) strategic/operational planning; (ii) board/
administrator relations; (iii) community relations; (iv) organizational climate/culture;
(v) team building; (vi) employee performance evaluation; (vii) organization of
central administration; ( iii) financial resource management; and (ix) facility
development.

In each of the nine areas. ISU will first identify the key knowledge, skills and
competencies required to promote executive effectiveness; second, determine
whether or not there are adequate existing instruments to diagnose the degree of
the executive's proficiency in each of the nine areas studied; third, identify the key
knowledge, skills and competencies identified or being developed at other National
Executive Development Center's sites to determine cross-over areas between and
among sites that can be shared and integrated; and fourth, examine the universe
of existing assessment and development materials for each of the nine study areas,
integrate concepts and materials from the other NEDC's project sites, and V, idely
disseminate the diagnostic and staff development materials created during the life
of the project.

Oomain 4 Human Relations

The l'niversity of Pittsbur6 site plan
luman relations is the focus of the pilot site at the University of Pittsburgh.

Fducation is a people-oriented profession; human relations skills are e,sential to
effective leadership. Major emphases at the University of Pittsburgh pilot site are
on the design, development and testing of materials and activities that (i) increase
the participants' understanding of the relationship between successful leadership
and human interaction skills; and (ii) expand his/her repertoire of human relations

Oser an extended period, the Pittsburgh site will work in close association
ss ith the other sites. Since the California site also focusses on human relations, the
Pittsburgh site intends to maintain ongoing contacts with California. Integration
across sites and between the California and Pittsburgh sites will expose the
research at each site to a w ider community of scholars, practitioners and critics
and will provide a mechanism for ideas to flow from the regional, grass-roots
level to the state and national level.

'sum

I he t omponents of the human relatiims domain addressed by the University of
l'ittsbinctli pilot sill int. lude.
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Communication
Motivation, leadership
Conflict management
Managing change
Participatory management and team building
Alternatives to traditional collective bargaining techniques
Wellness

Association of California School Administrators

Site focus
The focus of the California School Administrators' executive development center
is on improving the way superintendent-level administrators think about their job
and the way they appear to treat others in the job setting. Participants, through
diagnostic self-reporting instruments and structured actis ities in training seminars,
learn to manage and balance their concern for satisfaction and security, and their
concern for people and the job.

Domain 5 Personal Capabilities

Notthon Illinois ("niversity/Universny ty. Alabama stte plan
The focus for this site is to provide information about the personal capabilities
of the executive in forms that will promote an understanding and apprecia-
tion of themselves and others, and enable individuals to grow personally and
professionally.

Acknowledgment of the existence of structural (educable and unchangeable)
and dynamic (educable and changeable) forces assist in making decisions about
optimal sequences for education and training experiences. The immediate priority
for accomplishing the mission statement is for the executive to gain self-knowledge.
Assessment of the executie's inherent unchangeable and structural qualities,
therefore, assume the status of an imperative. Through formative assessment the
executive acquires an awareness of the tools, strengths and qualities that she/he
possesses and can utilize in order to create a foundation of self-knowledge, upon
which to make best use of available training opportunities.

An important distinction is made between the concepts of change and con-
cepts of growth. considered to be crucial to an understanding of what actually can
be accomplished by education and training. As stated previously, certain struc-
tural areas of personal capabilities are not changeable. Thus, for example, we
cannot teach or train someone to be more intelligent or how to gain particular
traits as part of their natural personality core. That is not to say. though. the
individual cannot grow.

In this domain, reliance is placed on aspects of traditional university methods
to impart knowledge as well as some innovative alternative approaches in order
to answer questions that are central to leadership roles, such as:

What kind of personal feedback is important to the individual leader?
Which aspects il leadership are the individual's 'best fit'?
Gi\en s ho the !. are v, hat kind of other peopk does a particular leader need
on the team?
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Domain 6 Multicultural Peryeetives

University of Arizrona site plan
The College of Education at Arizona State University is a member of a consortium
of institutions and agencies involved in the creation of an executive development
system for central office school executives. The focus of the Arizona executive
development site is on the preliminary design. development, and testing of training
and assessment materials tin- school executives related to the administration of
schools in 'multicultural' settings. The project is conceived as a collaborative effOrt
in which the Arizona site will be working closely with the others in all phases of
the venture. Cooperation is especially signitkant for the Arizona site because
some elements of the Arizona materials will be integrated into the materials
developed at the other sites. Other c.ements will has e 'stand-alone' capabilities
and characteristics.

.fritis
The focus of the Arizona site is on the impact of 'multicultural perspectives' as
these affect school executives in the operation of schools. Arizona state university
(ASU) ha, a long commitment to improsing education in 'multicultural' settings.
The Arizona site intends to focus its actis ities on the des elopment of instruments
and materials related to the knowledge. skills, and competencies associated with
the successful administration of schools and school districts in the 'multicultural
perspectives domain. Significantly this means the tOcus will be ME

* Cross-cultural value differences
* Irma-cultural value differences
* Socioeconomic value difference,
* Staff perceptions, attitudes, beliefs and behas iors
* Student perceptions. attitudes, beliefs and behaviors
* I tome perceptions, attitudes, behefs and behas lors
AK Sdhiol structure and student expettat Ions
* School/com munit y interaction,

The Arizona project team rejects the notion that 'a school is a school is a
school' iriespective of its sociodemographic characteristics The contention is that
successful school leaders in 'multicultural' settings must demonstrate not only the
typical administratis e skills and competencies but also an additional and more
complex set of knowledge. skills. conlpetencies and sensitivities related to
multiculturalism. From the standpoint of school policy and practice. it is essential
for leaders to become knowledgeable about the way that schools can be perceived
differently and can affect different groups of students in different ways. In line
with this perspective. school executives must develop the analytical skills needed
to ident6 and study those factors associated with cultural, ethnic, and social class
differences within and among schools. These data can be used to develop an
understanding of the reasons formd responses to. problems of differential school
achievement. This platform is especially relevant in those schools and school districts
exhibiting 'multicultural' alongside low socioeconomic status (SES) conditions.
Students in these schools are more likely to be classified as 'at-risk' of being
underac hies cr.. presenting behavioral problems to schools and dropping-out of
school.
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Many culturally-different and/or low-SES students feel a sense of conflict
with and estrangement from institutional norms and rules. Thus. the school
executive needs to focus attention on sensitive COMMUIIICatioli if the student is to
derise maximum benefit from the school.

Conclusion

We started earlier in this volume with the metaphor of a map, in initially setting
out the territory of the supe-intendency and using the former to explore its
multifaceted nature. l'he major foci of earlier chapters have been organized around
what are still in many cases the surface features, the contours, shown on the map.
Putting these in place required ix, to take a retrospective look at the nature of the
field, albeit from the unique perspective of members and associates of the Texas
pilot site project team, working within the guidelines of AASA's National Executise
Deselopment Center. It also allowed us to engage in some 'crystal ball gazing'
based on an extrapolation of selected contemporary trends, in order ro map out
the routeways showing the connectedness and interconnectedness of things. Here
we took a prospectise look at where these might lead with respect to promoting
excellence in executive leadership for an uncertain set of alternati se futures
broader context of educational reform.

To the metaphors of map and explorer might now he added that of a compass.
AASA's conception of a National Lseilltls c Deselopment Center pros ides

the profession with at least one direction in which it might go; the means to
achieve some vision of the future needs of our schools and those who populate
them; and the wherewithal to know when we's e arrived. If this solume contributes
to the realization of this ideal then our purposes will hase been well sers ed.

Readers may wonder whether in fact the NEDC and its vision will ever fully
materialize into a national coordinated and salidated program of professional
preparation for the nation's superintendents in the form and manner intended. It
is a tenuous innos anon which may not he sustainable due to a number factors.
First, the strange fragmented world of educational administration programs and
the professoriate make it extremely difficult to communicate with both profes-
sional organizations such as AASA and superintendents in the field due to a lack
of infrastructure. To develop a nationwide system of preparation there must he a
high level of communication from both within and across the institutions of
higher education, state agencies, and professional associations such as AASA.
NASSP. NSBA and ASCD and this does not exist at the present time. Currently
communication links to practising superintendents are mainly thiough their pro-
fessional associations. There are no communication links between the edut animal
administration programs which temcli inure than perhaps 25 per cent prograllls
or professors. There is no single journal that is read by the educational admm
istration professoriate designed explicals to meet their needs. Perhaps the most
pervasive education journal read by the professoriate is the Phi Dilm happin
ss hich is not an 'ed admin' journal as such. The professional associations do has e
beim intet-agem.y eonimunication links of both a Itirmal and informal nature
I he State agencies winch, through their certification standards, dictate the onte nt
if'i. educational administration preparation programs to a signifieant extent

has e neither direct communication in ;s with the associations and practitioners
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and only cry infrequently communicate with the higher education programs
(usually during a five year review process).

When the NEDC does have its model fully field tested how will it be dis-
seminated across the nation: This is highly speculative. but if proposals for national
testing are accepted, and some form of national curriculum is put in place the
logical extension of this is national standards for teachers with national preparation
standards for administrators to follow . In our iew It also seems logical in this
scenario that those mou responsible for implementing this alternative future of
American education should be adequately prepared. among other things, to move
public education away from its traditional roots of 'localism'. This may seem to
lie in the realms of fantasy for some and he 'un-American' to others, but the signs
at this time, as elsewhere in the world point to some types of centraltzing
tendencies at work.

The intractability of A meric.m public education to change is well documented
and it comes as no surprise to those social scientists who are concerned to examine
the infrastructure of' the organizations. School organizations are constantly trying
to find and maintain consensus with many different client and interest groups.
I he current emphasis by reformers on measures of production (achievement scores)
is a quasi-industrial profit model that .vorks against the grain of the societal mission
gi seri the schools of 'being all things to all people' as much of the time as possible
(but note Thomas and Moran, 1()92). To mos e forth on a 'profit model, deci-
sions has e to be made to fully maximize the resources of the 'business' w hich
of course. mos ing assay from being all things to all people. It is possible that
aches einem scores iiii raise bit- some schools hut the number of 'losers' might
well increase. contrary to the claims of some reformers. What Is the part to he
played out by the school administrator superintendent) in this radical
reorientation of the traditional role of the school facilitator, nuintainer of the
status quo or obstructionist.

I or the superintendent to be a facilitator of change he/she must possess the
skills, knowledge and aptitudes necessary to dramatically change the nature of the
school as an institution. The current school reform mos ement basically seems to
portras the superintendent and school boaid as elements ohsti sluing reform and
restructuring (Finn. I'))l; (..hubb and Moe. ()It occasion t hes has e been
declared to be part of the problem rather than pirt of the solution, although this
drastically oyer-simplifies a complex phenomenon. Superintendents and board
members can block 'top down' reform in local districts even when it is mandated.
Obversely, they can greatly facilitate its impl nientation if thcv see it is in the best
interests of their district to do so. The role of the superintenu in convincing the
board of the desirability of planned change is well doeumenteu n the A ASA Ten
Year Study a ;lass, P/92). Superintendents initiate district polwy more than three-
t't inn hs of the time. "I hey are the key facilitators of change and reform in school
districts. dims Os , if not indirectiv. 1 here is a case to be made that school reform
elhirts se ill flourish or ti1 depending On the opilui us and ic ti Ins suipCrintiMiCnis
that they attract. I he argument extends to the implementani in of Ite-based
decision nuking as well. The majority of schouil districts has e a student emu illment
of well under 30( to and here the superintendent remains the link with the schouil

stem .md the local tommunity that olomatels makes the
twist statt.t..

;is cll these realities, the bOtti111 !me is that the emergent NI IK III its 1;,rial
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and scope reaches far beyond current constraints affecting the skills and know-
ledge of the Lurrent generation of practicing superintendents. Its potential
transformatiye power already reaches into the reform mos ement itself in influencing
indirectly how schools w ill be restructured.

lopeldlly, the task of des eloping a know ledge base and set of skills that
define the effeetise superintendent will soon he des eloped and can be agreed upon
by both practitioners and professors of educational administration. One of the
lessons learned by those participating in the NEI X: in the past seseral years is that
professors of educational administration seldom agree with each other so that
workable compromises can be established. Why this is the case Is a bit baffling.

It ss ill be interesting to note the outcomes of the kntiss ledge base' projects
presently being des eloped by UCLA institutions, and the 'professional standards'
for the superintendency being developed by AASA, In recent years. NASSP
(National Association of Secondar. S.hool Principals) and NA ESP (National
Assoliatuffi of Elementary School Principals) hase deseloped lists of essential
skills and competencies through committees populated by both practitioners and
academics. I loweser. to ss hat degree these compendiums of skills and competencies
are being integrated nut) principal preparation programs is not substantially known
at this tone.

A troubling qt:;:stion is how do the outcomes of the NEI C. AASA. UCLA.
NASSP and NA I sP ho ome integrated mot prep ninon pi-,,groin,' With mail)
hundreds of Institutions in the 'in states conducting certificate programs, what
\ chicle exists to ensure reasonable conf molt-, among programs? No workable
authority esisis to ensure that principals and superintendents ate appropriate!)
prepared for their important roles in school leadership. Thus, the professional
des elopment program described and encouraged in this hook is a response.

If the NLI as an entity is allowed to lapse. the work it has accomplished
thus far ss ill still stirs Ise and pros ide the lull:ruin ft, future efforts designed to
insure the eilectiseness of the nation's educational leaders. It has been :he most
intensise expenditure of effort in partnering professional assm1.111ons ss ith insti-
tutions of higher education in decades to bring professionalism and effectis ems,
to the superintendency . Indeed. it has been insightful to us to chi-01111 k both ibig
superin mdencs and the NEI X: in bent hmarking ss hat has been acluesed to dara.

Our collectise aspiration is that we }lase made some contribi.tion to an under-
standing of the current state t tf play is ith respeit tt) the superintendency its i.urrent
and future needs, and its accomplishments. lis sharing our klit)).s ledge. v.e hope
that ness and better knov.lcdp: iii ltt acchTed on how best tO prepare leaders
fir the nation's th,tols,



Appendix

1 ht. tolloss mg index pros ices to the reader a listing of the Allis and components
of knowledge needed by superintendents in order to effectively lead the ni5tritc-
Minal spiem of their districts through staffing. These skills and knowledge com-
ponents hase been tr.mslated into self-administered diagnostic instruments so that
aspiring and present superintendents might gain a view of their competency levels
in Slap* Irbtruclion.

PERFORMANCE (.121.1 ERIA S FAIlING FOR INS FRIA: 110N

DOMAIN 2: INSTRUCTMNAI. LEADERSIIIP

I ASK AREA 2.2: S FAEHNG FOR INS! RUC I ION

Task 2.2.1 I he executise maintains aLiequate staffing les els while
anticipating future changes in stalling needs.

Sub-Task 2.2.1.1 Monitors to maintain staff adequacy
2 2.1.1.1 Analyzes staffing patterns to determim: the ,,:atu, gut.

regarding class size, qualifications, and mis-assignments.
2.2. 1. I 2 Analies staffing patters to project anticipated retirements,

leavers and non-renewals.
( 'infers with administrators and instructional specialist,
regarding shortages and other discrepancies.

Sub-Task 2.2.1.2 Assesses needs for staffing changes
2.2.1.2.1 Res lews proposals for additions and ,hanges in staffing

patterns.
2.2.1.2.2 Determines special staffing needs fOr new instructional

programs.
2.2.1.2.3 Recommends goals for meeting needs for minorits and

special teachers in scarce supply.
2.2.1.2 4 Protects staffing requirements lOr long-range planning.

Task 2.2,2 ri ht. ec tin% co.u.cc,. a tholough system ot recruitment
procedures that kads to the identitqation quahned
muslidAtes for lob openings
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Sub-Task 2.2.2.1
2.2.2.1.1

2.2.2.1.3

2.2.2.1.4

Sub-Task 2.2.2.2
2.2.2.2.1
11111

Task 2.2.3

Sub-Task 2.2.3.1
2.2.3. I . 1

Sub-Task 2.2.3.2
2 2.3.2.1

2.2.1 2.'

2.2.3.2.3

2_2.1

2 2 1..

Plans for systematic recruitment
iteiews and updates a comprehensie tile of recruitment
sources placement offices, churches, military bases, etc.
Designs recruitment strategies for both long-term and short
term identification of apphcants.
Produces media for use in recruitment brochures,
ideos, posters, etc.

Deselops plans for active participation for parerts, stu-
dents, teachers, and others in the recruitment process.

Directs or coordinates recruitment efforts
Budgets for planned recruitment efforts.
Orients participants to assure a unified approach to
recruiting.
Directs special efforts to identify and motivate future
teacher,.
Coordinates efforts to prepare and promote teacher aides
tor reeular teaching.

I he executise provides for a screening process that desig-
nates the most qualified applicants prior to final selection.

Analyzes job descriptions
Identities the unique requiremons d1,1ifigulshilig positions
from each other.
Determines specific documents required for completion
if applican tiles for positions.
Designate, kinds of educational. professional and work
experiences relevant to the positions.
Detei miles cutting scores or priori() criteria tiir applicant
consideration beyond initul screening.
Specifies the essential legal. professional. and personal
requirements of positions.

Assembles preliminary data
Establishes procedures for receking applicants and facil-
itating the filing process with promptness and ease.
Monitors the system for periodic, clerical res less, of
applicant files to assure their completion and updating.
Designs a Of-stem for hod computer-based and paper tile
storage of applicant data.
Designs dau reduction procedures for fin-matting, profil-
ing or tliiimaruing applicants for easy resiew.
Applies initial screening criteria and related procedure,
m1)6,1-11.11) and iihrek tis uI to ill applit ants
Pros ides informati(m to applicants regarding criteria to be
used, the status of their applications. and mum tablc lii
screening and selection.
Ctilires a carelidly programmed scoring and retries al ss s-
icium tOr skreennie out applicants not imunumi ills lu.thficd.

MITLIIIMinrirnigM411"43-:n .
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7.2.3.2.8 Uses certification, experience and legal requirements for
eliminating applicants lacking essential prerequisites.

2.2.3.2.9 Utilizes test scores, grades, and rating in forms that pre-
vent arbitrary elimination of applicants.

2.2.3.7.11) Establishes clear affirmative action guidelines to assure that
appliclnts from under represented populations are included
in the pool for further consideration.

Sub-Task 2.2.3.3 Identifies most promising candidates
2.2.3.3.1 Designates priorities for the use of criteria for each specific

positn.n.
2.2.3.3.2 Develops procedures for pre-selection processing of

applications to limit further data gathering and conserse
resources.

2.7.3.3.3 Monitors a set of standard procedures for reviewing appli-
cant tiles, identifying a limited number for further data
gathering and review.

2.2.1.3.4 Plans for careful, special reviews of non-traditional appli-
cants with unique skills or experiences.

; A ; Pros ides for the mclusion of trainees, interns, and para-
professionals in the applicant rlol to be reviewed for
selection.

Task 2.2.4. -I he executise pros ides a process for selecting the most
highly qualified candidates for each instructional position.

Sub-Task 2.2.4.1
2.2.4.1.1

Makes formal presentations
Resources are pros ided to .11111re released time. trasei funds.
and consulting sers ices.

2.2.4.1.2 Schedules arc developed for inters iews data
reviews, and decision-making.

2.2 4 I. Target dates for final decisions are set aloi4z with back-up
plans for reconsideration.

2.2.4.1.4 Applicants identified for furilici res less ate proluptls no-
tified, entoulaged to pioside Radler data. and informed
more fullv of the positions.

2.2.4.1.5 Ins ols es a s Ariel of personnel retlectmg arious interests
and appropriate kinds of expertise.

anals sis.

Sub-Task 2.2.4.2 Training and guiding selection personnel
2.2.4.2.1 Orientation and procedural re% iew sessions Me plamied

with all personnel to be ins olved in selections.
2 2.4.2 2 Pros ides training for mdis !duals in fulfilling individual

stati members to assure profit lent use of !PAs . ins entories,
applitation tOi Ws and other data souites.

2 2.4.2.5 Pros ides inters iewer training to a sure that reit.% ant and
rchahlc information is pros ided in usable form.

2 2.4.2.4 I % aluatiow, of the screening and selection Noce.. Int Indcs
anal\ indiN idual ',tall- L.(. us t , and rchabilit



Sub-Task 2.2.4.3 In-depth data gathering
2.2.4.3.1 Specifies explicit selection criteria for top priority in gather-

ing data on sdected candidates.
2.1.4.3.2 Structures interviews to assure focus on highly reles am

information, avoiding interviewer drift, and superficialities.
1.1.4.3.3 Systematically records interview data using standard pro-

cedures, respecting the rights of applicants.
1.1.4.3.4 Requires special instrumentation and procedures to assure

highly discriminating data is available for selection.
2.2.4.3.3 Systematically willies tests. inventories, rekrence calls and

other sources of data to clearly focus on selection criteria.

Sub-Task 2.2.4.4 Anelyzing selection data
2.2.4.4.1 Secures independent recommendations and ranking of

candidates 1.)), individuals with different perspectives.
2.2.4.4.2 Fstablishes procedures for summari/ing, weighing, com-

paring, scoring. profiling and otherwise atulyiing a vari-
ety of intbrmation.
Makes tentative decisions regarding ranking of finalists.

2.2.4.4.4 Provides for the systematic review of all releyant data
assenffikd on the most promising candidates.

2.2.4.4.5 Develops sets of supporting conclusions regarding each
finalist.

Sub-Task 2.2.4.5 Making recommendations
2.2.4.5.1 C haracterues finalists tOr a position in terms of unique

and comparative strengths of each.
2.2.4.3.2 Clarifies availability of each finalist prior to final ranking.
2.2.4.3.3 Reviews advantages and disads amages produced when

alternafive assignments arc considered.
Decides on a recommendation to present for action.

2.2.4 5.5 formulates a back-up plan of action in the event recom
mendations arc not implemented.

Task 2.23 1 he executive provides staff orientation and induction
prow ains that assure new personnel thr information and
support needed to function in new surroundings.

Sub-Task 2.2.5.1 Orientation of new personnel
2.2.5.1.1 I h.\ clops plans for orientation of new personnel. meeting

with them. rev iew ing local philosophy and ideals
2.2.5.1.2 Res ley., and cooldinates orientation activities in schools

and offices In be sure all materials and intOrmation sources
are provided.

2.2.5.1 I "'est:lops differentiated orientation procs.durcs tor iiiuspt
rienced and experienced new personna

Sub-Task 2.2.5.2 Induction Programs
2 2.5 2.1 1 /rgain/e .1 inie or o sear fildin ill prIi2,ramn for
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personnel training designed to respond to diagnosed needs
prolessiimal des elopment. and pros ide special support

and supervision.
2.2.5.2.2 Coordinates work of principals and other supers isors in

assisting inexperienced personnel. des eloping guidelines
for assignments. classroom supervision, and special
support.
lies news tOrmanse evaluation reports on inexperienced
personnel, analyzing anecdotal reports, and offering sug-
gestions to supers isors.

Task 2.2.6

Sub-Task 2.2.6. I

dhe executise Unplements a placement ss stem that assigns
and reassigns persoilliel n positums that makes the best
use of talents.

Planning for systematic assignment, reassignment and
balancing of personnel
1)es elOps a corlIprehensis c plan for ssstematica1ls assign-
ing reassigning and balancing perstmnel in grades, pro-
grams. and other operating units.

2.2.f).1.2 1)es clops specific guidelines for reassigning personnel to
respond to sarious personnel and instructional needs.

2. 2.6.1.3 Negotiates agreements regarding follow-through on
reassignments with principals and others.

1.4 Guides prineipls and staff in making assignments that
serse the needs of the instructional program.

2.2.6.1.5 Promotes Irmo \JIM.' team arram:ements bs careful
assignment ,1pelsounel.

Sub-Task 2.2.6.2 Assigning and reassigning to meet high priority needs
.2. I Allocates personnel resoure:es to nuke best use of mdi-

idual skills. interests, and preparation.
2.2.6.2 2 Reassigns personnel as required to meet Ch.11111112 condi-

nom within schools or programs.
2.2.1-.1 keassigns personnel to assiiie oppohimines rrt.c,o..d,

or personal growth.
2.4 Allocates personnel resources gis mg priorit to umos.;)ise

team projects or proposals.

Sub-Task 2.2.6.3 Balancing stafT in programs and schools to assurt!
appropriate competencies needed

1 ,Nllocates personnel resourecs to assure balance II) inalits
of personnel lmsseen sell) gds and programs.

2. 2 Peallok ales versonnel as needed to make Oil, lent
is adahle talents.
kecommends new personnel assignments with both mdi-
\Irina{ and tusk-tuitional needs III Mind.

2.2h ; tr reallocates sac-am:les ti, impri)sc balance
am, )1)), st hook and proer tins

I

1.8b



Appendi.s

Task 2.2.7 I he executive directs the personnel operations of the sys-
tem function to assure a stable yet impros ing and well
balanced work force.

Sub-Task 2.2.7.1 Policy administration
2.2.7.1.1 Coordinates standard staff ghevance procedures, assuring

due process to all.
2 2." I Analyzes federal, stale, and local polices. and contractual,

constitutional. and liability issues related to teacher rights
and responsibilities.

2.2.7.1.3 Analyzes the principles and procedures related to admin-
istering personnel policies.

2.2.7.1.4 Analyzes hws and regulations relating to contacts. certifi-
cation, assignments. and personnel records.

2.2.7.1.5 Defines job requirements for each position in terms of
instructional processes.

2.2.'7. I ii Recognizes and classifies minimum job entry qualifications
and skills.

7.1.7 Des ckips ind anal) re, job de,,cription, to reflect the
needs of the instructional program practices. salaries, and
agreements.

Sub-Task 2.2.7.2 Providing an adequate wage and benefit schedule
2.2.7.2.1 Proposes salary ads ancement based on preparation and

qualificantins related to position.
2.2.7.2.2 Proposes recognition or other incennYes that relate to

improv ement of instruction.
2.2 Proposes fringe benefits that encourage job satisfaction.

Ads iws with business and finance officers regarding effects
of wage and benefit decisions on instructional perscnnel.

Sub-Task 2.2.7.3 Staff retention
2 2."..i 1 Identifies strategies for retaining staff and la( tat), .

" 7.1.2 Works cooperatisely with employee organizations to get
agreements on improsing instruction.

" 7 Pros ides for a system of incentives tor experienced
personnel.
c)ffers funding for study leaves and sabbaticals for
cinplos cc self- mph's cinclit

Sub-Task 2.2.7.4 Reduction in force
2.2.7.4.1 Prepares alternate plans for reducing instructional person-

nel as required
2.2.7.4.2 Analyies the effects of alternatise reduction in staff plans.
2.2.7.4.3 Analyzes actions with rest -ct to federal. state, and local

polk les. and liability issues.
2 2. 7.4 4 Applies 1..1..(1 guidelines III reducnon-in-torce procedures.

adapting Airmails e action plaos ,



Appendix

Sub-Task 2.2.7.5 Minority staffing
2.2.7.5.1 Establishes goals for the recruitment of minority teaching

candidates.
2.2.7.5.2 Proposes innovativc programs for accomplishing attirma-

tRe actions go.ds.
2.2.7.5.3 De%elops both short and long term plaiis for securing

minority personnel of top qualit)
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Selecting, Preparing and Developing
the School District Superintendent

David S.G. Carter, Thomas E. Glass
and Shirley M. Hord

The superintendency has remained relatively immune from the glare of the
public spotlight, until recently that is. This is a somewhat anomalous situation,
if only because there are some 15,000 school districts each headed by a
superintendent, as well as other senior executives of equivalent status or above
in central education agencies. Collectively, they operate a budget derived from
the public purse of quite mind-blowing proportions. Until recently relatively
little has been known about them who they are, what they do, and to what
effect except to say they are now the subjects of close scrutiny given that
there is today a widespread public dissatisfaction with the quality of schooling
across America. What are their needs now and in the future? What makes an
effective school system leader and how can potential executive leaders be
screened, selected, prepared and further developed? Recent conceptualizations
and research, focused on these sorts of questions, have provided the motivation
for this book.
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